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Introduction
In recent years, interest in scholarly publications in electronic forms has boomed, and several largescale electronic digital libraries and citation indices are now used everyday by researchers.
The fact that formal citation metrics have become an increasingly large factor in decision-making by
universities and funding bodies worldwide makes the need for research in such topics and for better
methods for measuring the impact of work more pressing.
Current digital libraries collect and allow access to digital papers and their metadata (including
citations), but largely do not attempt to analyze the items they collect.
The goal of this workshop is to investigate how developments in natural language processing and
information retrieval techniques can advance the state-of-the-art in scholarly document understanding,
analysis and retrieval.
We were amazed by the number of high-quality papers we received to this inaugural workshop, and by
the innovativeness of the research that is done in this area. The contributions split into various areas,
and we will here give a quick overview of what these are.
Full document text analysis can help design information access, namely automatic summarization and
sentiment detection methods, automated recommendation and reviewing systems, and may provide
data for visualizing scientific trends and bibliometrics. Kaplan et al.’s paper studies the interaction of
citation contexts and co-reference for scientific summarization. Discourse analysis also is the focus of
Merity et al’s paper which presents an ME-based approach to Argumentative Zoning, and of Sándor
and Vorndran’s reviewing support system.
We are particularly proud to have two user studies on navigation and search at this workshop, because
better systems for information access require such studies as a starting point. Hearst and Stoica present
a user study and prototype system for faceted navigation in scholarly digital libraries, whereas the study
by Wan et al. is collecting the browsing-specific information needs by medical searchers, in particular
those that could be satisfied by citations and their contexts.
As far as improvement of academic search itself is concerned, the topic of Shi et al.’s paper is improved
anchor text extraction.
Citation analysis takes this a step further, adding scientific social network analysis as another strand of
evidence to enhance solutions to the above challenges. Web based digital libraries add download counts
and Web 2.0 information such as tagging.
This workshop contains three papers on citation support in the strictest sense, namely Hong et al., with
a fast and lightweight reference string extractor, and Romanello et al., with a recogniser for canonical
references, and also a paper on the extraction of researcher affiliation, namely Nagy et al.
Aside from researchers, this workshop hopes to interest other stakeholders, namely implementers,
publishers and policymakers. For instance, Nanba and Takezawa’s research into the Patent
Classification Support goes in this direction. Even within computer science, many different scholarly
sites exist – ACM Portal, IEEE Xplore, Google Scholar, PSU’s CiteSeerX, MSRA’s Libra, Tsinghua’s
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ArnetMiner, Trier’s DBLP, UMass’ Rexa, Hiroshima’s PRESRI – and with this workshop we hope to
bring a number of these contributers together. Radev et al.’s work on the ACL Anthology Network
Corpus reports one such invaluable resource.
Today’s publishers continue to seek new ways to be relevant to their consumers, in disseminating the
right published works to their audience. Dr. Rick Lee, who is the Director for MIS and Electronic
Publishing at the World Scientific Publishing Company, is our invited speaker and will talk about his
company’s strategy to serve content to the user in future-proof ways.
All that is left after this brief overview of the work in this workshop is to wish all participants a good
and informative day.
The organisers of the first NLPIR4DL workshop,
Simone Teufel
Min-Yen Kan
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Abstract

and current affiliations of the researcher in question. We defined ’affiliation’ as the current and
previous physical workplaces and higher educational institutes of the researcher in question.
Our aim is to use this kind of information to
discover collegial relationships and workplacechanging behaviour which may be complementary
to the items of information originating from bibliographic databases.
Based on a manually annotated corpus we carried out several information extraction experiments. The architecture of the complex system
and the recognised problems will be discussed in
Section 3, while our empirical results will be presented in Section 4. In the last two sections we
will briefly discuss our results and then draw our
main conclusions.

Our paper discusses the potential use of
Web Content Mining techniques for gathering scientific social information from the
homepages of researchers. We will introduce our system which seeks [affiliation,
position, start year, end year] information
tuples on these homepages along with preliminary experimental results. We believe
that the lessons learnt from these experiments may be useful for further scientific
social web mining.

1

Introduction

Scientific social network analysis (Yang et al.,
2009; Said et al., 2008) seeks to discover global
patterns in the network of researchers working in
a particular field. Common approaches uses bibliographic/scholarly data as the basis for this analysis. In this paper, we will discuss the potential of exploiting other resources as an information source, such as the homepages of researchers.
The homepage of a researcher contains several
useful pieces of scientific social information like
the name of their supervisor, affiliations, academic
ranking and so on.
The information on homepages may be present
in a structured or natural text form. Here we
shall focus on the detection and analysis of full
text regions of the homepages as they may contain a huge amount of information while requires
more sophisticated analysis than that for structured ones. We will show that this kind of Webbased Relation Extraction requires different techniques than the state-of-the-art seed-based approaches as it has to acquire information from the
long-tail of the World Wide Web.
As a case study, we chose one particular scientific social information type and sought to extract information tuples concerning the previous

2

Related work

The relationship to previous studies will be discussed from a scientific social network analysis as
an application point of view and from a Web Content Mining point of view as well.
2.1

Researcher affiliation extraction

Scientific social network analysis has become a
growing area in recent years ((Yang et al., 2009;
Robardet and Fleury, 2009; Said et al., 2008)
just to name a few in recent studies). Its goal is
to provide a deeper insight into a research field
or into the personal connections among fields by
analysing relationships among researchers. The
existing studies use the co-authorship (e.g. (Newman, 2001; Barabási et al., 2002)) or/and the citation (Goodrum et al., 2001; Teufel et al., 2006) information – generally by constructing a graph with
nodes representing researchers – as the basis for
their investigations.
Apart from publication-related relationships
– which are presented in structured scholarly
datasets –, useful scientific social information can
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According to these patterns, they can download a
new set of web pages and parse them to acquire
new pairs.
These seed-based systems exploit the redundancy of the WWW. They are based on the hypothesis that important information can be found
at several places and in several forms on the Web,
hence a few accurate rules can be used to collect
the required lists. Their goal is to find and recognise (at least) one occurrence of the target information and not to find their every occurrence on
the Web. But this is not the case in our scenario.
Several pieces of social information for the researchers are available just on their homepages (or
nowhere). Thus here we must capture each mention of the information. The weakly-supervised
(redundancy-based) systems can build on highprecision and lower recall information extraction,
while we have to have target a perfect recall. For
the evaluation of such a system we constructed a
manually annotated corpus of researchers’ homepages. This corpus was also used as a training corpus for the preliminary information extraction experiments described in this paper.

be gathered from the WWW. Take, for instance the
homepage of a researchers where they summarise
their topic of interest, list supervisors and students,
nationality, age, memberships and so on. Our goal
is to develop an automatic Web Content Mining
system which crawls the homepages of researchers
and extracts useful social information from them.
A case study will be outlined here, where the
previous and current affiliations of the researcher
in question were gathered automatically. Having
a list of normalised affiliations for each researcher
of a field (i) we ought to be able to discover collegial relationships (whether they worked with the
same group at the same time) which may differ
from the co-authorship relation and (ii) we hope
to be able to answer questions like ’Do American
or European researchers change their workplace
more often?’.
2.2

Information extraction from homepages

From a technology point of view our procedure
is a Web Content Mining tool, but it differs from
the popular techniques used nowadays. The aim
of Web Content Mining (Liu and Chen-ChuanChang, 2004) is to extract useful information from
the natural language-written parts of websites.
The first attempts on Web Content Mining began with the Internet around 1998-’99 (Adelberg,
1998; Califf and Mooney, 1999; Freitag, 1998;
Kosala and Blockeel, 2000). They were expert
systems with hand-crafted rules or induced rules
used in a supervised manner and based on labeled
corpora.
The next generation of approaches on the other
hand work in weakly-supervised settings (Etzioni
et al., 2005; Sekine, 2006; Bellare et al., 2007).
Here, the input is a seed list of target information
pairs and the goal is to gather a set of pairs which
are related to each other in the same manner as the
seed pairs. These pairs may contain related entities (for example, country - capital city in (Etzioni
et al., 2005) and celebrity partnerships in (Cheng
et al., 2009)) or form an entity-attribute pair (like
Nobel Prize recipient - year in (Feiyu Xu, 2007))
or may be concerned with retrieving all available
attributes for entities (Bellare et al., 2007; Paşca,
2009). These systems generally download web
pages which contain the seed pairs then learn syntactical/semantical rules from the sentences of the
pairs (they generally use the positive instances for
one case as negative instances for another case).

3

The architecture of the system

The general task of our system is to gather scientific social information from the homepages of
researchers. In the use case presented in this paper, the input is a set of researchers’ names who
work in a particular research field (later on, this
list can be automatically gathered, for example,
from a call for papers) and the output is a list of
affiliations for each researcher. Here the affiliation
is a tuple of affiliation, position type and start/end
dates. We think that the lessons learnt from affiliation extraction will be useful for the development
of a general social information extraction system.
The system has to solve several subproblems
which will be described in the following subsections.
3.1

Locating the homepage of the researcher

Homepage candidates can be efficiently found by
using web search engine queries for the given
name. In our case study the homepage of the
researcher (when it existed) were among the top
10 responses of the Google API1 in each case.
However, selecting the correct homepage from
the top 10 responses is a harder task. Among
1

2

http://code.google.com/apis/

the HTML tags and keywords. This field is called
Wrapper Induction (Kushmerick, 2000).
We shall focus on the information extraction
from raw texts here because we found that more
pages express content in textual form than in a
structured one in the researchers’ homepages of
our case study and this task still has several unsolved problems. We mentioned above that scientific social information extraction has to capture each occurrence of the target information.
We manually labeled homepages for the evaluation of these systems. We think that the DOM
structure of the homepages (e.g. formatting tags,
section headers) could provide useful information,
hence the labeling was carried out in their original HTML form (Farkas et al., 2008). In our preliminary experiments we also used this corpus to
train classification models (they were evaluated in
a one-researcher-leave-out scheme). The purpose
of these supervised experiments was to gain an insight into the nature of the problem, but we suggest
that a real-world system for this task should work
in a weakly-supervised setting.

these sites there are (i) publication-related ones
(books/articles written by the researchers, call for
papers), sites of the institute/group associated with
the researcher and (ii) homepages of people sharing the same name.
In our preliminary experiments, we ignored
these two basic problems and automatically parsed
each website. However in the future we plan to
develop a two-stage approach to solve them. In
the first stage a general homepage detection model
– a binary classification problem with classes
homepage/non-homepage – will be applied.
In the second stage we will attempt to automatically extract textual clues for the relations among
the researchers (e.g. the particular field they work
in) from the homepage candidates and utilise these
cues for name disambiguation along with other biographical cues. For a survey of state-of-the-art
name disambiguation, see (Artiles et al., 2009).
3.2

Locating the relevant parts of the site

The URL got from the search engine usually
points to the main page of the homepage site. An
ideal system should automatically find every page
which might contain scientific social information
like Curriculum Vitae, Research interests, Projects
etc. This can be done by analysing the text of the
links or even the linked page. In our case study we
simply parsed the pages to a depth of 1 (i.e. the
main page and each page which was linked from
it).
The located web pages usually have their content arranged in sections. The first step of information extraction may be a relevant section selection module. For example, in the affiliation
extraction task the Positions Held and Education
type sections are relevant while Selected Papers
is not. Having several relevant sections with their
textual positions, an automatic classification system can filter out a huge number of probably irrelevant sections. In our experiments, we statistically
collected a few ”relevant keywords” and filtered
out sections and paragraphs which did not contain
any of these keywords.
3.3

3.4

Normalisation

The output of the extraction phase outlined above
is a list of affiliations for each researcher in the
form that occurred in the documents. However, for
scientific social network analysis, several normalisation steps should be performed. For example,
for collegial relationship extraction, along with
the matching of various transliteration of research
groups (like Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and MIT AI Lab), we have to identify the appropriate institutional level where two researchers probably still have a personal contact as well.

4

Experiments

Now we will present the affiliation corpus which
was constructed manually for evaluation purposes
along with several preliminary experiments on affiliation extraction.
4.1

The affiliation corpus

We manually constructed a web page corpus
containing HTML documents annotated for publicly available information about researchers. We
downloaded 455 sites, 5282 pages for 89 researchers (who form the Programme Committee
of the SASO07 conference2 ), and two indepen-

Extracting information tuples

Pieces of scientific social information are usually
present on the homepages and in the CVs even in
an itemised (structured) form or in a natural language full text form. Information extraction is
performed from the structured parts of the documents by automatically constructed rules based on

2

3

http://projects.csail.mit.edu/saso2007/tmc.html

dent annotators carried out their manual labeling
in the original (HTML) format of the web pages,
following an annotation guideline (Farkas et al.,
2008). All the labels that were judged inconsistent were collected together from the corpus for a
review by the two annotators and the chief annotator. We defined a three-level deep annotation hierarchy with 44 classes (labels). The wide range of
the labels and the inter-annotator agreement both
suggest that the automatic reproduction of this full
labelling is a hard task.
We selected one particular information class,
namely affiliation from our class hierarchy for our
case study. We defined ’affiliation’ as the current
and previous physical workplaces and higher educational institutes of the researcher in question
as we would like to use this kind of information
to discover collegial relationships and workplacechanging behaviour. Here institutes related to review activities, awards, or memberships are not regarded as affiliations. We call position the tuple of <affiliation, position types,
years>, as for example in <National Department of Computer Science and Operational Research at the University of Montreal, adjunct Professor, {1995, 2002}>3 . Among the four slots
just the affiliation slot is mandatory (it is
the head) as the others are usually missing in real
homepages.
The problem of finding the relevant pages of a
homepage site originating from a seed URL was
not addressed in this study. We found that pages
holding affiliation information was the one retrieved by Google in 135 cases and directly linked
to the main page in 50 cases. We found affiliation information for all of the 89 researchers of our
case study in the depth of 1, but we did not check
whether deeper crawling could have yielded new
information.
The affiliation information (like every piece of
scientific social information) can be present on
web pages in an itemised or natural text format.
We manually investigated our corpus and found
that the 47% of the pages contained affiliation information exclusively in a textual form, 24% exclusively in an itemised form and 29% were hybrid. Information extraction from these two formats requires different methods. We decided to
address the problem of affiliation extraction just

by using the raw text parts of the homepages.
We partitioned each downloaded page at HTML
breaking tags and kept the parts (paragraphs)
which were regarded as ”raw text”. Here we used
the following rule: a textual paragraph has to be
longer than 40 characters and contain at least one
verb. Certainly this rule is far from perfect (paragraphs describing publication and longer items of
lists are still present), but it seems to be a reasonable one as it extracts paragraphs even from ’hybrid’ pages. We found 86,735 paragraphs in the
5282 downloaded pages and used them in experiments in a raw txt format (HTML tags were removed).
Table 4.1 summarises the size-related figures
for the part of this textual corpus which contains
affiliation information (these paragraphs contain
manually labeled information). The corpus is
freely available for non-commercial use4 .
# researchers
# pages
# paragraph
# sentences
# affiliation
# position type
# year

59
103
151
181
374
326
212

Table 1: The size of the textual corpus which contains affiliation information.

4.2

The multi-stage model of relation
extraction

Our relation extraction system follows the architecture described in the previous section. We focus on the relevant part location and information
extraction steps in this study. We applied simple
rules to recognise the relevant parts of the homepages. We extract textual paragraphs as described
above and then filter out probably irrelevant ones
(Section 4.3).
Preliminary supervised information extraction
experiments were carried out in our case study in
order to get an insight into the special nature of
the problem. We used a one-researcher-leave-out
evaluation setting (i.e. the train sets consisted of
the paragraphs of 88 researchers and the test sets
concerned 1 researcher), thus we avoided the situations where a training set contained possibly re-

3
the example is extracted from
http://bcr2.uwaterloo.ca/∼rboutaba/biography2.htm

4
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other manually selected paragraphs which do not
contain any labeled position. We decided to
use just this 151+200 paragraphs instead of the
full set of 86,735 paragraphs for CPU time reasons. Manual selection – instead of random sampling – was required as there were several paragraphs which contained affiliation information unrelated to the researcher in question, thus introducing noise. In our multi-stage architecture, the NER
model trained on this reduced document set was
than predicated for the full set of paragraphs and
false positives (note that the paragraphs outside the
NER-train do not contain any gold-standard annotation) has to be eliminated.
We employed the Condition Random Fields
(Lafferty et al., 2001) (implementation MALLET
(McCallum, 2002)) for our NER experiments.
The feature set employed was developed for general NER and includes the following categories
(Szarvas et al., 2006):

dundant information about the subject of the test
texts.
A two-stage information extraction system was
applied here. In the first phase, a model should
recognise each possible slot/entities of the target
information tuples (Section 4.4). Then the tuples
have to be filled, i.e. the roles have to be assigned
and irrelevant entities should be ignored (Section
4.5).
4.3

Paragraph filtering

Because just a small portion of extracted textual
paragraphs contained affiliation information, we
carried out experiments on filtering out probably
irrelevant paragraphs.
Our filtering method exploited the paragraphs
containing position (positive paragraphs).
We calculated the P (word|positive) conditional
probabilities and the best words based on this measure (e.g. university, institute and professor) then
formed the so-called positive wordset. The paragraphs which did not contain any word from the
positive wordset were removed. Note that standard positive and negative sample-based classification is not applicable here as the non-positive
paragraphs may contain these indicative words,
but in an irrelevant context or with a connection
to people outside of our scope of interest. Our 1DNF hypothesis described above uses just positive
examples and it was inspired by (Yu et al., 2002).
After performing this procedure we kept 14,686
paragraphs (from the full set of 86,735), but we
did not leave out any annotated text. Hence the information extraction module could then work with
a smaller and less noisy dataset.
4.4

orthographical features: capitalisation,
word
length, bit information about the word form
(contains a digit or not, has uppercase character inside the word, and so on), character
level bi/trigrams,
dictionaries of first names, company types, denominators of locations,
frequency information: frequency of the token,
the ratio of the token’s capitalised and lowercase occurrences, the ratio of capitalised
and sentence beginning frequencies of the token which was derived from the Gigaword
dataset5 ,

Detecting possible slots

contextual information: sentence position, trigger words (the most frequent and unambiguous tokens in a window around the NEs) from
the train text, the word between quotes, and
so on.

We investigated a Named Entity Recognition
(NER) tool for detecting possible actors of a
position tuple. But note that this task is not a
classical NER problem because our goal here is to
recognise just those entities which may play a role
in a position event. For example there were
many year tokens in the text – having the same
orthographic properties – but only a few were related to affiliation information. The contexts of the
tokens should play an important role in this kind
of an NER targeting of very narrow semantic NE
classes.
For training and evaluating the NER systems,
we used each 151 paragraphs containing at least
one manually labeled position along with 200

This basic set was extended by two domainspecific gazetteers, namely a list of university
names and position types. We should add that
a domain-specific exception list (containing e.g.
Dr., Ph.D.) for augmenting a general sentence
splitter was employed here.
Table 2 lists the phrase-level Fβ=1 results obtained by CRF in the one-researcher-leave-out
5
Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC),
catalogId: LDC2003T05

5

evaluation scheme, while Table 3 lists the results
of a baseline method which labels each member
of the university and position type gazetteers and
identifies years using regular expressions. This
comparison highlights the fact that labeling each
occurrences of this easily recognisable classes
cannot be applied. It gives an extremely low precision thus contextual information has to be leveraged.

affiliation
position type
year
TOTAL

Precision
66.78
87.50
86.42
78.73

Recall
53.28
70.22
69.31
62.88

was found by the tagger we regarded the paragraph as belonging to the author. Its errors had two
sources; the NER trained on an out-domain corpus
made a lot of false negatives and the normalisation
method had to deal with incorrect ”names” (like
Paul Hunter Curator as a name phrase) as well.
The second method was simpler. We kept
the position tuples whose paragraph contained
any part of the researcher name or any of the ”I”,
”she”, ”he” personal pronouns. Its errors came, for
instance, from finding the ”Paul” string for ”Paul
Robertson” in the text snippet ”Paul Berger”.
We applied these two subject detection methods to the predictions of our slot detection NER
modul. Table 4 summarises the accuracies of the
systems, i.e. whether they made the correct decision on ”is this forecasted affiliation corresponds
to the researcher in question”. The columns of
this table shows how many affiliation prediction was carried out by the slot detection system, i.e. how many times has to made a decision. ”name. det” and ”p. pronouns” refer
to the two methods, to the name detection-based
and to the personal pronoun-matcher ones. We
investigated their performance on the paragraphs
which contained manually labeled information,
on the paragraphs which did contained any but
the slot detection module forecasted at least one
affiliation here and on the union of these
sets of paragraphs. The figures of the table shows
that the personal pronoun detection approach performs significantly better on the paragraphs which
really contains affiliation information. This is due
to the fact that this method removes less prediction compared to the name based one and there are
just a few forecast which has to be removed on the
paragraphs which contain information.

Fβ=1
59.27
77.91
76.92
69.92

Table 2: The results achieved by CRF.

affiliation
position type
year
TOTAL

Precision
21.43
23.27
65.77
32.16

Recall
9.68
66.77
98.99
44.08

Fβ=1
13.33
34.51
79.03
37.19

Table 3: NER baseline results.

4.5

The assignment of roles

When we apply the NER module to unknown documents we have to decide whether the recognised
entities have any connection with the particular
person as downloaded pages often contain information about other researchers (supervisors, students, etc.) as well. The subject of the information is generally expressed by a proper noun at
the beginning of the page or paragraph and then
anaphoric references are used. We assumed here
that each position tuple in a paragraph was related to exactly one person and when the subject of
the first sentence of the paragraph was a personal
pronoun I, she, he then the paragraph belonged to
the author of the page.
To automatically find the subject of the paragraphs we tried out two procedures and evaluated
them on the predictions of the NER model introduced in the previous subsection. First, we applied
a NER trained on the person names of the CoNLL2003 corpus (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder,
2003). The names predicted by this method were
then compared to the owner of the homepage using name normalisation techniques. If no name

annotated
non-ann.
full set

#pred
165
214
379

name det.
66.9
71.5
69.4

p. pronouns
87.8
61.2
73.4

Table 4: Accuracies of subject detection methods.
To find relationships among the other types of
predicated entities (affiliation, position type, start
year, end year) we used a very simple heuristic.
As the affiliation slot is the head of the tuple
we simply assigned every other detected entity to
the nearest affiliation and regarded the earlier preidcated year token as the start year.
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tion of the affiliation was a part of the affiliation as it sometimes identifies the department (e.g.
”Hewlett-Packard Labs in Palo Alto”). This extension of the phrase proved to be difficult because
there were several cases with the same orthographic features (e.g. Ph.D. from MIT in Physics).
The acronyms immediately after the affiliation are
a similar case, which we regard as part of the name
and it is difficult for the NER to handle (e.g. Centre for Policy Modelling (CPM)). As there is no
partial credit; an incorrect entity boundary is penalised both as a false positive and as a false negative.

This method made the correct decision in the
91.3% and 71.8% of the cases applied on the goldstandard annotation and the predicated entities, respectively. We should add that using the predicted
labels during the evaluation, the false positives of
the NER counts automatically an error in relation
detection as well.

5

Discussion

The first step of the information extraction system of this case study was the localisation of relevant information. We found that Web search engines are efficient tools for finding homepages.
We empirically showed that a very simple crawling (downloading everything to a depth of 1) can
be applied, because the irrelevant contents can be
removed later. The advantage of focused crawling (i.e. making a decision before downloading a linked page) is that it can avoid the timeconsuming analysis of pages. However making
the decision of whether the linked document might
contain relevant information is a hard task. On the
other hand we showed that the requested information is reachable in depth 1 and that a fast stringmatching based filtering method can significantly
reduce the amount of texts which have to be analysed without losing any information. Moreover,
the positive example-based filtering approach can
be employed in a seed-driven setting as well.
For the information extraction phase we think
that a high-recall system has to be developed. We
constructed a corpus with contextual occurrences
for evaluation issues. The extraction can be relationship detection-based (e.g. the state-of-theart seed-driven approaches seek to acquire syntactic/semantic patterns which are typical of the relationship itself) or entity-based (like our method,
these approaches first identify possible actors then
look for relationships among them). We expect
that the latter one is more suitable for high-recall
tasks.
The NER system of this case study achieved
significantly better results than those for the baseline method. We experimentally showed that
it could exploit the contextual information and
that the labeled entities were those which were
affiliation-related. However, the overall system
has to be improved in the future. We manually
analysed the errors on a part of the corpus and
found a few typical errors were present. Our
annotation guide said that the geographical loca-

These points also explain the surprisingly low
precision of the baseline system as it labeled university names without more detailed identification of the unit (e.g. Department of Computer
Science, [Waterloo University]BASELIN E ). We
should add that these two annotation guidelines
are questionable, but we expect that information
might get lost without them. Moreover, there is
an another reason for the low recall, it is that our
human annotators found textual clues for position
types on verbs as well (e.g. I leadT Y P E the Distributed Systems Group). The context of these labeled examples are clearly different from that of
the usual position type.
Comparing the two subject detection methods,
we see that the name detection model which learnt
on an out-domain corpus made a lot of mistakes,
thus the method based on it judged more paragraphs as irrelevant ones. The name detection
could be improved by a domain corpus (for example the training corpus did not contain any Prof.
NAME example) and by applying more sophisticated name normalisation techniques. When we
manually analysed the errors of these procedures
we found that each false negative of the simpler subject detection method was due to the errors of the textual paragraph identification definition used. There were several itemisations whose
header was type of ”Previously I worked for:” and
the textual items themselves did not contain the
subject of the affiliation information. The false
positives often originated from pages which did
not belong to the researcher in question but contained him name (e.g. I am a Ph.D. Student working under the supervision of Prof. NAME).
Lastly, an error analysis of the affiliation head
seeking heuristic revealed that the 44% of the
predicted position type and year entities’s
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Abstract

1

In recent years, academic search (Giles et al.,
1998; Lawrence et al., 1999; Nie et al., 2005;
Chakrabarti et al., 2006) has become an important supplement to general web search for retrieving research articles. Several academic
search systems (including Google Scholar†, Citeseer‡, DBLP§, Libra**, ArnetMiner†† , etc.) have
been deployed. In order to improve the results
quality of an academic search system, we may
consider exploiting the techniques which are
demonstrated to be quite useful and critical in
general Web search. In this paper, we study the
possibility of extracting anchor text for research
papers and using them to improve the search performance of an academic search system.

*

Anchor text plays a special important role in
improving the performance of general Web
search, due to the fact that it is relatively objective description for a Web page by potentially a large number of other Web pages.
Academic Search provides indexing and
search functionality for academic articles. It
may be desirable to utilize anchor text in academic search as well to improve the search results quality. The main challenge here is that
no explicit URLs and anchor text is available
for academic articles. In this paper we define
and automatically assign a pseudo-URL for
each academic article. And a machine learning
approach is adopted to extract pseudo-anchor
text for academic articles, by exploiting the citation relationship between them. The extracted pseudo-anchor text is then indexed and
involved in the relevance score computation of
academic articles. Experiments conducted on
0.9 million research papers show that our approach is able to dramatically improve search
performance.

1

Figure 1. An example of one paper citing other papers

The basic search unit in most academic search
systems is a research paper. Borrowing the concepts of URL and anchor-text in general Web
search, we may need to assign a pseudo-URL for
one research paper as its identifier and to define
the pseudo-anchor text for it by the contextual
description when this paper is referenced (or
mentioned). The pseudo-URL of a research paper could be the combination of its title, authors
and publication information. Figure-1 shows an
excerpt where one paper cites a couple of other

Introduction

Anchor text is a piece of clickable text that links
to a target Web page. In general Web search,
anchor text plays an extremely important role in
improving the search quality. The main reason
for this is that anchor text actually aggregates the
opinion (which is more comprehensive, accurate,
and objective) of a potentially large number of
people for a Web page.

†

http://scholar.google.com/
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/
§
http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db/
**
http://libra.msra.cn/
††
http://www.arnetminer.org/
‡

*

This work was performed when Fei Xing and Mingjie Zhu
were interns at Microsoft Research Asia.
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papers. The grayed text can be treated as the
pseudo-anchor text of the papers being referenced. Once the pseudo-anchor text of research
papers is acquired, it can be indexed and utilized
to help ranking, just as in general web search.
However it remains a challenging task to correctly identify and extract these pseudo-URLs
and pseudo-anchor texts. First, unlike the situation in general web search where one unique
URL is assigned to each web page as a natural
identifier, the information of research papers
need to be extracted from web pages or PDF files.
As a result, in constructing pseudo-URLs for
research papers, we may face the problem of extraction errors, typos, and the case of one research paper having different expressions in different places. Second, in general Web search,
anchor text is always explicitly specified by
HTML tags (<a> and </a>). It is however much
harder to perform anchor text extraction for research papers. For example, human knowledge
may be required in Figure-1 to accurately identify the description of every cited paper.
To address the above challenges, we propose
an approach for extracting and utilizing pseudoanchor text information in academic search to
improve the search results quality. Our approach
is composed of three phases. In the first phase,
each time a paper is cited in another paper, we
construct a tentative pseudo-URL for the cited
paper and extract a candidate anchor block for it.
The tentative pseudo-URL and the candidate
anchor block are allowed to be inaccurate. In the
second phase, we merge the tentative pseudoURLs that should represent the same paper. All
candidate anchor blocks belong to the same paper are grouped accordingly in this phase. In the
third phase, the final pseudo-anchor text of each
paper is generated from all its candidate blocks,
by adopting a SVM-based machine learning methodology. We conduct experiments upon a dataset containing 0.9 million research papers. The
experimental results show that lots of useful anchor text can be successfully extracted and accumulated using our approach, and the ultimate
search performance is dramatically improved
when anchor information is indexed and used for
paper ranking.
The remaining part of this paper is organized
as follows. In Section 2, we describe in detail our
approach for pseudo-anchor text extraction and
accumulation. Experimental results are reported
in Section 3. We discuss related work in Section
4 and finally conclude the paper in Section 5.

2
2.1

Our Approach
Overview

Before describing our approach in detail, we first
recall how anchor text is processed in general
Web search. Assume that there have been a collection of documents being crawled and stored
on local disk. In the first step, each web page is
parsed and the out links (or forward links) within
the page are extracted. Each link is comprised of
a URL and its corresponding anchor text. In the
second step, all links are accumulated according
to their destination URLs (i.e. the anchor texts of
all links pointed to the same URL are merged).
Thus, we can get all anchor text corresponding to
each web page. Figure-2 (a) demonstrates this
process.
Web pages

Papers

HTML parsing

Paper parsing

Links

Tentative pseudo-URLs
Candidate anchor blocks

Anchor block accumulation
Group by link
destination

Papers with their
candidate anchor blocks

Anchor-text learning
Anchor text
for pages

Papers with their
pseudo-anchor text

Figure 2. The main process of extracting (a) anchor
text in general web search and (b) pseudo-anchor text
in academic search

For academic search, we need to extract and
parse the text content of papers. When a paper A
mentions another paper B, it either explicitly or
implicitly displays the key information of B to let
the users know that it is referencing B instead of
other papers. Such information can be extracted
to construct the tentative pseudo-URL of B. The
pseudo-URLs constructed in this phase are tentative because different tentative pseudo-URLs
may be merged to generate the same final pseudo-URL. All information related to paper B in
different papers can be accumulated and treated
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as the potential anchor text of B. Our goal is to
get the anchor text related to each paper.
Our approach for pseudo-anchor text extraction is shown in Figure-2 (b). The key process is
similar to that in general Web search for accumulating and utilizing page anchor text. One primary difference between Figure-2 (a) and (b) is the
latter accumulates candidate anchor blocks rather
than pieces of anchor text. A candidate anchor
block is a piece of text that contains the description of one paper. The basic idea is: Instead of
extracting the anchor text for a paper directly (a
difficult task because of the lack of enough information), we first construct a candidate anchor
block to contain the "possible" or "potential" description of the paper. After we accumulate all
candidate anchor blocks, we have more information to provide a better estimation about which
pieces of texts are anchor texts. Following this
idea, our proposed approach adopts a three-phase
methodology to extract pseudo-anchor text. In
the first phase, each time a paper B appearing in
another paper A, a candidate anchor block is extracted for B. All candidate anchor blocks belong
to the same paper are grouped in the second
phase. In the third phase, the final pseudo-anchor
text of each paper is selected among all candidate
blocks.
Extracting tentative pseudo-URLs and candidate anchor blocks: When one paper cites
another paper, a piece of short text (e.g. "[1]" or
“(xxx et al., 2008)”) is commonly inserted to
represent the paper to be cited, and the detail information (key attributes) of it are typically put
at the end of the document (in the references section). We call each paper listed in the references
section a reference item. The references section
can be located by searching for the last occurrence of term 'reference' or 'references' in larger
fonts. Then, we adopt a rule-based approach to
divide the text in the references section into reference items. Another rule-based approach is
used to extract paper attributes (title, authors,
year, etc) from a reference item. We observed
some errors in our resulting pseudo-URLs caused
by the quality of HTML files converted from
PDF format, reference item extraction errors,
paper attribute extraction errors, and other factors. We also observed different reference item
formats for the same paper. The pseudo-URL for
a paper is defined according to its title, authors,
publisher, and publication year, because these
four kinds of information can readily be used to
identify a paper.

For each citation of a paper, we treat the sentence containing the reference point (or citation
point) as one candidate anchor block. When multiple papers are cited in one sentence, we treat
the sentence as the candidate anchor block of
every destination paper.
Candidate Anchor Block Accumulation:
This phase is in charge of merging all candidate
blocks of the same pseudo-URL. As has been
discussed, tentative pseudo-URLs are often inaccurate; and different tentative pseudo-URLs may
correspond to the same paper. The primary challenge here is perform the task in an efficient way
and with high accuracy. We will address this
problem in Subsection 2.2.
Pseudo-Anchor Generation: In the previous
phase, all candidate blocks of each paper have
been accumulated. This phase is to generate the
final anchor text for each paper from all its candidate blocks. Please refer to Subsection 2.3 for
details.
2.2

Candidate Anchor Block Accumulation
via Multiple Feature-String Hashing

Consider this problem: Given a potentially huge
number of tentative pseudo-URLs for papers, we
need to identify and merge the tentative pseudoURLs that represent the same paper. This is like
the problems in the record linkage (Fellegi and
Sunter, 1969), entity matching, and data integration which have been extensively studied in database, AI, and other areas. In this sub-section,
we will first show the major challenges and the
previous similar work on this kind of problem.
Then a possible approach is described to achieve
a trade-off between accuracy and efficiency.

Figure 3. Two tentative pseudo-URLs representing
the same paper

2.2.1 Challenges and candidate techniques
Two issues should be addressed for this problem:
similarity measurement, and the efficiency of the
algorithm. On one hand, a proper similarity function is needed to identify two tentative pseudoURLs representing the same paper. Second, the
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integration process has to be accomplished efficiently.
We choose to compute the similarity between
two papers to be a linear combination of the similarities on the following fields: title, authors,
venue (conference/journal name), and year. The
similarity function on each field is carefully designed. For paper title, we adopt a term-level edit
distance to compute similarity. And for paper
authors, person name abbreviation is considered.
The similarity function we adopted is fairly well
in accuracy (e.g., the similarity between the two
pseudo-URLs in Figure-3 is high according to
our function); but it is quite time-consuming to
compute the similarity for each pair of papers
(roughly 1012 similarity computation operations
are needed for 1 million different tentative pseudo-URLs).
Some existing methods are available for decreasing the times of similarity calculation operations. McCallum et al. (2000) addresses this high
dimensional data clustering problem by dividing
data into overlapping subsets called canopies
according to a cheap, approximate distance measurement. Then the clustering process is performed by measuring the exact distances only
between objects from the same canopy. There are
also other subspace methods (Parsons et al., 2004)
in data clustering areas, where data are divided
into subspaces of high dimensional spaces first
and then processing is done in these subspaces.
Also there are fast blocking approaches for
record linkage in Baxter et al. (2003). Though
they may have different names, they hold similar
ideas of dividing data into subsets to reduce the
candidate comparison records. The size of dataset used in the above papers is typically quite
small (about thousands of data items). For efficiency issue, Broder et al. (1997) proposed a
shingling approach to detect similar Web pages.
They noticed that it is infeasible to compare
sketches (which are generated by shingling) of
all pairs of documents. So they built an inverted
index that contains a list of shingle values and
the documents they appearing in. With the inverted index, they can effectively generate a list
of all the pairs of documents that share any shingles, along with the number of shingles they
have in common. They did experiments on a dataset containing 30 million documents.
By adopting the main ideas of the above techniques to our pseudo-URL matching problem, a
possible approach can be as follows.

Algorithm Multiple Feature-String Hashing for candidate anchor
block accumulation
Input: A list of papers (with their tentative pseudo-URLs
and candidate anchor blocks)
Output: Papers with all candidate anchor blocks of the
same paper aggregated
Initial: An empty hashtable h (each slot of h is a list of papers)
For each paper A in the input list {
For each feature-string of A {
Lookup by the feature-string in h to get a slot s;
Add A into s;
}
}
For each slot s with size smaller than a threshold {
For any two papers A1, A2 in s {
float fSim = Similarity(A1, A2);
if(fSim > the specified threshold) {
Merge A1 and A2;
}
}
}

Figure 4. The Multiple Feature-String Hashing algorithm for candidate anchor block accumulation

2.2.2 Method adopted
The method utilized here for candidate anchor
block accumulation is shown in Figure 4. The
main idea is to construct a certain number of feature strings for a tentative pseudo-URL (abbreviated as TP-URL) and do hash for the feature
strings. A feature string of a paper is a small
piece of text which records a part of the paper’s
key information, satisfying the following conditions: First, multiple feature strings can typically
be built from a TP-URL. Second, if two TPURLs are different representations of the same
paper, then the probability that they have at least
one common feature string is extremely high. We
can choose the term-level n-grams of paper titles
(referring to Section 3.4) as feature strings.
The algorithm maintains an in-memory hashtable which contains a lot of slots each of which
is a list of TP-URLs belonging to this slot. For
each TP-URL, feature strings are generated and
hashed by a specified hash function. The TPURL is then added into some slots according to
the hash values of its feature strings. Any two
TP-URLs belonging to the same slot are further
compared by utilizing our similarity function. If
their similarity is larger than a threshold, the two
TP-URLs are treated as being the same and
therefore their corresponding candidate anchor
blocks are merged.
The above algorithm tries to achieve good balance between accuracy and performance. On one
hand, compared with the naïve algorithm of performing one-one comparison between all pairs of
TP-URLs, the algorithm needs only to compute
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the similarity for the TP-URLs that share a
common slot. On the other hand, because of the
special property of feature strings, most TPURLs representing the same paper can be detected and merged.
The basic idea of dividing data into overlapped subsets is inherited from McCallum et al.
(2000), Broder et al. (1997), and some subspace
clustering approaches. Slightly different, we do
not count the number of common feature strings
between TP-URLs. Common bins (or inverted
indices) between data points are calculated in
McCallum et al. (2000) as a “cheap distance” for
creating canopies. The number of common Shingles between two Web documents is calculated
(efficiently via inverted indices), such that Jaccard similarity could be used to measure the similarity between them. In our case, we simply
compare any two TP-URLs in the same slot by
using our similarity function directly.
The effective and efficiency of this algorithm
depend on the selection of feature strings. For a
fixed feature string generation method, the performance of this algorithm is affected by the size
of each slot, especially the number and size of
big slots (slots with size larger than a threshold).
Big slots will be discarded in the algorithm to
improve performance, just like removing common Shingles in Broder et al. (1997). In Section
4, we conduct experiments to test the performance of the above algorithm with different feature string functions and different slot size thresholds.
2.3

Now the problem is: Given a block set containing N elements, extract some text excerpts
from them as the anchor text of the paper.
2.3.2 Learn term weights
We adopt a machine-learning approach to assign,
for each term in the anchor blocks, a discrete degree of being anchor text. The main reasons for
taking such an approach is twofold: First, we
believe that assigning each term a fuzzy degree
of being anchor text is more appropriate than a
binary judgment as either an anchor-term or nonanchor-term. Second, since the importance of a
term for a “link” may be determined by many
factors in paper search, a machine-learning could
be more flexible and general than the approaches
that compute term degrees by a specially designed formula.

Figure 5. The candidate pseudo-anchor blocks of a
paper

The features used for learning are listed in Table-1.
We observed that it would be more effective if
some of the above features are normalized before
being used for learning. For a term in candidate
anchor block B, its TF are normalized by the
BM25 formula (Robertson et al., 1999),

Pseudo-Anchor Text Learning

In this subsection, we address the problem of
extracting the final pseudo-anchor text for a paper, given all its candidate anchor blocks (see
Figure 5 for an example).

TFnorm 

2.3.1 Problem definition
A candidate anchor block is a piece of text with
one or some reference points (a reference point is
one occurrence of citation in a paper) specified,
where a reference point is denoted by a
<start_pos, end_pos> pair (means start position
and end position respectively): ref = <start_pos,
end_pos>. We represent a candidate anchor
block to be the following format,

(k1  1)  TF
|B|
k1  (b  (1  b) 
)  TF
L

where L is average length of the candidate blocks,
|B| is the length of B, and k1, b are parameters.
DF is normalized by the following formula,
IDF  log(1 

N
)
DF

where N is the number of elements in the block
set (i.e. total number of candidate anchor blocks
for the current paper).
Features RefPos and Dist are normalized as,

AnchorBlock = (Text, ref1, ref2, …)

RefPosnorm = RefPos / |B|

We define a block set to be a set of candidate
anchor blocks for a paper,

Distnorm = (Dist-RefPos) / |B|

And the feature BlockLen is normalized as,

BlockSet = {AnchorBlock1, AnchorBlock2, …}
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search results quality is measured by NDCG
(Jarvelin and Kekalainen, 2000).

BlockLennorm = log(1+BlockLen)

Features
DF

BF
CTF
IsInURL
TF
Dist
RefPos
BlockLen

3.2

Description
Document frequency: Number of candidate blocks in
which the term appears, counted among all candidate
blocks of all papers. It is used to indicate whether the
term is a stop word or not.
Block frequency: Number of candidate blocks in
which the term appears, counted among all candidate
blocks of this paper.
Collection term frequency: Total number of times the
term appearing in the blocks. For multiple times of
occurrences in one block, all of them are counted.
Specify whether the term appears in the pseudo-URL
of the paper.
Term frequency: Number of times the terms appearing
in the candidate block.
Directed distance from the nearest reference point to
the term location
Position of the nearest reference point in the candidate
pseudo-anchor block.

Overall Effect of our Approach

Figure 6 shows the performance comparison between the results of two baseline paper ranking
algorithms and the results of including pseudoanchor text in ranking.
1

Base(Without CitationCount)
Base
Pseudo-Anchor Included

0.9
0.8

0.689

0.7
0.6
0.5

0.673
0.619

0.597

0.672
0.627

0.466
0.426

0.388

0.4
0.3
0.2

Length of the candidate pseudo-anchor block

0.1
0

Table 1. Features for learning

NDCG@1

3.1

NDCG@10

Figure 6. Comparison between the baseline approach
and our approach (measure: nDCG)

We set four term importance levels, from 1
(unrelated terms or stop words) to 4 (words participating in describing the main ideas of the paper).
We choose support vector machine (SVM) for
learning term weights here, because of its powerful classification ability and well generalization
ability (Burges, 1998). We believe some other
machine learning techniques should also work
here. The input of the classifier is a feature vector of a term and the output is the importance
level of the term. Given a set of training data
 featurei , leveli li1 , a decision function f(x) can be
acquired after training. Using the decision function, we can assign an importance level for each
term automatically.

3

NDCG@3

The “Base” algorithm considers the title, abstract, full-text and static-rank (which is a function of the citation count) of a paper. In a bit
more detail, for each paper, we adopt the BM25
formula (Robertson et al., 1999) over its title,
abstract, and full-text respectively. And then the
resulting score is linearly combined with the static-rank to get its final score. The static-rank is
computed as follows,
StaticRank = log(1+CitationCount)

(3.1)

To test the performance of including pseudoanchor text in ranking, we compute an anchor
score for each paper and linearly combine it with
its baseline score (i.e. the score computed by the
baseline algorithm).
We tried two kinds of ways for anchor score
computation. The first is to merge all pieces of
anchor excerpts (extracted in the previous section)
into a larger piece of anchor text, and use BM25
to compute its relevance score. In another approach called homogeneous evidence combination (Shi et al., 2006), a relevance score is computed for each anchor excerpt (still using BM25),
and all the scores for the excerpts are sorted descending and then combined by the following
formula,

Experiments
Experimental Setup

Our experimental dataset contains 0.9 million
papers crawled from the web. All the papers are
processed according to the process in Figure-2
(b). We randomly select 300 queries from the
query log of Libra (libra.msra.cn) and retrieve
the results in our indexing and ranking system
with/without the pseudo-anchors generated by
our approach. Then the volunteer researchers and
students in our group are involved to judge the
search results. The top 30 results of different
ranking algorithms for each query are labeled
and assigned a relevance value from 1 (meaning
'poor match') to 5 (meaning 'perfect match'). The

m

1
 si
(
1

c

(i  1)) 2
i 1

S anchor  

(3.2)

where si (i=1, …, m) are scores for the m anchor
excerpts, and c is a parameter. The primary idea
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here is to let larger scores to have relative greater
weights. Please refer to Shi et al. (2006) for a
justification of this approach. As we get slightly
better results with the latter way, we use it as our
final choice for computing anchor scores.
From Figure 6, we can see that the overall performance is greatly improved by including pseudo-anchor information. Table 2 shows the t-test
results, where a “>” indicates that the algorithm
in the row outperforms that in the column with a
p-value of 0.05 or less, and a “>>” means a pvalue of 0.01 or less.

A1. K Sugiyama, K Hatano, M Yoshikawa, S Uemura. Refinement of TFIDF schemes for web pages using their hyperlinked neighboring pages.
Hypertext’03
A2. A Aizawa. An information-theoretic perspective of tf-idf measures.
IPM’03.
A3. N Oren. Reexamining tf.idf based information retrieval with Genetic Programming. SAICSIT’02.

(a) Without anchor
B1. G Salton, MJ McGill. Introduction to Modern Information Retrieval. McGraw-Hill, 1983.
B2. G Salton and C Buckley. Term weighting approaches in automatic
text retrieval. IPM’98.
B3. R Baeza-Yates, B Ribeiro-Neto. Modern Information Retrieval.
Addison-Wesley, 1999

(b) With anchor
Figure 7. Top-3 results for query TF-IDF

Base

>

Our approach
Base
Base (without CitationCount)

Base (without
CitationCount)
A1. V Safronov, M Parashar, Y Wang et al. Optimizing Web servers
using Page rank prefetching for clustered accesses. Information
Sciences. 2003.
A2. AO Mendelzon, D Rafiei. An autonomous page ranking method for
metasearch engines. WWW, 2002.
A3. FB Kalhoff. On formally real Division Algebras and Quasifields of
Rank two.

>>
>>

Table 2. Statistical significance tests (t-test over
nDCG@3)

(a) Without anchor
B1. S Brin, L Page. The Anatomy of a Large-Scale Hypertextual Web
Search Engine. WWW, 1998
B2. L Page, S Brin, R Motwani, T Winograd. The pagerank citation
ranking: Bringing order to the web. 1998.
B3. JM Kleinberg. Authoritative sources in a hyperlinked environment.
Journal of the ACM, 1999.

Table 3 shows the performance comparison by
using some traditional IR measures based on binary judgments. Since the results of not including CitationCount are much worse than the other
two, we omit it in the table.

(b) With anchor
Figure 8. Top-3 results for query Page Rank

Measure
Approach
Base (including
CitationCount)
Our Approach

MAP

MRR

P@1

P@10

0.364

0.727

0.613

0.501

0.381

0.734

0.625

0.531

Figure-8 shows another example about how
pseudo-anchor helps to improve search results
quality. For query "Page Rank" (note that there is
a space in between), the results returned by the
baseline approach are not satisfactory. In the papers returned by our approach, at least B1 and B2
are very good results. Although they did not label themselves "Page Rank", other papers do so
in citing them. Interestingly, although the result
B3 is not about the "PageRank" algorithm, it describes another popular "Page Rank" algorithm
in addition to PageRank.
Another interesting observation from the two
figures is that our approach retrieves older papers
than the baseline method, because old papers
tend to have more anchor text (due to more citations). So our approach may not be suitable for
retrieve newer papers. To overcome this problem,
maybe publication year should be considered in
our ranking functions.

Table 3. Performance compassion using binary judgment measures

3.3

Sample Query Analysis

Here we analyze some sample queries to get
some insights about why and how pseudo-anchor
improves search performance. Figure-7 and Figure-8 show the top-3 results of two sample queries: {TF-IDF} and {Page Rank}.
For query "TF-IDF", the top results of the
baseline approach have keyword "TF-IDF" appeared in the title as well as in other places of the
papers. Although the returned papers are relevant
to the query, they are not excellent because typically users may want to get the first TF-IDF paper or some papers introducing TF-IDF. When
pseudo-anchor information is involved, some
excellent results (B1, B2, B3) are generated. The
main reason for getting the improved results is
that these papers (or books) are described with
"TF-IDF" when lots of other papers cite them.

3.4

Anchor Accumulation Experiments

We conduct experiments to test the effectiveness
and efficiency of the multiple-feature-stringhashing algorithm presented in Section 2.2. The
duplication detection quality of this algorithm is
determined by the appropriate selection of fea16

ture strings. When feature strings are fixed, the
slot size threshold can be used to tune the tradeoff between accuracy and performance.
Feature Strings
Slot Distr.

# of Slots
# of Slots with
size > 100
# of Slots with
size > 1000
# of Slots with
size > 10000

Ungram

Bigram

Trigram

4-gram

1.4*105

1.2*106

2.8*106

3.4*106

5240

6806

1541

253

998

363

50

5

59

11

0

0

resources on a range of topics. An anchor window approach is proposed in Chakrabarti et al
(1998) to extract implicit anchor text. Following
this work, anchor windows were considered in
some other tasks (Amitay et al., 1998; Haveliwala et al., 2002; Davison, 2002; Attardi et al.,
1999). Although we are inspired by these ideas,
our work is different because research papers
have many different properties from Web pages.
From the viewpoint of implicit anchor extraction
techniques, our approach is different from the
anchor window approach. The anchor window
approach is somewhat simpler and easy to implement than ours. However, our method is more
general and flexible. In our approach, the anchor
text is not necessarily to be in a window.
Citeseer (Giles et al., 1998; Lawrence et al.,
1999) has been doing a lot of valuable work on
citation recognition, reference matching, and paper indexing. It has been displaying contextual
information for cited papers. This feature has
been shown to be helpful and useful for researchers. Differently, we are using context description for improving ranking rather than display purpose. In addition to Citeseer, some other
work (McCallum et al., 1999; Nanba and Okumura, 1999; Nanba et al., 2004; Shi et al., 2006)
is also available for extracting and accumulating
reference information for research papers.

Table 4. Slot distribution with different feature strings

We take all the papers extracted from PDF
files as input to run the algorithm. Identical TPURLs are first eliminated (therefore their candidate anchor blocks are merged) by utilizing a
hash table. This pre-process step results in about
1.46 million distinct TP-URLs. The number is
larger than our collection size (0.9 million), because some cited papers are not in our paper collection. We tested four kinds of feature strings all
of which are generated from paper title: unigrams, bigrams, trigrams, and 4-grams. Table-4
shows the slot size distribution corresponding to
each kind of feature strings. The performance
comparison among different feature strings and
slot size thresholds is shown in Table 5. It seems
that bigrams achieve a good trade-off between
accuracy and performance.
Feature
Strings
Unigram
Bigram
Trigram
4-gram

Slot Size
Threshold

Dup. papers
Detected

Processing
Time (sec)

5000
500
500
Infinite
500
500

529,717
327,357
528,981
518,564
516,369
482,299

119,739.0
7,552.7
8,229.6
8,420.4
2,654.9
1,138.2

5

In this paper, we propose to improve academic
search by utilizing pseudo-anchor information.
As pseudo-URL and pseudo-anchor text are not
as explicit as in general web search, more efforts
are needed for pseudo-anchor extraction. Our
machine-learning approach has proven successful in automatically extracting implicit anchor
text. By using the pseudo-anchors in our academic search system, we see a significant performance improvement over the basic approach.

Table 5. Performance comparison between different
feature strings and slot size thresholds

4

Conclusions and Future Work

Related Work

There has been some work which uses anchor
text or their surrounding text for various Web
information retrieval tasks. It was known at the
very beginning era of internet that anchor text
was useful to Web search (McBryan, 1994).
Most Web search engines now use anchor text as
primary and power evidence for improving
search performance. The idea of using contextual
text in a certain vicinity of the anchor text was
proposed in Chakrabarti et al. (1998) to automatically compile some lists of authoritative Web
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Abstract

attempts to combine the excerpts into a more cohesive text. These methods can create inflexible and
incoherent extracts that result in under-informative
results (Teufel et al., 1999).
Argumentative Zoning (Teufel, 1999; Teufel
and Moens, 2002) attempts to solve this problem by representing the structure of a text using a rhetorically-based schema. Sentences are
classified into one of a small number of nonhierarchical argumentative roles, which can then
be used in both the sentence extraction and text
generation/fusion phase of automatic summarization. Argumentative Zoning can enable tailored
summarizations depending on the needs of the
user, e.g. a layperson versus a domain expert.
The first experiments in Argumentative Zoning used Naı̈ve Bayes (NB) classifiers (Kupiec et
al., 1995; Teufel, 1999) which assume conditional
independence of the features. However, this assumption is rarely true for the kinds of rich feature
representations we want to use for most NLP tasks.
Maximum entropy (ME) models have become
popular in NLP because they can incorporate evidence from the complex, diverse and overlapping
features needed to represent language. Some example applications include part-of-speech (POS)
tagging (Ratnaparkhi, 1996), parsing (Johnson et
al., 1999), language modelling (Rosenfeld, 1996),
and text categorisation (Nigam et al., 1999).
We have developed an Argumentative Zoning
(zone) classifier using a ME model. We compare
our zone classifier to a reimplementation of Teufel
and Moens (2002)’s NB classifier and features on
their original Computational Linguistics corpus.
Like Teufel (1999), we model zone classification
as a sequence tagging task. Our zone classifier
achieves an F-score of 96.88%, a 20% improvement. We also show how Argumentative Zoning
can be applied to other domains by evaluating our
system on a corpus of Astronomy journal articles,
achieving an F-measure of 97.9%.

We present a maximum entropy classifier
that significantly improves the accuracy of
Argumentative Zoning in scientific literature. We examine the features used to
achieve this result and experiment with
Argumentative Zoning as a sequence tagging task, decoded with Viterbi using up
to four previous classification decisions.
The result is a 23% F-score increase on the
Computational Linguistics conference papers marked up by Teufel (1999).
Finally, we demonstrate the performance
of our system in different scientific domains by applying it to a corpus of Astronomy journal articles annotated using a
modified Argumentative Zoning scheme.

1

Introduction

The task of generating automatic summarizations
of one or more texts is a central problem in Natural Language Processing (NLP). Summarization is
a fundamental component for future information
retrieval and question answering systems, incorporating both natural language understanding and
natural language generation.
Comprehension-based summarization, e.g.
Kintsch and Van Dijk (1978) and Brown et al.
(1983), is the most ambitious model of automatic
summarization, requiring a complete understanding of the text. Due to the failure of rule-based
NLP and knowledge representation, other less
knowledge-intensive methods now dominate.
Sentence extraction, e.g. Brandow et al. (1995)
and Kupiec et al. (1995), selects a small number
of abstract worthy sentences from a larger text.
The resulting sentences form a collection of excerpt sentences meant to capture the essence of the
text. The next stage is information fusion (Barzilay et al., 1999; Knight and Marcu, 2000) which
19
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Category
Background
Other
Own
Aim
Textual
Contrast

Abbr.
BKG
OTH
OWN
AIM
TXT
CTR

Basis

BAS

Description
general scientific background
neutral descriptions of other researcher’s work
neutral descriptions of the authors’ new work
statements of the particular aim of the current paper
statements of textual organisation of the current paper
contrastive or comparative statements about other work
explicit mention of weaknesses of other work
statements that own work is based on other work

Table 1: Teufel’s (1999) Argumentative Zones

2

Argumentative Zoning

3

Maximum Entropy models

Maximum entropy (ME) or log-linear models are
statistical models that can incorporate evidence
from a diverse range of complex and potentially
overlapping features. Unlike Naı̈ve Bayes (NB),
the features can be conditionally dependent given
the class, which is important since feature sets in
NLP rarely satisfy this independence constraint.
The ME classifier uses models of the form:
!
n
X
1
exp
λi fi (x, y)
(1)
p(y|x) =
Z(x)

Teufel (1999) introduced a new rhetorical analysis for scientific texts called Argumentative Zoning. Each sentence of an article from the scientific literature is classified into one of seven basic
rhetorical structures shown in Table 1.
The first three: Background, Other, and Own,
are part of the basic schema and represent attribution of intellectual ownership. The four additional
categories: aim, textual, contrast, and basis, are
based upon Swales (1990)’s Creating A Research
Space (CARS) model, and provide pointed information about the author’s stance and the paper itself. Teufel assumes that each sentence only requires a single classification and that all sentences
clearly fit into the above structure. The assumption is clearly not always correct, but is a useful
approximation nevertheless.
Due to the specific nature of these classifications it is hoped that this will allow for much more
robust automatic abstraction generation. Summaries of a paper could be created specifically for
the user, either focusing on the aim of the work,
the work’s stance in the field (what other works it
is based upon or compared with) and so on.
Teufel used Argumentative Zoning to determine
the author’s use and opinion of other authors they
cite in their work and also to create Rhetorical
Document Profiles (RDP), a type of summarization used to provide typical information that a new
reader may need in a systematic manner.
For the use of Argumentative Zoning in RDPs
Teufel (1999) points out that due to the redundancy in language that near perfect accuracy is not
required as important pieces of information will be
repeated in the paper. Recognising these salient
points once is enough for them to be included in
the RDP. In further tasks, such as the analysis of
the function of citations (Teufel et al., 2006) and
automatic summarization, higher levels of accuracy are more critical.

i=1

where y is the zone label, x is the context (the sentence) and the fi (x, y) are the features with associated weights λi .
The probability of a sequence of zone labels
y1 . . . yn given a sequence of sentences is s1 . . . sn
is approximated as follows:
p(y1 . . . yn |s1 . . . sn ) ≈

n
Y

p(yi |xi )

(2)

i=1

where xi is the context for sentence si . In our experiments that treat argumentative zoning as a sequence labelling task, the context xi incorporates
history information – i.e. the previous labelling
decisions of the classifier. Optimal decoding of
this sequence uses the Viterbi algorithm, which we
compare against the Oracle case of knowing the
correct label for the previous sentence.
The features are binary valued functions which
pair a zone label with various elements of the sentential context; for example:
n
1 if goal ∈ x & y = AIM
fj (x, y) = 0 otherwise
(3)
goal ∈ x, that is, the word goal is part of the
context of the sentence, is a contextual predicate.
The central idea in maximum entropy modelling is that the model chosen should satisfy all of
the constraints imposed by the training data (in the
20

first The first four words of a sentence, added individually.

form of empirical feature counts from the training data) whilst remaining as unbiased as possible. This is achieved by selecting the model with
the maximum entropy, i.e. the most uniform distribution, given the constraints.
Our classifier uses the maximum entropy implementation described in Curran and Clark (2003).
Generalised Iterative Scaling (GIS) is used to estimate the values of the weights and we use a Gaussian prior over the weights (Chen and Rosenfeld,
1999) which allows many rare, but informative,
features to be used without overfitting. This will
be an important property when we use sparse features like bigrams in the models below.

4
4.1

Sections, positions, and lengths
section A section counter which increments on
each heading to measure the distance into the document. It does not take into consideration whether
they are sub-headings or similar. There are two
versions of this feature. The first is a straight
counter (1 to n) and the second is grouped into two
buckets representing each half of the paper (breaking at the middle section).
location The position of a sentence between two
headings (representing a section). There are two
versions of this feature, one counts to a maximum of 10 and the other represents a percentage
through the section bucketed into 20% intervals.
paragraph The position of the sentence within a
paragraph. Again there are two features – either
straight counts (with a maximum of 10) or bucketed into thirds of a paragraph.
length of sentence grouped into multiples of 3.

Modelling Argumentative Zones
Our Features

The two primary sources of features for our zone
classifier were the words in the sentences and the
position of the sentence relative to the rest of the
paper. A number of feature types use additional
external resources (e.g. semantic lists of agents or
common rhetorical patterns) or annotations (e.g.
named entities). Where feasible we have reimplemented the features described in Teufel (1999). In
other cases, our features are somewhat simpler.
Since the Curran and Clark (2003) classifier
only accepts binary features, any numerical features had to be bucketed into smaller sets of alternatives to reduce sparseness, either by integer division or through reducing the number by scaling
to a small integer range. The features we implemented are described below.

Named entity features
Our astronomy corpus has been manually annotated with domain-specific named entity information (Murphy et al., 2006). There are 12 coarsegrained categories and 43 fine-grained categories
including star, galaxy, telescope, as well as a number of the usual categories including person, organisation and location. Both the coarse-grained
and fine-grained categories were used as features.
4.2

Teufel (1999)’s features

To compare with previous work, we also implemented most of the features that gave Teufel
(1999) the best performance. We list all of the feature types in Table 2, indicating which ones have
and have not been implemented.
Teufel’s unigram features (cont-1) are filtered
using TF - IDF to select the top scoring 10 words in
each document, and then these are used to mark
the top 40 sentences in each document containing
those filtered words.
TLoc marks the position of the sentence over
the entire paper, using 10 unevenly sized segments
(larger segments are in the middle of the paper).
Struct-1 marks where a sentence appears in a
section. It divides each section into three equally
sized segments; singles out the first and the last
sentence as separate segments; the second and

Unigrams, bigrams and n-grams
A sub-sequence of n words from a given sentence.
We include unigram and bigram features and report them individually and together (as n-grams).
These features include all of the unigrams and
bigrams above the feature cutoff, unlike Teufel’s
cont-1 features below. Also, both the Computational Linguistics and Astronomy corpora contain marked up citations, cross-references to tables, figures, and sections and mathematical expressions. In the Computational Linguistics corpus self citations are distinguished from other citations. These structured elements have been normalised to a single token each, e.g. __CITE__.
These tokens have been retained in the unigram
and bigram features.
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Name
Cont-1
Cont-2
TLoc
Struct-1
Struct-2
Struct-3
TLength
Syn-1
Syn-2
Syn-3
Cit-1
Formu
Ag-1
Ag-2

Impl?
yes
partial
yes
yes
yes
partial
yes
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes

Description
An application of TF - IDF over the words and sentences
Does the sentence contain words in the title or heading (excluding stop words)
Position of the sentence in relation to 10 segments (A-J)
Position within a section
Relative position of sentence within a paragraph
Type of headline of the current section
Is the sentence longer than 15 words?
Voice of the first finite verb in the sentence
Tense of the first finite verb in the sentence
Is the first finite verb modified by a modal auxiliary
Does the sentence contain a citation or name of author?
Does a formulaic expression occur in the sentence
Type of agent
Type of action (with or without negation)

Table 2: Teufel (1999)’s set of features
feature in an ideal situation, we also experimented
with using an Oracle set of history features.

third sentence as a sixth segment; and the secondlast plus third-last sentence as a seventh segment.
Struct-3 the type of section heading for the current section. In our case, we have not mapped
these down to the reduced set used by Teufel.
Formu uses pattern matching rules to identify formulaic expressions. Ag-1 and Ag-2 identify agent and action expressions from gazetteers.
Teufel (1999) provides these in the appendices.
4.3

5

Our results are produced using ten-fold cross validation and are reported in terms of precision, recall and f-score for each of the zone classes, and a
weighted average over all classes. We have investigated the impact of each feature type using subtractive analysis, where we have also calculated
paired t-test confidence intervals (the error values
reported are the 95% confidence interval).
The baselines for both sets were already quite
high (at least 70%) due to the common tag of
OWN, representing the author’s own work, but our
results show significant improvements over this
baseline.

Feature Cutoff

Features that occur rarely in the training set are
problematic because the statistics extracted for
these features are not reliable. They may still contribute positively to the ME model because we use
Gaussian smoothing (Chen and Rosenfeld, 1999)
help avoid overfitting.
Instead of including every possible feature, we
used a cutoff to remove features that occur less
than four times. This primarily applies to the
n-gram features, especially bigrams, which were
quite sparse given the small quantity of training
data. Due to the speed of the ME implementation
it is possible to have quite a low cut-off.
4.4

Results

5.1

CMP-LG Corpus

The CMP - LG corpus is a collection of 80 conference papers collected by Teufel (1999) from
the Computation and Language E-Print Archive 1 .
The LATEX source was converted to HTML with Latex2HTML then transformed into XML with custom PERL scripts. This text was then tokenized using the TTT (Text Tokenization) System into Penn
Treebank format. The result is a corpus of 12,000
annotated sentences, containing 333,000 word tokens, in XML format.
We attempted to recreate Teufel’s original experiments by emulating the features she used with
the same type of classifier. We used Weka’s (Frank
et al., 2005) implementation of the NB classifier.
Table 3 reproduces the results from Teufel and
Moens (2002) alongside our reimplementation of

History features and Viterbi

In order to take advantage of the predictability of tags given prior sequences (for example,
A IM commonly following itself) we used history
features and treated Argumentative Zoning as a
sequence labelling task. Since each prediction
now relies on the previous decisions we used the
Viterbi algorithm to find the optimal sequence.
Given the small number of labelling alternatives, we experimented with several history
lengths ranging from previous label to the previous four labels. To determine the impact of this

1
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Tag
AIM
BAS
CTR
BKG
OTH
TXT
OWN
Weighted

P
44
37
34
40
52
57
84
72

original
R
F
65 52
40 38
20 26
50 45
39 44
66 61
88 86
73 72

reproduced
P
R
F
45.8 57.8 51.1
23.8 37.0 28.9
33.1 19.2 24.3
46.9 53.6 50.1
70.6 55.0 61.8
66.3 47.6 55.4
86.7 90.8 88.7
76.8 76.8 76.8

windows are better, although there is diminishing
returns. We chose a Markov history of the four
previous decisions for the rest of our experiments.
Table 4 also shows that knowing the previous label
perfectly (with the Oracle experiment) can make a
large difference to classification accuracy.
Feature
TLength
Struct-1
TLoc
Struct-3
Cont-2
Struct-2
Ag-1/2
Formu
Cit-1
Cont-1
All

Table 3: Teufel and Moens (2002)’s and our NB
performance on CMP - LG
History Type
Baseline
Viterbi
Viterbi
Viterbi
Viterbi
Viterbi
Oracle
Oracle

Order
None
First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
First
Second

Performance
93.16
1.77 ± 0.49%
1.97 ± 0.42%
2.08 ± 0.45%
2.1 ± 0.46%
2.13 ± 0.46%
3.67 ± 0.68%
4.06 ± 0.70%

Table 6: Teufel’s Subtractive analysis CMP - LG ME
Table 5 presents the subtractive analysis to determine the impact of different feature types. From
this we can see that the n-grams (unigrams and bigrams) have by far the largest impact – and neither
of these feature types was directly implemented by
Teufel and Moens (2002). The next most important features are the first few words (again a unigram type feature), length and the section number.
The Markov history features also have an impact
of just over 1%.
Table 6 shows a different story for Teufel’s features using the maximum entropy model. It seems
that none of the feature types alone are making an
enormous contribution and that the impact of them
varies enormously between folds (the confidence
intervals are far bigger than the differences).
Finally, Table 7 gives the results of using the
maximum entropy model with Markov history
length four and all of the features. Overall, we
improve Teufel and Moens’ performance by just
under 20% on our reproduced experiments.

Table 4: History features on the CMP - LG corpus
with ME model of unigram/bigram features only
Feature
Ngrams
Unigram
Bigram
Concept
First
Length
Section
Location
Paragraph
All

Classifier
-21.39±2.35%
-8.00±1.02%
-7.89±1.20%
-0.06±0.24%
-1.24±0.44%
-0.34±0.24%
-0.42±0.27%
0.03±0.20%
0.10±0.15%
95.69%

Change
-2.09±9.96%
0.38±6.08%
0.96±7.25%
-1.65±6.76%
-1.10±6.39%
1.59±7.99%
-0.39±8.97%
0.14±8.46%
-1.88±5.19%
-0.38±5.85%
70.25%

Viterbi
-23.23±3.24%
-7.53±1.14%
-6.87±1.44%
-0.06±0.16%
-1.14±0.39%
-0.40±0.25%
-0.27±0.33%
0.04±0.07%
0.01±0.08%
96.88%

Table 5: Subtractive analysis CMP - LG ME model
the features using Weka’s NB classifier. We have
been able to replicate their results to a reasonable
extent – gaining higher overall performance using
most of their original features. Notably, our Other
class is significantly more accurate whilst the original Basis class did better.
Our next experiment investigated the value of
treating Argumentative Zoning as a sequence labelling task, i.e. the impact of the Markov history
features and Viterbi decoding on performance. For
these experiments we only used the unigram and
bigram features with the maximum entropy classifier. Table 4 presents the results: the baseline is
already much higher than the NB classifier which
is a result of both the unigram/bigram features and
the ME classifier itself.
The improvement using longer Markov windows (up to 2.13%) is also shown – and longer

5.2

Astronomical Corpus

The astronomical corpus was created by Murphy et al. (2006) and consists of papers obtained
from arXiv (2005)’s astrophysics section (astroph). The papers were converted from LATEX to
Unicode by a custom script which attempted to retain as much of the paper’s special characters and
formatting as possible.
The resulting text was then processed using
MXTerminator (Reynar and Ratnaparkhi, 1997)
with an additional Python script to find sentence
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Category
Background

Abbr.
BKG

Other

OTH

Own

OWN

Data

DAT

Observation

OBS

Technique

TEC

Description
As has been noted in prior studies , Abell|GXYC 2255|GXYC has an unusually large number
of galaxies with extended radio emission .
This is consistent with the findings of Hogg|P Fruchter|P ( 1999|DAT ) who found that GRB
hosts are in general subluminous galaxies .
We scanned the data of about 1.8|DUR year|DUR ( TJDs|DUR 11000-11699|DUR ) and found
30 new GRB-like events .
In Fig . REF we present the 1.4|FRQ GHz|FRQ radio images of the cluster A2744|GXYC ,
at different angular resolutions . (subclassed from OWN)
Smith|P et al. ( 2001|DAT ) reported no detection of transient emission at sub-mm ( 850|WAV
um|WAV ) wavelengths . (subclassed from OTH)
Reduction of the NIR images was performed with the IRAF|CODE and STSDAS|CODE packages . (subclassed from OWN)

Figure 1: Examples of sentences with the given tags in the astronomical corpus
Tag
AIM
BAS
CTR
BKG
OTH
TXT
OWN
Weighted

P
96.5
86.7
92.1
86.0
96.3
98.2
98.6
96.88

R
88.2
89.8
89.0
96.3
91.7
93.8
99.2
96.88

F
92.2
88.2
90.5
90.9
93.9
95.9
98.9
96.88

Tag
BKG
OTH
OTH-DAT
OTH-OBS
OTH-TEC
OWN
OWN-DAT
OWN-OBS
OWN-TEC
Weighted

Table 7: Final CMP - LG ME performance
Feature
Ngrams
Unigram
Bigram
Concept
Entity
First
Length
Paragraph
Section
Location
All

Classifier
-18.83±3.74%
-5.51±1.37%
-2.04±0.78%
-0.18±0.29%
-0.18±0.39%
-0.02±0.29%
-0.06±0.16%
-0.04±0.20%
-0.29±0.24%
-0.09±0.25%
98.15%

P
92.1
95.0
100.0
91.3
100.0
99.9
95.9
98.2
90.4
97.9

R
97.1
97.1
92.3
93.3
100.0
99.3
86.6
89.4
100.0
97.9

F
94.5
96.1
96.0
92.3
100.0
99.6
91.0
93.6
94.9
97.9

Table 9: Final ASTRO ME model performance

Viterbi
-16.03±2.99%
-5.25±2.00%
-1.79±0.87%
-0.05±0.12%
-0.31±0.23%
-0.86±0.79%
-0.08±0.10%
0.07±0.19%
-0.40±0.57%
0.06±0.15%
96.68%

Table 8 shows the impact of different feature
types on classification accuracy for the Astronomy corpus. Again, the most important features
are the n-grams (although to a slightly lesser extent than for the Computational Linguistics corpus). The other features make very little contribution at all. Disappointingly, the (gold-standard)
named entity features contribute very little additional information – which is surprising given that
the content categories (data and observation) are
directly connected with some of the entity types
(like telescope).

Table 8: Subtractive analysis ASTRO ME model
boundaries, and then tokenized using the Penn
Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993) sed script, with another Python script fixing common errors. The
LATEX, which the tokenizer split off incorrectly,
was then reattached.
Each sentence of the corpus was then annotated using a modified version of the Argumentative Zoning schema. While the original three
zones: Background, Own, Other are used, we have
replaced the CARS labels with content labels describing aspects of the work: DAT for data used
in the analysis, OBS for observations performed,
and TEC for techniques applied. Only Own and
Other are subclassed with the extended schema of
Data, Observation and Techniques. Examples of
each zone classification are shown in Figure 1.

In the Astronomy corpus, the Markov history
features actually have a detrimental effect, which
suggests the history is misleading. This warrants
further exploration, but we suspect there may be
more changing backwards and forwards between
argumentative zones in the Astronomy corpus.
Overall, we can see that the two tasks are of a similar level of difficulty of around 96% F-score.
Table 9 shows the distribution over zones and
content labels for the Astronomy corpus. The
Background label is the hardest to reproduce even
though it is not split into content sub-types. The
sub-types are relatively rare for Other, so the results should not be considered as reliable.
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Tag
BKG NB CMP - LG
OTH NB CMP - LG
OWN NB CMP - LG
BKG NB ASTRO
OTH NB ASTRO
OWN NB ASTRO
BKG ME CMP - LG
OTH ME CMP - LG
OWN ME CMP - LG
BKG ME ASTRO
OTH ME ASTRO
OWN ME ASTRO

P
51.5%
73.0%
91.9%
63.1%
53.9%
88.5%
53.6%
63.0%
81.7%
61.2%
50.4%
81.2%

R
61.1%
64.2%
93.1%
63.5%
39.7%
93.0%
27.5%
24.4%
96.8%
29.5%
20.0%
96.7%

F
55.9%
68.3%
92.5%
63.3%
45.7%
90.7%
36.3%
35.2%
88.6%
39.8%
28.6%
88.2%

mance using our maximum entropy classifier. We
found that more sophisticated semantic features,
e.g. gold-standard named entities, also had little
impact on the accuracy of our classifier.
Now that we have a very accurate Argumentative Zone classifier, we would like to investigate
the impact of Argumentative Zones in information
retrieval, question answering, and summarization
tasks, particularly in the astronomy domain, where
we have additional tools such as the named entity
recognizer.
In summary, using a maximum entropy classifier with simple unigram and bigram features results in a very accurate classifier for Argumentative Zones across multiple domains.

Table 10: Comparing CMP - LG and ASTRO directly
on the basic annotation scheme
Table 10 compares the performance of our
Naı̈ve Bayes and Maximum Entropy classifiers
on the two corpora for just the basic annotation
scheme: Background, Own and Other. The features used are the set of Teufel features we have
implemented (so it does not include unigram or
bigram features).
The results show that classifiers for both corpora behave in quite similar ways on the basic
scheme. Own is by far the most frequent category,
and not surprisingly, it is most accurately classified in both domains. Background seems to be easier to distinguish in Astronomy, but Other is more
distinct in Computational Linguistics.
Further, we see no advantage to using maximum
entropy models over Naı̈ve Bayes when the feature set is not sophisticated/overlapping enough,
and the dataset large enough, to warrant the extra
power (and cost).
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1

Introduction

Abstract
Classification of research papers into patent classification systems makes it possible to conduct
an exhaustive and effective prior art search, invalidity search, and technical trend analysis. However, it would be too costly and time-consuming
to have the research paper's authors or another
professional classify such documents manually.
Therefore, we have investigated the classification
of research papers into a patent classification
system.
In previous studies, classification of patents
was conducted as subtasks in the 5th and 6th
NTCIR workshops (Iwayama et al., 2005;
Iwayama et al., 2007). In these subtasks, participants were asked to classify Japanese patents
using the File Forming Term (F-term) system,
which is a classification system for Japanese patents. Here, we have focused on the classification
of research papers, and we need to take into account the differences in terms used in research
papers and patents because the terms used in patents are often more abstract or creative than
those used in research papers in order to widen
the scope of the claims. For example, the scholarly term "machine translation" can be expressed as "automatic translation" or "language
conversion" in patent documents. In addition to
taking the differences of genres into account, it is
necessary to do exhaustive searches and analyses
focusing on the classification of research papers
written in various languages.
To solve these problems, we propose some
classification methods using two machine translation models. When translating English research
papers into Japanese, the performance of a translation model for patents is generally inferior to
that for research papers, because the terms used

Classifying research papers into patent classification systems enables an exhaustive and effective invalidity search, prior art search, and
technical trend analysis. However, it is very
costly to classify research papers manually.
Therefore, we have studied automatic classification of research papers into a patent classification system. To classify research papers into
patent classification systems, the differences in
terms used in research papers and patents
should be taken into account. This is because
the terms used in patents are often more abstract or creative than those used in research
papers in order to widen the scope of the
claims. It is also necessary to do exhaustive
searches and analyses that focus on classification of research papers written in various languages. To solve these problems, we propose
some classification methods using two machine translation models. When translating
English research papers into Japanese, the performance of a translation model for patents is
inferior to that for research papers due to the
differences in terms used in research papers
and patents. However, the model for patents is
thought to be useful for our task because translation results by patent translation models tend
to contain more patent terms than those for research papers. To confirm the effectiveness of
our methods, we conducted some experiments
using the data of the Patent Mining Task in the
NTCIR-7 Workshop. From the experimental
results, we found that our method using translation models for both research papers and patents was more effective than using a single
translation model.
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in patents are different from those in research
papers. However, we thought that a translation
model for patents might be useful for our task,
because translation results using the patent translation model tend to contain more patent terms
than those obtained using the model for research
papers. In this paper, we confirm the effectiveness of our methods using the data of the Crossgenre Subtask (E2J) in the 7th NTCIR Workshop
(NTCIR-7) Patent Mining Task (Nanba et al.,
2008:b).
The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 describes related work. Section 3 describes our methods. To investigate the
effectiveness of our methods, we conducted
some experiments, and Section 4 reports the experimental results. We present some conclusions
in Section 5.

2

papers and patents. However, the number of
cited papers among patent applications is not
sufficient to retrieve related papers or patents,
even though the number of opportunities for citing papers in patents or for citing patents in papers has been increasing recently.
As another approach for cross-genre information retrieval, Nanba et al. (2009) proposed a
method to paraphrase scholarly terms into patent
terms (e.g., paraphrasing "floppy disc" into
"magnetic recording medium"). They focused on
citation relationships between research papers
and patents for the paraphrased terms. Generally,
a research paper and a patent that have a citation
relationship tend to be in the same research field.
Therefore, they paraphrased a scholarly term into
a patent term in two steps: (1) retrieve research
papers that contain a given scholarly term in their
titles, and (2) extract patent terms from patents
that have citation relations with the retrieved papers.
The NTCIR-7 Patent Mining Task (Nanba et
al., 2008:b) is another example of research done
on information access using research papers and
patents. The aim of the Patent Mining Task was
to classify research papers written in either Japanese or English using the International Patent
Classification (IPC) system, which is a global
standard hierarchical patent classification system.
The following four subtasks were included in
this task, and 12 groups participated in three of
them: Japanese, English, and Cross-lingual (J2E)
subtasks.

Related Work

In this section, we describe some related studies
on "cross-genre information access" and "crosslingual information access".
Cross-genre Information Access
Much research has been done in the field of
cross-genre information retrieval and document
classification. The technical survey task in the
NTCIR-3 workshop (Iwayama et al., 2002) is an
example. This task aimed to retrieve patents relevant to a given newspaper article. In this task,
Itoh et al. (2002) focused on "Term Distillation".
The distribution of the frequency of the occurrence of words was known to be different between newspaper articles and patents. For example, the word "president" often appears in newspaper articles, while this word seldom appears in
patents. As a result, unimportant words such as
"president" were assigned high scores in patents
when using tf*idf to weight words. Term Distillation is a technique that can prevent such cases
by filtering out words that can be assigned incorrect weights. This idea was also used to link
news articles and blog entries (Ikeda et al., 2006).
Another approach for cross-genre information
retrieval was that used by Nanba et al. (2008:a),
who proposed a method to integrate a research
paper database and a patent database by analyzing citation relations between research papers
and patents. For the integration, they extracted
bibliographic information of cited literature in
"prior art" fields in Japanese patent applications.
Using this integrated database, users can retrieve
patents that relate to a particular research paper
by tracing citation relations between research






Japanese subtask: classification of Japanese research papers using patent data written in Japanese.
English subtask: classification of English
research papers using patent data written in
English.
Cross-lingual subtask (J2E): classification
of Japanese research papers using patent data written in English.
Cross-lingual subtask (E2J): classification
of English research papers using patent data
written in Japanese.

Because the number of categories (IPC codes)
that research papers were classified into was very
large (30,855), only two participating groups
employed machine learning, which is the most
standard approach in the NLP field. The other
groups used the k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) method. Among all participant groups, only Mase
and Iwayama's group (2008) coped with the
problem of the differences in terms between re28

search papers and patents. Mase and Iwayama
used a pseudo-relevance feedback method to collect related patent terms for a given research paper. First, they retrieved patents relevant to a
given research paper. Next, they extracted patent
terms from the top n retrieved patents. Then they
retrieved patents again using the patent terms
extracted in the second step. Finally, they classified research papers using the k-NN method.
However, they reported that a simple k-NN
based method was superior to the method based
on the pseudo-relevance feedback method. In
this paper, we also examined our methods using
the data of the NTCIR-7 Patent Mining Task.
TREC Chemistry Track 1 is another related
study involving research papers and patents. This
track aims for cross-genre information retrieval
using research papers and patents in the chemical
field. This track started in 2009 under the Text
Retrieval Conference (TREC), and the details
including experimental results will be reported at
the final meeting to be held in November 2009.

they classified papers using this dictionary and a
k-NN-based document classifier. Bian and Clinchant also participated in an English subtask and
obtained almost the same mean average precision
(MAP) scores as those of the J2E subtask.
Although the direction of translation of our
system is different from Bian and Clinchant, we
also tried our methods using the data of the
cross-lingual subtask (E2J). We utilized the Giza
toolkit in the same way as Clinchant, but our approach was different from Clinchant, because we
solved the problem of "differences of terms used
in research papers and patents" by using two
translation models obtained from both research
papers and patents parallel corpora.

3
3.1

Classification of Research Papers into
a Patent Classification System
Our Methods

We explain here the procedure of our cross-genre,
cross-lingual document classification method
depicted in Figure 1. The goal of our task is to
classify document I written in language L1 in
genre G1 into a classification system (categories)
using documents written in language L2 in genre
G2, and classification codes were manually annotated to each of these documents. Generally,
three steps are required for cross-genre, crosslingual document classification: (1) translate
document I into Language L2 using a translation
model for genre G1 (document O in Figure 1),
(2) paraphrase terms in document O into terms in
genre G2 (document O'), and (3) classify O' into
a classification system. Here, if a translation
model for genre G2 is available, steps (1) and (2)
can be resolved using this translation model, because terms in the translation results using the
model are more appropriate in genre G2. However, as it is assumed that the translation model
translates documents in genre G2, the translation
results might contain more mistranslations than
the results obtained by a model for genre G1. We
therefore combine translation results (O+O')
produced by translation models for genre G1 and
for G2. These results can be expected to contain
terms in genre G2 and to minimize the effects of
mistranslation by using the translation model for
genre G1.

Cross-lingual Information Access
Much research has been done on cross-lingual
information access using research papers and
patents. In the NTCIR workshop, cross-lingual
information retrieval tasks have been carried out
using research papers (Kando et al., 1999; Kando
et al., 2001) and patents (Fujii et al., 2004; Fujii
et al., 2005; Fujii et al., 2007). In the CLEF
evaluation workshop, the cross-lingual patent
retrieval task "CLEF-IP" was initiated in 20092.
The cross-lingual subtask in the NTCIR-7 Patent
Mining Task (Nanba et al., 2008:b) is another
cross-lingual information access study.
Here, we describe two methods used in the
cross-lingual subtask (J2E) in the Patent Mining
Task (Bian and Teng, 2008, Clinchant and Renders, 2008). Bian and Teng (2008) translated Japanese research papers into English using three
online translation systems (Google, Excite, and
Yahoo! Babel Fish), and classified them using a
k-NN-based text classifier. Clinchant and Renders (2008) automatically obtained a JapaneseEnglish bilingual dictionary from approximately
300,000 pairs of titles from Japanese and English
research papers (Kando et al., 1999) using Giza3,
a statistical machine translation toolkit. Then
1

https://wiki.irfacility.org/index.php/TREC_Chemistry_Track
2
http://www.ir-facility.org/the_irf/currentprojects/clef-ip09-track/
3
http://www.fjoch.com/GIZA++.html
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Lang.L1

I
ス
sテ

(1)
Lang.L2

index from them by extracting content terms5, or
(B) create an English index 6 from the English
title and abstract, then translate each index term
into Japanese. We conducted experiments using
both procedures.
As translation tools, we used Giza and Moses7.
We obtained translation models using a patent
bilingual corpus containing 1,800,000 pairs of
sentences (Fujii et al. 2008) and a research paper
bilingual corpus containing 300,000 pairs automatically created from datasets of NTCIR-1
(Kando et al. 1999), and 2 (Kando et al. 2001)
CLIR tasks.

Our method

O'

O
(2)
Genre G1

Genre G2

Title: A Sandblast-Processed Color-PDP Phosphor Screen
Abstract: Barrier ribs in the color PDP have
usually been fabricated by multiple screen printing. However, the precise rib printing of fine patterns for the high resolution display panel is difficult to make well in proportion as the panel size
grow larger. On the other hand, luminance and
luminous efficiency of reflective phosphor
screen will be expected to increase when the
phosphor is deposited on the inner wall of display cells. Sandblasting technique has been applied to make barrier ribs for the high resolution
PDP and nonffat phosphor screens on the inner
wall of display cells.

Figure 1: Overview of our method

3.2

System Configuration

The goal of our study is to classify English research papers (Language L1=English, Genre
G1=research papers) into a patent classification
using a patent data set written in Japanese (Language L2=Japanese, Genre G2=patents). Figure
2 shows the system configuration. Our system is
comprised of a "Japanese index creating module"
and a "document classification module". In the
following, we explain both modules.
English paper

Figure 3: Example of an English title and abstract
Our system

Japanese Index
Creating Module

Document Classification Module

List of IPC Codes

18 形成 (formation)
18 ＰＤＰ (PDP)
18 型蛍光面 (type phosphor screen)
12 障壁形成 (barrier formation)
12 障壁 (barrier)
12 蛍光 (phosphor)
12 カラーＰＤＰ (color PDP)
12 反射型蛍光 (reflective phosphor)
12 型蛍光 (type phosphor)
12 サンドブラスト法 (Sandblasting technique)
9 サンドブラスト (Sandblasting)
(snip)

Patent Data written
in Japanese

Correct data
Comparison
and Evaluation

Figure 2: System configuration

Japanese Index Creating Module
When a title and abstract pair, as shown in Figure
3, is given, the module creates a Japanese index,
shown in Figure 44, using translation models for
research papers and for patents.
Here, the following two procedures (A) or (B)
are possible for creating a Japanese index from
an English paper: (A) translate the English title
and abstract into Japanese; then create a Japanese

Figure 4: Example of a Japanese index

5

As content terms, we extracted noun phrases (series
of nouns), adjectives, and verbs using the Japanese
morphological analyzer MeCab.
(http://mecab.sourceforge.net)
6
We used TreeTagger as a POS tagging tool.
(http://www.ims.unistuttgart.de/projekte/corplex/TreeTagger/)
7
http://www.statmt.org/moses/

4

Numerical values shown with index terms indicate
term frequencies.
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We used two phrase tables for research papers
and patents when translating English index terms
into Japanese. For a given English term, we selected the Japanese term with the highest translation probability from the candidates in each table.
These tables were automatically obtained in the
process of constructing translation models for
research papers and patents using Giza and Moses. However, there are several other ways to
translate index terms, such as using bilingual
dictionaries of technical terms or compositional
semantics (Tonoike et al., 2007), we employed a
phrase table-based method because the effectiveness of this method was experimentally confirmed by Itakagi et al. (2007). In addition to this
method, we also investigated using bilingual dictionaries of technical terms as baseline methods.
Details of these methods are in Section 4.2.

IPC system is a global standard hierarchical patent classification system. The sixth edition of
the IPC contains more than 50,000 classes at the
most detailed level8. The goal of our task was to
assign one or more of these IPC codes at the
most detailed level to a given research paper.

4

To investigate the effectiveness of our method,
we conducted some experiments. Section 4.1
describes the experimental procedure. Section
4.2 explains several methods that were compared
in the experiments. Section 4.3 reports the experimental results, and Section 4.4 discusses them.
4.1

2.

3.

Correct data set
We used a data set for the formal run of the
cross-lingual subtask in the NTCIR-7 Patent
Mining Task (Nanba, et al., 2008). In the data set,
IPC codes were manually assigned to each 879
topics (research papers). For each topic, an average of 2.3 IPC codes was manually assigned.
These correct data were compared with a list of
IPC codes 9 by systems, and the systems were
evaluated in terms of MAP (mean average precision). Here, the 879 topics were divided into two
groups: group A, in which highly relevant IPC
codes were assigned to 473 topics, and group B,
in which relevant IPC codes were assigned to
406 topics. In our experiment, we evaluated several systems in two ways: using group A only
and using both groups.

Retrieve top 170 results using the patent
retrieval engine for a given research paper.
Extract IPC codes with relevance scores for
the query from each retrieved patent in step
1.
Rank IPC codes using the following equation.

Document Sets
An overview of document sets used in our experiments is in Table 1. In the unexamined Japanese patent applications, manually assigned IPC
codes are included together with full text patent
data. These data were utilised to apply the k-NN
method in our document classification module.
NTCIR-1 and 2 CLIR Task test collections were
used to obtain a translation model for research
papers, which we mentioned in Section 3.2.

n

Score(X) = Σ Relevance score of each patent
i=1

Here, X and n indicate the IPC code and the
number of patents that X was assigned to within
the top 170 retrieved patents, respectively. Nanba
determined the value of 170 using the dry run
data and the training data of the NTCIR-7 Patent
Mining Task.
3.3

Experimental Method

We conducted some experiments using the data
of the cross-lingual subtask (E2J) in the NTCIR7 Patent Mining Task.

Document Classification Module
We used Nanba's k-NN-based system (Nanba,
2008:c) for a Japanese subtask as a document
classification module in our system. This module
uses a patent retrieval engine (Nanba, 2007)
which was developed for the NTCIR-6 Patent
Retrieval Task (Fujii et al., 2007). This engine
introduced the Vector Space Model as a retrieval
model, SMART (Salton, 1971) for term weighting, and noun phrases (sequence of nouns), verbs,
and adjectives for index terms. The classification
module obtained a list of IPC codes using the
following procedure.
1.

Experiments

Classification of Research Papers into
International Patent Classification
(IPC)

8

Among 50,000 classes, 30,855 classes relevant to
academic fields were used in the NTCIR-7 Patent
Mining Task.
9
The maximum number of IPC codes allowed to be
output for a single topic was 1,000.

As a patent classification system for classification of research papers, we employed the International Patent Classification (IPC) system. The
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Data
Unexamined
Japanese
patent applications
NTCIR-1
and 2 CLIR
Task

Year
1993
2002

Size
100
GB

o.
3.50
M

Lang.
Japanese

1988
1999

1.4
GB

0.26
M

Japanese
/English



of

Upper-bound methods
 Japanese subtask: This is the same as the
Japanese subtask in the NTCIR-7 Patent
Mining Task. For this subtask, Japanese research papers, which are manual (ideal)
translations of corresponding English papers,
are input into a system.
 Japanese subtask+Index(Patent): Union of
"Japanese subtask" and "Index(Patent)".

Table 1: Document sets

4.2

SMT(Paper)+Index(Patent):
Union
"SMT(Paper)" and "Index(Patent)".

Alternatives

Another reason for using the baseline methods is
that the terms used in patents are often more abstract or creative than those used in research papers, as mentioned in Section 1. Therefore, we
paraphrased index terms in SMT(Paper) by their
hypernyms using a hypernym/hyponym thesaurus (Nanba, 2007). Nanba automatically created
this thesaurus consisting of 1,800,000 terms from
10 years of unexamined Japanese patent applications using a set of patterns, such as "NP0 ya NP1
nadono NP2 (NP2 such as NP0 and NP1)" (Hearst,
1992).

We conducted examinations using seven baseline
methods, three proposed methods, and two upper-bound methods shown as follows. In the following, "SMT(X)" is a method to create a Japanese index after translating research papers using
a translation model X. "Index(X)" is a method to
create an English index, and to translate the index terms using a phrase table for translation
model X.
Baseline methods
 SMT(Paper): Create a Japanese index after
translating research papers using a translation model for research papers.
 SMT(Patent): Create a Japanese index after
translating research papers using a model
for patents.
 Index(Paper): First create an English index,
then translate the index terms into Japanese
using a phrase table for research papers.
 Index(Patent): First create an English index,
then translate the index terms into Japanese
using a phrase table for patents.
 SMT(Paper)+Hypernym: Paraphrase index
terms created from "SMT(Paper)" by their
hypernyms using a hypernym-hyponym thesaurus.
 Index(TechDic): Translate English index
terms using a Japanese-English dictionary
consisting of 450,000 technical terms10.
 Index(EIJIRO): Translate English index
terms using EIJIRO 11 , a Japanese-English
dictionary consisting of more than
1,000,000 pairs of terms.

4.3

Experimental Results

Experimental results are given in Table 2. From
the results, we can see that "SMT(Paper)" obtained the highest MAP scores when using topics
in group A+B and in group A. Of the 10 methods
used (except for the upper-bound methods), our
method "SMT(Paper)+Index(Patent)" obtained
the highest MAP score.
4.4

Discussion

Difference of terms between research and patents (Comparison of "Index(Paper)" and
"Index(Patent)")
Although the quality of phrase tables for research
papers ("Index(Paper)") and patents
("Index(Patent)") was not very different, the MAP
score of "Index(Paper)" was 0.01 better than that
of "Index(Patent)". To investigate this gap, we
compared Japanese indices by "Index(Paper)"
and "Index(Patent)". There were 69,100 English
index terms in total, and 47,055 terms
(47,055/69,100=0.681) were translated by the
model for research papers, while 40,427 terms
(40,427/69,100=0.585) were translated by the
model for patents. Ten percent of this gap indicates that terms used in research papers and in
patents are different, which causes the gap in
MAP scores of "Index(Patent)" and "Index(Paper)".

Our methods
 Index(Paper)*Index(Patent): Product set of
"Index(Paper)" and "Index(Patent)".
 Index(Paper)+Index(Patent): Union of "Index(Paper)" and "Index(Patent)".
10

"Kagakugijutsu 45 mango taiyakujiten" Nichigai
Associates, Inc., 2001.
11
http://www.eijiro.jp/
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were automatically created, they were not as correct as "TechDic" and "EIJIRO". However, the
phrase tables were able to translate more English
terms into Japanese in comparison with "TechDic" (30,008/69,100=0.434) and "EIJIRO"
(37607/69,100=0.544), and these induced the
difference of MAP scores.

Combination of "Index(Paper)" and "Index(Patent)"
When a term translated by the model for research
papers matches a term translated by the model
for patents, they seem to be a correct translation.
Therefore,
we
examined
"Index(Paper)*Index(Patent)". The method uses
terms as an index when translation results by
both models match. From the experimental results, this method obtained 0.1830 and 0.2230 of
MAP scores when using topics in group A+B
and in group A, respectively. These results indicate that the overlap of lexicons between research papers and patents is relatively large, and
terms in this overlap are effective for our task.
However,
the
MAP
score
of
"Index(Paper)*Index(Patent)" was 0.02 lower than
"Index(Paper)" and "Index(Patent)", which indicates that there are not enough terms in the overlap for our task.
In addition to "Index(Paper)*Index(Patent)",
we also examined "Index(Paper)+Index(Patent)",
which is a union of "Index(Paper)" and "Index(Patent)". From the experimental results, we
obtained respective MAP scores of 0.2258 and
0.2596 when using topics in group A+B and in
group A. These scores are 0.01 to 0.02 higher
than the scores of "Index(Paper)" and "Index(Patent)". These encouraging results indicate
that our method using two translation models is
effective for a cross-genre document classification task.

Comparison of "SMT(Paper)+Hypernym"
and "SMT(Paper)"
"SMT(Paper)+Hypernym"
impaired
"SMT(Paper)", because the method paraphrased
unnecessary terms into their hypernyms. As a
result, irrelevant patents were contained within
the top 170 search results, and the k-NN method
ranked irrelevant IPC codes at higher levels. Our
methods using two translation models are different from "SMT(Paper)+Hypernym" in this point
because two translation models translate into the
same term when a scholarly term need not be
paraphrased.
Classification of Japanese research papers
using "Index(Patent)"
As
we
mentioned
above,
the
"Index(Paper)+Index(Patent)"
and
"SMT(Paper)+Index(Patent)" models improved
the MAP scores of both "Index(Paper)" and
"SMT(Paper)". We further investigated whether
"Index(Patent)" could also improve monolingual
document
classification
("Japanese
subtask+Index(Patent)"). In this method, a Japanese
index was created from a manually written Japanese research paper, and this was combined with
"Index(Patent)". The results showed that "Japanese subtask+Index(Patent)" could slightly improve MAP scores when using topics in group
A+B and in group A.

Effectiveness
of
"SMT(Paper)
+Index(Patent)"
In addition to "Index(Paper)", "SMT(Paper)"
also obtained high MAP scores. Therefore, we
combined "Index(Patent)" with "SMT(Paper)"
instead of "Index(Paper)". From the experimental
results, we found that this approach
("SMT(Paper)+Index(Patent)") produced MAP
scores of 0.2633 when using topics in group
A+B and 0.2807 when using topics in group A.
These scores were the highest of all, almost approaching the results of upper-bound methods.

Practicality of our method
Recall values for the top n results by
"SMT(Paper)+Index(Patent)", which obtained
the highest MAP score, are in Table 3. In this
table, the results using all topics (group A+B)
and the topics in group A are shown. The results
indicate that almost 40% of the IPC codes were
found within top 10 results, and 70% were found
within the top 100. For practical use, we need to
improve recall at the top 1, but we still believe
that these results are useful for supporting beginners in patent searches. It is often necessary for
searchers to use patent classification codes for
effective patent retrieval, but professional skill
and much experience are required to select relevant IPC codes. In such cases, our method is useful to look for relevant IPC codes.

Comparison of "Index(TechDic)", "Index(EIJIRO)", "Index(Paper)", and "Index(Patent)"
Both "Index(TechDic)" and "Index(EIJIRO)"
were worse than "Index(Paper)" and "Index(Patent)" by more than 0.05 in the MAP
scores. These results were due to the lower number of terms translated by each method. Because
phrase tables for research papers and patents
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Method
Our
methods

Index(Paper)*Index(Patent)
Index(Paper)+Index(Patent)
SMT(Paper)+Index(Patent)
Baseline SMT(Paper)
methods SMT(Patent)
Index(Paper)
Index(Patent)
SMT(Paper)+Hypernym
Index(TechDic)
Index(EIJIRO)
UpperJapanese subtask
bound
Japanese subtask+Index(Patent)

group
group A
A+B
0.1830
0.2230
0.2258
0.2596
0.2897
0.2633
0.2518
0.2777
0.2214
0.2507
0.2169
0.2433
0.2000
0.2373
0.2451
0.2647
0.1575
0.1773
0.1347
0.1347
0.2958
0.3267
0.3001
0.3277

Table 2: Evaluation results

5

NTCIR-7, Proceedings of the 7th TCIR Workshop
Meeting: 351-353.

Conclusion

Atsushi Fujii, Makoto Iwayama, and Noriko Kando.
2004. Overview of Patent Retrieval Task at
NTCIR-4, Working otes of the 4th TCIR Workshop: 225-232.

We proposed several methods that automatically
classify research papers into the IPC system using two translation models. To confirm the effectiveness of our method, we conducted some examinations using the data of the NTCIR-7 Patent
Mining Task. The results showed that one of our
methods "SMT(Paper)+Index(Patent)" obtained
a MAP score of 0.2897. This score was higher
than that of "SMT(Paper)", which used translation results by the translation model for research
papers, and this indicates that our method is effective for cross-genre, cross-lingual document
classification.
rank
group A
group A+B
1
0.117 (131/1115) 0.110 ( 226/2051)
2
0.186 (207/1115) 0.169 ( 347/2051)
3
0.239 (267/1115) 0.215 ( 440/2051)
4
0.278 (310/1115) 0.250 ( 512/2051)
5
0.311 (347/1115) 0.277 ( 567/2051)
10
0.420 (468/1115) 0.377 ( 774/2051)
20
0.524 (584/1115) 0.467 ( 958/2051)
50
0.659 (735/1115) 0.597 (1224/2051)
100
0.733 (817/1115) 0.673 (1381/2051)
500
0.775 (864/1115) 0.728 (1494/2051)
1000
0.775 (864/1115) 0.728 (1494/2051)

Atsushi Fujii, Makoto Iwayama, and Noriko Kando.
2005. Overview of Patent Retrieval Task at
NTCIR-5, Proceedings of the 5th TCIR Workshop
Meeting: 269-277.
Atsushi Fujii, Makoto Iwayama, and Noriko Kando.
2007. Overview of the Patent Retrieval Task at
NTCIR-6 Workshop, Proceedings of the 6th TCIR
Workshop Meeting: 359-365.
Atsushi Fujii, Masao Utiyama, Mikio Yamamoto, and
Takehito Utsuro. 2008. Overview of the Patent
Translation Task at the NTCIR-7 Workshop, Proceedings of the 7th TCIR Workshop Meeting: 389400.
Marti A. Hearst. 1992. Automatic Acquisition of Hyponyms from Large Text Corpora, Proceedings of
the 14th International Conference on Computational Linguistics: 539-545.
Daisuke Ikeda, Toshiaki Fujiki, and Manabu Okumura. 2006. Automatically Linking News Articles to
Blog Entries, Proceedings of AAAI Spring Symposium Series Computational Approaches to Analyzing Weblogs: 78-82.

Table 3: Recall for top n results
(SMT(Paper)+Index(Patent))
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Abstract

could shorten the time that peer reviewers take to
process the articles.
Within the 7th framework EU project, European Educational Research Quality Indicators
(http://www.eerqi.eu), we have set up this goal,
and are developing a tool for providing assistance to peer reviewers in educational sciences.
We do not know of any other work with this perspective.
Our approach consists in highlighting key sentences in the articles that can be regarded as the
logical backbone of the article. Our tool does not
evaluate, but aims at focusing the evaluator’s
attention on the parts of the texts that are relevant
as a basis for his/her judgment. Nor does this tool
check if the texts conform to some formal norms
of scientific writing.
We regard highlighting key sentences as a
complement to the processing guidance that the
structural layout of the articles provides. The
structural layout of scientific articles – title, abstract, keywords, section headings – guide the
reader in processing the logical, argumentative
and content-wise development of the article at
different levels: The title is the brief indication of
the topic, the keywords yield the conceptual context of the topic, the abstract provides a concise
summary of the problems and results, and the
section headings guide the reader step by step in
the development of the article. Besides these
waymarkers, the highlighted key sentences are
meant to be an intermediary representation of
content development between the title, the keywords, the abstract and the section headings on
the one hand and the whole article on the other
hand.
Since we define key sentences as those sentences that sum up the main messages of the articles, and since peer reviewing consists in judging
the scientific value of the main messages, we

The evaluation of scientific performance is
gaining importance in all research disciplines.
The basic process of the evaluation is peer
reviewing, which is a time-consuming activity. In order to facilitate and speed up peer
reviewing processes we have developed an
exploratory NLP system in the field of educational sciences. The system highlights key
sentences, which are supposed to reflect the
most important threads of the article The
highlighted sentences offer guidance on the
content-level while structural elements – the
title, abstract, keywords, section headings –
give an orientation about the design of the argumentation in the article. The system is implemented using a discourse analysis module
called concept matching applied on top of the
Xerox Incremental Parser, a rule-based dependency parser. The first results are promising and indicate the directions for the future
development of the system.

1

Introduction

With the increase of centrally allocated research funding, the growing number of conferences, workshops and journals, the evaluation of
scientific articles has become a central problem
of the scientific community (see for example
Whitley and Gläser, 2007). The evaluation of
articles consists in peer reviewing, i.e. peers’
reading, understanding and commenting the articles. The peer reviewing process is a matter of
extensive research (e.g. Bornmann 2003, Lu
2005, 2008) discussing its reliability and evaluation methods.
Peer reviewing is a very time-consuming assignment, and Natural Language Processing
(NLP) technologies might provide tools that
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the possibility to gain information about article
structures provides a valuable opportunity to improve the user’s assessment of the retrieved
documents. A similar method of annotating text
passages according to their function in the text is
conducted by Mizuta et al. (2006) with the objective of categorizing articles in different document
genres.
Teufel and Moens (2002) base automatic
summarization on extracting sentences annotated
with respect to their discourse function in the
text.
Lisacek et al (2005) detect sentences in biomedical articles that describe substantially new
research based on analyzing discourse functions.
Another line of research to exploit the argumentative structure for navigation and information extraction is inspired by the semantic web.
Instead of automatically discovering argument
structures in texts, the approach aims at creating
conceptually motivated processing editors in
which the users insert content according to its
argumentative function. (see for example Uren et
al., 2007, Couto and Minel, 2007.)

assume that highlighting key sentences both
helps understanding and provides evidence for
the peer reviewer’s evaluation. By highlighting
we intend to add a relevant and coherent dimension of the representation of the flow of the article, which is otherwise hidden, and which the
reader has to discover in order to understand the
article.
Highlighting is carried out using the Xerox Incremental Parser (XIP), a rule-based dependency
parser (Ait-Mokhtar et al., 2002).
We will first provide a brief review of related
work. This is followed by the description of the
role of structural layout in educational research
articles, which we wish to complement by highlighting sentences. In the subsequent sections we
define the attributes of key sentences that serve
as a basis for their detection and describe the
natural language processing system. In the succeeding section we present our first tests for
validating our approach, and finally we draw
some conclusions and indicate the directions in
which we plan to carry on this work.

2

Related work
3

Our work is in line with the growing amount of
research in documentation sciences and natural
language processing that takes into account the
argumentative structure of research articles in
tasks such as information retrieval, information
extraction, navigation within documents and
summarization.
In the domain of information retrieval as far
back as the beginning of the 1990’s Liddy (1991)
claimed that additional functions for search instruments could benefit from including the discourse-level context of the retrieved search terms
in the interpretation of the results. Liddy stressed
the “semantic roles” of concepts in a document
as opposed to the simple occurrence of search
terms. Oddy et al. (1992) proceed in this line of
research and state that discourse-level structures
in research texts could be useful to support retrieval for the user because they represent structural qualities recognized by the reader independent of the topic of the research. Both concentrate on the analysis of abstracts of research
articles and propose a system to combine topical
with structural information in the retrieval process.
Kando (1997) also emphasizes the importance of the discourse-level context of search
terms in the retrieved documents. The allocation
of retrieved passages to functional units and thus

The structure of educational research
articles

Research articles in the educational sciences tend
to display a very heterogeneous structure, like
articles in many other fields in social sciences
and humanities. While the thematic contents of
the articles are structured according to the requirements of the topic, frequent occurrences of
a unifying structure are introductory and concluding chapters. However, where these chapters
appear they do not display uniform headings (cf.
Fiedler, 1991:98). Likewise Ruiying and Allison
(2004) show, for example, that the structure of
research articles in linguistics is does not conform to a common model, and section headings
in many cases do not refer to the function of the
chapter but to the thematic contents. Brett (1994)
and Holmes (1997) observe basic structural features in the articles in political sciences and sociology. They state, however, that the section
headings are usually not standardized.
In contrast to the heterogeneity of the structure
and section headings of research articles in social
sciences and humanities those in the hard sciences show a relatively uniform structure, and
often follow the well-known pattern of Introduction – Methods – Results – Discussion, which
renders their reading easier.
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supposed to indicate relevant, terminological
uses of those common, non-specialised
words. In other cases the keywords are rare,
but they are terms used in reduced contexts,
for example, terminological expressions related to the field of research. Those are very
useful for a quick overview over the research
topic. Keywords appearing very rarely or not
at all often belong to a more general level of
terminology.
From an information extraction point of view
the importance of the terms in the thread of
the article is known to be related to their
places of occurrence: in the title, the abstract,
the section headings or even in the titles of
the bibliography terms have more significance than in the rest of the article. This
property of terms is used in search options in
digital libraries. An appearance of the query
term in the introduction or conclusion could
also be a hint for the term being relevant for
the scientific context or the results of the
study whereas terms referring to the methodology or rather non-specific terms do not
convey much information about the central
contents of the text.
c) The abstract is supposed to sum up the most
important aspects of a research article. The
articles analyzed show that in general the
sentences in the abstract correspond to assertions made throughout the articles in most of
the different sections. In a few cases most
sentences of the abstract were also taken up
in the introductory or concluding part of the
article with a summarizing function.
In this section we have shown that owing to the
large number of research fields in educational
sciences there is a high variety in the structural
design and organisation of the contents of educational science research articles. In contrast to
research literature in the natural sciences, the
understanding of educational sciences articles is
not promoted by predefined structuring of the
contents. Additionally, a terminological vagueness sometimes stands in the way of using keywords as reliable content indicators. In our approach we therefore aim at a representation of
article contents independent of the structural
properties of the articles.

The structural heterogeneity of social science
and humanities research articles, and particularly
those within educational sciences, derives from
the coverage of a wide range of research problems and the consequential variation the methods
applied. This discipline includes theoretically
embedded discussions as well as empirical studies or material for school praxis. These differences in the referenced subjects are reflected in
the way the research articles are organized and
presented. Montesi and Owen (2008:151) notice
a high grade of liberty granted by the educational
sciences journals for the presentation of submitted papers. They also describe a clear distinction
between qualitative and quantitative approaches
in research articles, the latter displaying a closer
connection in structural aspects to the exact sciences than the former.
In the framework of this study we compared
the structural properties of fifteen articles from
three journals: the British Journal of Educational
Studies (BJES), the Educational Psychology Review (EPR) and the International Journal of Educational Research (IJER). These are educational
research journals covering a wide variety of topics from educational psychology to school instruction. We have made the following observations:
a) Some section headings follow the functional
structuring of natural science articles, some
do not. About half of the articles contain an
‘Introduction’ and/or a ‘Conclusion’, one
third has a ‘Methods’ section and 26% of the
articles has a section entitled ‘Results’,
‘Findings’ or ‘Conclusion’. Thus a basis for
a functionally orientated article structure can
be perceived in the first and last chapters of
most of the articles. Nearly 60% of the section headings, however, are oriented towards
aspects of the content of the articles and
show no predefined form.
b) All of the articles are preceded by an abstract
and eleven of them have keywords assigned
to them.
The keywords play an important role in our
highlighting approach, since they are supposed to convey the basis for topical relevance. The number of keywords assigned per
article is between two and nine. While some
keywords are applied only a few times in the
article, others are used 60 or even over 100
times. In some cases the keywords are very
common words (‘teachers’, ‘education’) and
they are used frequently throughout the text.
In these cases the highlighted sentences are

4

The detection of key sentences

In defining the characteristic features of key
sentences that serve as a basis for their detection
we rely on the kinds of judgments peer review
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evaluations are supposed to make (Bridges
2008).1 We have summed up these judgments as
follows: the relevance of the topic, the clarity of
the problem statement, the coherence of the argumentation and the well-foundedness of the
conclusions. These criteria of judgment are often
presented as questions in the evaluation forms
that peer reviewers are asked to fill in. Based on
these evaluation criteria we define key sentences
as sentences that describe research problems,
purposes and conclusions related to the topic of
the articles as indicated by the keywords.
The key sentences receive two types of labels in
our system: SUMMARY – the sentences that
convey either the goal or the conclusion - or
PROBLEM – the sentences that mention research problems. Some sentences get both labels.
Labeling is carried out by rules, which rely on
the conceptual definition of SUMMARY and
PROBLEM sentences as we show below.
In order to explain the conceptual definition we
present a series of examples. The following
SUMMARY and PROBLEM sentences are the
first and last three key sentences detected in the
same article (Barrow, 2008). In the first series of
examples the keywords are underlined:

(5) PROBLEM: Second, while most of the
claims made about the body and knowledge
are variously opaque, suspect, or clearly
wrong, it remains true that to be fully aware
of or to fully understand an art form such as
ballet, you need to engage in it.
(6) PROBLEM: More generally, let us attempt
to articulate more straightforward arguments for the inclusion of sports and other
forms of bodily activity in the school curriculum than obscure and unconvincing
claims to the effect that they are necessary,
sufficient or even directly relevant to welldeveloped and well-rounded educational
understanding.
It is apparent from these sentences that approaching the task by providing a normalized
factual extraction related to the keywords as in
traditional information extraction would be both
very problematic - even in an intellectual (as opposed to automatic) way - and may also be useless in the case of an article whose discipline is
not related to describing facts, but rather to arguing about concepts. On the other hand, the human reader clearly seizes that these sentences do
describe problems, aims and conclusions related
to the underlined keywords.2 In the next step we
define the characteristic features of SUMMARY
and PROBLEM sentences as being conveyed
independently of the factual propositions.
The features of the key sentences are assigned
by applying the concept-matching framework
described in the following series of examples.
This framework had previously been successfully used in revealing argumentative functions
of research articles in a text-mining application
of biomedical abstracts (Lisacek et al., 2005) and
in citation-type analysis (Sándor et al., 2006).
(Besides processing scientific articles, concept
matching has also been used in risk detection in
Sándor, 2009.)
The features of key sentences are determined
by the argumentative expressions in the sentences, which in some way comment on the core
factual propositions. In the next series of examples we have underlined these argumentative
expressions in the same set of sentences:

Beginning:
(1) PROBLEM: The most challenging questions concern whether the body provides an
alternative route to knowledge, if so of
what.
(2) PROBLEM_SUMMARY I do not question
this belief, but in this paper I shall try to
differentiate between and evaluate a number of quite distinct claims about the importance of the body in relation to schooling in
general and education in particular.
(3) PROBLEM: However, to assume, as some
philosophers would, that acceptance of that
premise concludes the debate on the question of education and the body, by implicitly claiming that education has nothing to
do with the body per se, would be absurd.
End:
(4) SUMMARY: Do I therefore conclude, as
rationalist philosophers of education are
generally supposed to conclude, that education has nothing to do with the body?
1

In a preliminary experiment we tried to identify key sentences in an example-based way. Six scholars marked the
key sentences in four articles from four domains according
to the same evaluation criteria. There were hardly any overlaps. This led us to define key sentences.

2

At this point we do not attempt to specify the kind of relationship between the argument types and the keywords: this
relationship remains simple co-occurrence.
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been satisfactory up to this point. However, since
the semantic fields concerned contain a relatively
well-identifiable vocabulary within the genre of
scholarly writing, most of these words can be
obtained from textbooks on academic writing.
In the concept-matching framework these sets
of words and expressions are called constituent
concepts. In previous applications nine constituent concepts have been identified for labeling
argumentative sentences (Sándor, 2007). Out of
these we use five here: MENTAL, IDEA, PUBLICATION, DEICTIC, CONTRAST.
In the present system we have used all the
words that have been compiled for labeling argumentative functions of biomedical research
abstracts, and we have added a few others after
having studied some educational research articles. Augmenting the list of words in the constituent concepts undoubtedly increases the coverage of the system, although we have found that
the words already compiled yield fairly large
coverage.
In terms of the constituent concepts we define
PROBLEMs as CONTRASTed IDEAs or CONTRASTs in MENTAL operations involved in
research, while SUMMARIES of one's research
goals and conclusions consist in pointing out in
the current (DEICTIC) PUBLICATION one's
(DEICTIC) IDEAs or MENTAL operations. We
cite now the example sentences only through the
constituent concepts of PROBLEM and SUMMARY:

Beginning:
(1) PROBLEM: The most challenging questions concern whether the body provides an
alternative route to knowledge, if so of
what.
(2) PROBLEM_SUMMARY I do not question
this belief, but in this paper I shall try to
differentiate between and evaluate a number of quite distinct claims about the importance of the body in relation to schooling in
general and education in particular.
(3) PROBLEM: However to assume, as some
philosophers would, that acceptance of that
premise concludes the debate on the question of education and the body, by implicitly claiming that education has nothing to
do with the body per se, would be absurd.
End:
(4) SUMMARY: Do I therefore conclude, as
rationalist philosophers of education are
generally supposed to conclude, that education has nothing to do with the body?
(5) PROBLEM: Second, while most of the
claims made about the body and knowledge
are variously opaque, suspect, or clearly
wrong, it remains true that to be fully aware
of or to fully understand an art form such as
ballet, you need to engage in it.
(6) PROBLEM: More generally, let us attempt
to articulate more straightforward arguments for the inclusion of sports and other
forms of bodily activity in the school curriculum than obscure and unconvincing
claims to the effect that they are necessary,
sufficient or even directly relevant to welldeveloped and well- rounded educational
understanding.

Beginning:
(1) PROBLEM: ... challenging[C,M] questions[C,M] ... whether[C] ... alternative[C]
... to knowledge[I] ...
(2) PROBLEM_SUMMARY: I[D] ... question[C,M] this belief[M] ... in this[D] paper[P]...
(3) PROBLEM: However[C] to assume[C,M],
... that acceptance[MC] ... concludes[C,M]
the debate[C,I] ..., by ... claiming[C,M] ...
would be absurd[C].
End:
(4) SUMMARY: ...I[D] ... conclude[C,M] ...
(5) PROBLEM: ... while[C] ... the claims[I] ...
are ... wrong[C] ...
(6) PROBLEM: ... unconvincing[C,M]
claims[I] ...

The detection is based on the words underlined. The system recognizes them since they
belong to a database of previously compiled sets
of words. The sets correspond to more or less
loosely understood semantic fields that have
been found to be relevant in scholarly argumentation in the previous applications of the conceptmatching framework. The compilation of the
lists has been entirely manual. Starting from a
small number of seed words we incrementally
extend the list over subsequent analyses and testing. Having worked out a first concept-matching
system, its modification for a new scholarly domain takes some weeks provided that a sufficiently large corpus is available. We are carrying
out experiments for automatic enrichment with
the help of Wordnet, but the results have not

It is apparent that the words that represent the
constituent concepts in these sentential skeletons
constitute purely argumentative expressions and
are void of any factual proposition.
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carried out an initial internal test3 towards the
validation of the first two hypotheses.
In a test corpus of five articles from the three
educational research journals mentioned in Section 3 (BJES, EPR, IJES) we checked if the sentences highlighted by the system convey relevant
information in the argumentative development of
the paper and if we find other key sentences that
are not highlighted. Next we analyzed the causes
of silence and noise in order to evaluate our basic
assumptions.
Table 1 summarizes the results of the test
over the five articles in terms of recall and precision of the key sentences, and also indicates the
percentage of key sentences out of all the sentences in the articles. Recall is defined as the
number of correct sentences highlighted divided
by the total number of sentences that we considered to be key sentences. Precision is defined as
the number of correct sentences highlighted divided by the total number of sentences highlighted.
Table 2 shows if the missing sentences identified as key sentences by the evaluator contain
keywords or not. It also displays the number of
missing sentences in each article by type of error.
Table 3 shows the number of false positive sentences according to the types of the causes of the
error.

However, not all sentences containing these
words convey the target concepts. Consider for
example the following sentence from a research
article (Meinberg and Stern, 2003.):
(7) Only 1.8% of the claims were attributed to
wrong-site surgery, but 84% of the claims
due to wrong-site surgery resulted in payment to the plaintiff compared ...
In order to differentiate between relevant and
irrelevant ways of combining the constituent
concepts in a sentence our framework proposes
syntactic criteria: sentences are labeled in case
the constituent concepts are in syntactic dependency relationship with each other. The kind of
syntactic relationship is not specified.
The restriction of syntactic dependencies is
especially relevant in the case when the constituent concepts are function words (like e.g. not) or
have a general sense (like e.g. work). At this
point we have not measured the impact of this
restriction on recall and precision.
We have built the concept-matching grammar
for labeling argumentation types on top of a general-purpose dependency grammar developed in
XIP. In the concept-matching grammar we define the argumentative expressions as those syntactic dependencies where both words belong to
the particular concepts that constitute the target
concepts as defined above. The only exceptions
to the syntactic constraint are sentential adverbs
(like “however”), for which the XIP grammar
does not extract any syntactic dependencies. The
highlighted sentences are those that contain the
labeled argumentative expressions.
5

Article

Recall

Precision

Key
sentences
(Number
of sentences)

First tests

Our exploratory system is based on several consecutive hypotheses, the validity of which should
be tested incrementally.
The first hypothesis is that the key sentences
relevant for peer reviewing are those that describe the problems, aims and results in the articles, and that these sentences contain the keywords provided with the articles. The second
hypothesis is that these sentences can be detected
using the concept-matching grammar. Finally the
third hypothesis is that highlighting these sentences can save peer reviewers’ time evaluating
articles.
Owing to the complexity and relative vagueness of the task, we have not been able to set up
either a formal or a statistically significant
evaluation up to now. For this article we have

BJES-1

77%

67%

BJES-2

69%

77%

EPR-1

39%

59%

EPR-2

30%

100%

IJER-1

35%

67%

17%
(195)
11%
(240)
8%
(331)
3%
(330)
2%
(526)

Table 1. Recall and precision of key sentences
detected and percentage of key sentences out of
all the sentences in the article

3

This test was carried out by one of the co-authors of this
article who did not take part in the development of the NLP
system.
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Article

BJES-1
BJES-2
EPR-1
EPR-2
IJER-1
All

Keywords
in sentence

1

2

3

yes
6
5
13
13
8
45

4
1
3
8

2
6
1
9

3
5
16
23
10
57

no
1
1
12
10
3
27

system should be completed so that it also detects definitions, especially in the case of theoretical articles.
As for the presence of keywords in the key
sentences, our results show that this is a relevant
condition, however not necessary since a number
of key sentences identified do not contain keywords. Further study is needed to identify the
characteristic features of key sentences without
keywords. We have carried out an additional test
to see if the correct key sentences cover all the
keywords in the list. In the five articles we have
only found one keyword that was not present in
any of the key sentences, but this word appeared
only once in the whole article. The fact that relatively few sentences are detected in the articles
and that in these sentences all the keywords are
covered supports the hypothesis that the key sentences do play an important role in the thread of
the article.
Among the errors leading to both silence and
noise we have found a number of cases where
the concept-matching framework in its present
form is not convenient for the task of detecting
key sentences that satisfy the conditions or filtering erroneous sentences. The reason for this in
both cases is that the unit of concept-matching is
the sentence, whereas in these cases a single sentence does not provide enough context for identifying or for specifying the target concepts respectively. Since the number of errors due to this
reason is not very high we do not consider that
these results invalidate the second hypothesis.
The number of such false positives is quite significant, however, which might be disturbing for
the user of the system. This kind of error could
be overcome by enlarging the scope of conceptmatching beyond the sentence. In this way we
could filter out these false positives.
In a significant number of cases noise is not
due to an error in the system but to the fact that
the sentence is not important enough with respect
to the development of the whole article. Whether
this kind of noise is a significant disturbing factor for the user is to be tested in subsequent
evaluation by users.
Finally, we have found few errors due to bugs
in the grammar, which indicates that the recognition of SUMMARY and PROBLEM sentences is
relatively reliable. These results also contribute
to suggesting that the second hypothesis seems to
hold.

Table 2. Causes of silence: 1.Incorrect analysis
by the parser; 2.Inadequacy of the framework for
the task; 3. Not SUMMARY or PROBLEM sentence according to our definition
Article
BJES-1
BJES-2
EPR-1
EPR-2
IJER-1
All

1
6
1
6
1
14

2
1
2
3

3
3
4
5
2
14

Table 3. Causes of noise: 1.The sentence
matches the rules but is not important enough;
2.Incorrect analysis by the parser 3.Inadequacy
of the framework for the task
We can observe significant differences according to the journals with respect to both hypotheses that we have tested. The three journals deal
with rather different research topics ranging from
theoretical discussions to empirical studies of
students´ behavior. According to our results the
important passages of these articles are characterized by different attributes: while in empirical
studies more or less definite results can be presented, theoretical discussions rest more on a
discursive level offering less clear conclusions to
be identified as SUMMARY or PROBLEM sentences. This is reflected on the one hand in the
differences in recall and precision among the
journals and on the other hand in the differences
in the number of sentences missing due to errortype 3 in Table 2.
In the EPR and in the IJER we found more
key sentences that are neither SUMMARY nor
PROBLEM sentences according to our definition
than in the BJES. Most of these sentences convey definitions related to the key concept. Thus
our first hypothesis seems to hold more for empirical studies than for theoretical ones. In order
to increase the coverage of key sentences the
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6

in the two directions suggested by the test results.
Besides providing assistance to peer reviewers
the system presented here could be used in other
applications, which we would like to explore in
future projects. The possibilities include improving search functionalities in digital libraries, displaying electronic documents by linking keywords to key sentences and discourse-based
navigation.

Conclusion

In this article we have presented an exploratory
system for highlighting key sentences containing
keywords in order to support peer review. The
selected sentences are supposed to help peer reviewers of articles in educational sciences to focus their attention on some relevant textual evidence for formulating their judgments. We have
argued that even if the structural characteristics— the abstract, the keywords and the section
headings—guide the reader in following the development of the article, content-oriented highlighting of key sentences might enhance the
quick understanding of the core contents.
Although the subjects of educational science
research articles display very heterogeneous
structures and contents, the system could identify
a number of sentences containing the main
statements of the articles. Text-inherent developments not accompanied by structural signs like
the outcomes of empirical studies or the contents
of a theoretical discussion about abstract terms
could be identified using automatic text analysis,
which can possibly save intellectual effort of scientists. The time-consuming task of reviewing a
growing number of research publications, hardly
manageable when studying each submitted
manuscript thoroughly, could thus be facilitated
and supported and less threatened to be replaced
by wholly automatic metric systems when time
constraints become more severe.
The method we have developed is implemented in XIP, a rule-based dependency parser.
It uses pre-existing lexical resources and applies
the concept-matching framework.
The results of our first tests suggest that two of
our three initial hypotheses are partially valid.
According to our first hypothesis the key sentences relevant for peer reviewing are those that
describe the problems, aims and results in the
articles. We have found that sentences conveying
definitions, especially in theoretical articles,
should also be highlighted as key sentences. The
second hypothesis is that these sentences can be
detected using the concept-matching grammar.
We have found in the majority of cases that this
hypothesis is valid, however, enlarging the unit
of concept-matching to multiple sentences would
improve the performance.
Based on this result we are undertaking a user
evaluation to measure the time needed to peer
review these articles with and without highlighting. We are also planning to extend the system
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Abstract

hypertext format. Given appropriate document
databases and knowledge of referencing conventions, it is relatively straightforward to support
the automatic downloading of cited documents:
such functionality already exists within reference
managers such as JabRef 1 and Sente2 . This
‘blind downloading’, however, does not address
the question of the relevancy of the linked document for the reader at the time of reading. Apart
from the publication details of the reference and
the citation context, readers are provided with very
little information on the basis of which to determine whether the cited document is worth exploring more thoroughly. Given the potentially
large number of citations that may be encountered,
this results in the following browsing-specific scenario: how can we help a user quickly determine
whether the cited document is indeed worth downloading, perhaps paying for, and reading?
In the study presented here, we focussed on the
needs of biomedical researchers, who are often
time-poor and yet apparently spend 18% of their
time gathering and reviewing information (Hersh,
2008). They regularly search through repositories of online scholarly literature to update their
expert knowledge; in this domain, the penalty for
not staying up-to-date with the latest advances can
be severe, potentially affecting medical experiments. In our work, we found that two thirds of researchers regularly engaged in browsing scientific
literature. Given the prevalent use of the browsing
modality, we believe that novel research tools are
needed to help readers make decisions about the
relevance of cited material.
To better understand the user’s information
needs that arise when reading and browsing
through academic literature, and to ascertain what
NLP techniques we might be able to use to
help support them, we conducted a user require-

Practitioners and researchers need to stay
up-to-date with the latest advances in
their fields, but the constant growth in
the amount of literature available makes
this task increasingly difficult. We investigated the literature browsing task via
a user requirements analysis, and identified the information needs that biomedical researchers commonly encounter in
this application scenario. Our analysis reveals that a number of literature-based research tasks are preformed which can be
served by both generic and contextually
tailored preview summaries. Based on this
study, we describe the design of an implemented literature browsing support tool
which helps readers of scientific literature
decide whether or not to pursue and read a
cited document. We present findings from
a preliminary user evaluation, suggesting
that our prototype helps users make relevance judgements about cited documents.

1

Introduction

Practitioners and researchers in all fields face
a great challenge in attempting to keep up-todate with the literature relevant to their work.
In this context, search engines provide a useful
tool for information discovery; but search is just
one modality for gathering information. We also
regularly read through documents and expect to
find additional relevant information in referenced
(cited or hyperlinked) documents. This results in
a browsing-based activity, where we explore connections through related documents.
This browsing behaviour is increasingly supported today as publishers of scientific material
deliver hyperlinked documents via a variety of
media including Adobe’s Portable Document Format (PDF) as well as the more conventional web

1
2

jabref.sourceforge.net
www.thirdstreetsoftware.com
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browsing. In that work, browsing is performed
across multiple news articles where the links between articles are inferred based on topic similarity. In contrast, we consider explicit hypertext links which are linguistically embedded in the
document as citations, where the embedding text
serves as link anchors.

ments analysis. It revealed a number of common
problems faced by readers of scientific literature.
These served to focus our efforts in designing and
implementing a browsing support tool for scientific literature, referred to here as CSIBS.
CSIBS helps readers decide which cited documents to read by providing them with information
which is useful at the point when citations are encountered. The application provides information
about the cited document and identifies important
sentences in that document, based on the user’s
current reading context. The key observation here
is that the reading context can indicate why the
reader might be interested in the cited document.
In addition to meta-data about the cited document,
and its abstract, a contextualised preview is shown
within the same browser in which the citing document is being viewed (for example, Adobe Acrobat Reader or a web browser), thus avoiding an
interruption to the user’s primary reading activity. This contextualised preview contains important sentences from the cited document that are related to the reading context.
We present related work on understanding information needs in Section 2; we outline our user
requirements analysis in the domain of scientific
literature in Section 3; and the results of the analysis and our understanding of the browsing-specific
information needs are presented in Section 4. In
Section 5, we describe a tool developed to meet
the most pressing of these information needs. Section 6 presents a feedback from an initial evaluation. We conclude by discussing our overall findings in Section 7.

2

2.2 Information Needs in Biomedicine
Ely et al. (2000) present an overview of the information needs of practicing clinicians, deriving a
set of commonly asked questions. Although we
are interested in doctors as users, the type of information needs presented in this paper relate to
the activity of conducting scientific investigation,
rather than that of treating a patient.
Task-based analyses of the biomedical domain
have been studied by Bartlett and Neugebauer
(2008) and Tran et al. (2004). Their analyses, like
ours, are task-based and use qualitative studies to
uncover the underlying uses of information. However, the tasks outlined in these related works are
focused on a specific set of information needs in a
research area: for example, the determination of a
functional analysis of gene sequences. Our work
differs in that we wish to take a more general view
in order to elicit information needs to do with scientific research, at least at the level of biomedical
sciences.
The information needs and tasks of academic
users have been studied previously by Belkin
(1994), who focuses on scholarly publications in
the humanities domain. We perform an investigation along similar lines, but with a focus on
academic literature used to conduct scientific research.

Related Work

2.1 Information Needs

2.3 Using Scientific Literature

Existing work on information needs, beginning
with Taylor (1962), typically focuses on mapping
from a particular query to the underlying interest of the user. In a recent example of such
work, Henrich and Luedecke (2007) describes
methods for constructing lists of domain-specific
key words which may correspond well to user
interests. However, we are interested in relating information needs to user tasks in scenarios
in which there is no explicit query, as in Bystrm
et al. (1995); in particular, our work focuses on
browsing scenarios. Toms (2000) presents a study
of browsing behaviour over electronic texts and
examines the differences between searching and

The genre of academic literature, and the development of technologies to support researchers as
users, has been studied by several groups working in automatic text summarisation. Teufel and
Moens (2002) describe a summarisation approach
that extracts text from documents and highlights
the rhetorical role that an extract plays within
the originating document (for example, stating the
Aim of an experiment). Qazvinian and Radev
(2008) present an approach to summarising academic documents based on finding citation contexts in the entire set of published literature for the
document in question. Both approaches, however,
treat the cited document in isolation of the read46

ing context and do not actively support the reading
task.

3

their own reasons. In addition, we also asked them
about the frequency of their literature browsing activity.
The main section of the questionnaire consisted
of a series of questions, corresponding to the issues we wanted to explore:

Understanding How Researchers
Browse through Scientific Literature

To determine what readers of scientific literature
want to know about cited documents, we conducted a user requirements analysis. Our method
is based on Grounded Theory (Glaser and Strauss,
1967), a commonly used approach in Human
Computer Interaction (Corbin and Strauss, 2008).
We began by interviewing subjects from an appropriate user demographic and recording their verbal
descriptions about a real scenario situated in their
day-to-day activities. Following this, we designed
a questionnaire for wider participation which presented scenario-based questions attempting to uncover their information needs and tasks. Participants were asked to provide free text answers.
The responses were then collated and analysed for
commonalities, bringing to the fore those issues
that were salient across the participants. We report
on the questionnaire design and responses in this
paper.
Beginning with such a study can reduce the
risk of building tools that have only limited utility. This is particularly true of new and less understood application scenarios, such as the one explored here.

1. What information needs do researchers have
of a cited document, and what specific tasks
does this information serve?
2. What makes it difficult for researchers to find
the answers to their questions about cited
documents?
3. What tasks are potential targets for automation?
Questions were to be answered with free text
responses, focussed by presenting a scenario in
which the researcher encounters a citation whilst
reading a scientific publication. The first question
above aims to better understand the researchers’
information needs and tasks; the second and third
are concerned with ideas for potential applications
which could benefit from NLP and IR research.
To address the first research issue, participants
were asked to recall a recent experience in which,
while reading a publication, they had encountered
a citation. Within this context, participants were
asked to describe what questions they may have
had of the cited document. To clarify how these
questions relate to a specific context of use, respondents were then asked to relate the questions
they identified back to some task undertaken as
part of their research work.
Responses regarding the difficulties encountered in satisfying information needs were collected with respect to the participants earlier responses. So as to not bias the participant, the
question was phrased neutrally. We asked what aspects of scientific literature and current technology
made it easy or hard to find answers to the participants’ personal research questions. We examined
responses with the aim of determining how technology might reduce the burden of knowledge discovery. Responses were again focused by using
the same scenario as in the previous question.
The third research issue was explored via two
separate questions. The first presented the participants with a scenario in which they had access to
a non-expert human assistant who could perform
one or more simple tasks identified in their earlier responses; they were then asked what kinds

3.1 Questionnaire Design
An online questionnaire was used to reach participants who actively read academic literature.3
To encourage participation, the questionnaire was
limited to 10 questions, which were formulated independently of any particular scientific domain.
We were explicit about the aims of the questionnaire by providing an initial brief, stating that the
feedback from participants would be used to develop new tools for browsing through scientific literature. Within the questionnaire, to prepare participants for our scenario-based questions, the first
few questions were basic and concerned the general usage of scientific literature. For example,
we asked about the high-level reasons for which
they used scientific literature (e.g., ‘To learn about
a new topic’; ‘To update your knowledge on a
particular topic’). Participants could also specify
3

The online questionnaire tool, SurveyMonkey
(www.surveymonkey.com), was used to implement
the questionnaire as an online interactive form.
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of tasks they would delegate to such an assistant.
A second, more direct, question was presented requiring participants to describe which tools they
would like to use, or to suggest new tools that
would help them in the future, when it came to
browsing through scientific literature.
Finally, optional questions about the participants’ research backgrounds were presented at the
end of the questionnaire. These were deliberately
placed last to reduce barriers to completion.

4

Information Needs
[md] About accessing the full text
[co] Article details (Definition, Methods, Results)
[md] About the authors
[md] About the publication date
[co] About relevance to own work
[md] The abstract
[co] The references
Participant Task
Deciding whether to believe the citation
Finding baselines for experiments
Comparing own ideas to article
Finding information to justify the citation
Finding information about methods
Finding additional references
Updating clinical knowledge
Conducting a survey of the literature
Identifying key researchers in the field
Updating research knowledge

Questionnaire Data Analysis

4.1 Analysing the Results
We recruited users with a background in biomedical life sciences since we had access to an extensive corpus of documents in this domain with
which to build some kind of application. Note,
however, that our questions were not specific to
this domain, and the questionnaire could potentially be re-run with participants from a different
scientific background.
We contacted 36 users who might be interested
in life sciences publications. Of these, 24 participants started the questionnaire, and 18 completed
it. Of the 24 participants, two thirds indicated that
they browsed through academic literature at least
once a week.
The written responses were separately analysed
by three of the authors. Responses to each question were examined, checking for repeated terms
and concepts that could form the basis of clustering. Salient information needs were matched
to corresponding tasks, and commonly mentioned
areas of difficulty and suggestions for delegation were grouped. Once each author had performed his or her own analysis, the salient groupings for each question were collaboratively determined, consolidating the three analyses performed
in isolation. The most salient groupings were then
examined for potential tasks that might be automated.

Freq
9
7
6
5
4
3
3

Freq
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2

Figure 1: Principal information needs and tasks of
participants with regard to citations. In the first
table, information needs are prefixed by ‘md’ for
meta-data and ‘co’ for content-oriented. ‘Freq’ indicates the number of occurrences in the results.

grouped into two main categories. The first, which
we refer to as meta-data needs, refers to information about the document external to the document
content itself. These needs could be met by a series of database queries about the document, involving, for example, the author information and
the citation counts for the document. We note
that, often, the abstract can also be retrieved via
a database query (and thus does not require any
in-depth text analysis of the cited document), although technically this is not meta-data. In terms
of the underlying task, this kind of generic information may be used in deciding whether to trust
the cited source.
The second category of information needs,
which we refer to as being content-oriented, can
be met by providing information sourced from
within the cited document. This type of information facilitates multiple tasks. For example, these
might include understanding why a document was
cited, or finding new baselines to design new experiments. We refer to these tasks in general as
citation-focused, as some underlying information
need is triggered by the text that the participant has
just read, whether this is for advancing one’s understanding of a topic, or pursuing a specific line
of scientific inquiry.

4.2 Questionnaire Data
We now present the results of the analysis. These
are organised with respect to each of the three research issues.
4.2.1 Questions of the Cited Document
Figure 1 presents the most frequently indicated information needs and the most frequent tasks that
were identified. The information needs can be
48

4.2.2 Difficulties in Finding Answers

Citation usually does not include the position of the information in the cited article . . . it might be necessary to read all of
the article to find it in another reference and so on.

This question required participants to voluntarily
reflect on their own research practices, a process
that is influenced partially by their expertise in
research and their exposure to different research
tools. Some responses described features of software that were appealing, while others related to
the difficulties faced by researchers in finding relevant information. In this paper, we present only
the subset of responses that concern the difficulties
encountered, since this will influence the functionality of new research tools. These responses are
presented in Figure 2.
Difficulties
Finding the exact text to justify the citation
Poor writing
Comparing documents
Resolving references to the same object

If the first report was only citing the second report for a small
piece of information, that information may be hard to locate
in the second report.
The original reference may have just cited a very small component of the second report, either just a comment made in
the discussion or a supplemental figure . . . It may take a while
to locate and justify the citation if it isn’t the major finding of
the report.
If I see a citation in a report that I am interested in, I generally want to know if the cited report actually supports the
statement in the original report. Very often – way too often –
citations do not. For all important citations I track down the
original cited work and verify that it actually says what it is
supposed to.

Freq
3
2
1
1

Figure 3: Some sample responses from users with
regard to justifying citations; emphases added.
Automation Possibilities
Search cited document for key words
Search for further publications using key words
Refine search using related concepts

Figure 2: Difficulties in finding information.
In general, the difficulties concerned some kind
of analysis of text. We note that these tasks
are largely citation-focused, requiring contentoriented information. Examples of comments regarding this task are presented in Figure 3. For example, participants wanted to know how the cited
document compared the citing document from the
perspective of experimental design. However, the
citation-focused task that was most commonly
mentioned as difficult was that of justifying citations. Participants mentioned that reading through
the entire cited document for this purpose was a
tedious task, particularly when looking for information in poorly written documents.

Freq
4
3
6

Figure 4: Potential candidates for a new research
tool.

delegated task was that of simple database entry of
publication records. We interpret these responses
as indicating that participants are not overly willing to hand over responsibility for complex tasks
to assistants. If delegation of more researchoriented activities occurs, participants want to
understand how and why results were obtained.
While responses were made assuming delegation
to human assistants, we believe that such issues
are even more crucial for results obtained via automated means.
Suggested novel features centered upon a better representation of relationships between domain concepts to be used for query refinement.
Responses included expressions such as “refined
search”, a handling of user-specified “mind maps”
(for repeated searches), and the use of “trails” explaining how results connected to search terms,
key words and the author.

4.2.3 Tasks for Automation
Our analysis of responses to the task automation
questions revealed two interesting outcomes: delegation occurred often with the use of key words,
and participants expressed the need for tools to
express relationships between domain concepts.
These are presented in Figure 4.
Responses to the question regarding task delegation revealed that for research-oriented tasks,
participants felt the need to direct assistants
through the use of key words. This is consistent
to responses to earlier questions detailing what
aspects of current technology were attractive, including user interface conventions such as key
word highlighting. Otherwise, the other reported

5 Prototype Requirements
As a result of these findings, we chose to build a
tool that meets the two types of information needs
revealed in the initial user requirements study. The
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purpose of the resulting tool, CSIBS, is to help
readers prioritise which cited documents are worth
spending time to download and read further. In
this way, CSIBS helps readers to browse and navigate through a dense network of cited documents.
To facilitate this task in accordance with the
elicited user requirements, CSIBS produces an
alternate version of a published article that has
been prepared with pop-up previews of cited documents. Each preview contains meta-data, the abstract and content-oriented information. It is provided to the user to help perform research tasks
that arise as a consequence of encountering a citation and needing to investigate further. The preview is not intended to serve as a surrogate for
the cited document. Rather, it is aimed at helping readers make relevance judgements about citations.
The meta-data helps the user to appraise the citation and to make a value judgement about the
work cited. The abstract provides a generic summary of the cited document, indicating the scope
of the work cited. The content-oriented information supports any citation-focused tasks, for example citation justification, through the provision of
detailed information sourced from within the cited
document. We refer to this as a Contextualised
Preview. It is constructed using automatic text
summarisation techniques that tailor the resulting
summary to the user’s current interests, here approximately represented by the citation context:
that is, the sentence in which the citation is linguistically embedded. We briefly describe CSIBS,
in this section; for a full description, see Wan et al.
(2009).
Each preview appears in a pop-up text box activated by moving the mouse over the citation.
The specific interaction (a double click versus a
“mouse-over”) depends on whether the article is
displayed via a web browser or as a PDF document. Figure 5 shows the resulting pop-up for the
PDF display.

• The full reference: This provides readers
with the date of publication and the journal
title, amongst other things.
• Author Information: CSIBS can include data
to help the reader establish a level of trust
in the citation, primarily focusing on information about the authors’ affiliations and the
number of related citations in the research
area.
• The citation count for the cited document:
Participants indicated that this was useful in
appraising the cited article.
These pieces of information were commonly identified as useful in helping readers make value
judgements about the cited work. This is perhaps
an artifact of the biomedical domain, where research has a critical nature and concerns health
and medical issues.
5.2 A Contextualised Preview
To generate the contextualised preview of the cited
document, the system finds the set of sentences
that relate to the citation context, employing approaches for summarising documents that exploit
anchor text (Wan and Paris, 2008). Following
Spark Jones (1998), we specify the purpose of the
contextualised summary along particular dimensions, indicated here in italics:
• The situation is tied to a particular context of
use: an in-browser summary triggered by a
citation and its citing context.
• An audience of expert researchers is assumed.
• The intended usage of the summary is one of
preview. We assume that the reader is making
a relevance judgement as to whether or not to
download (and, if necessary, buy) the cited
document. Specifically, the information presented should help the reader determine the
level of trust to place in the document, understand why the article is cited, and decide
whether or not to read it.

5.1 A Meta-Data Summary and Abstract
Participants often wanted a generic summary outlining the overall scope and contributions of the
cited work. This is typically available via the abstract. Additionally, CSIBS presents a variety of
meta-data returned from queries to an online publications database:4
4

• The summary is intended only to provide
a partial coverage of the whole document,
specifically focused on content that directly
relates to the citation context.
• The style of the summary is intended to be
indicative. That is, it should present specific

www.embase.com
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Figure 5: A sample pop-up with an automatically generated summary, triggered by a mouse action over
the citation. Extracted sentences are grouped together by section titles. Words that match with the
citation context are coloured and emboldened.

details to facilitate a relevance judgement, allowing the user to determine if the cited document can be used to source more information
on a topic, as opposed to just mentioning it in
passing.

a preview (≈ 0.03 seconds), making the process
amenable to batch processing of multiple documents or, in the future, live generation of previews
at runtime. To help with the readability of the resulting preview, the system also extracts structural
information from the cited document. In particular, for each extracted sentence, the system identifies the section in which it belongs; the extracted
sentences are then grouped by section, and presented with their section headings, as illustrated in
Figure 5.

To create the preview summary, the cited document is downloaded from a publisher’s database5
in its XML form and then segmented into sections, paragraphs and sentences. Each sentence in
the cited document is compared with the citation
context in order to find the best justification sentences for that particular citation. Due to the limited space available in the pop-up, the number of
extracted sentences is capped at a predefined limit,
currently set to four. Using vector space methods
(Salton and McGill, 1983) weighted with term frequency (and omitting stop words), the best matching sentence is defined as the one scoring the highest on the cosine similarity metric with the citation
context. The attractiveness of this approach lies
in its simplicity, resulting in a fast computation of
5

CSIBS focuses on returning precise results, so
that the system does not exacerbate any existing
information overload problems by burdening the
reader with poorly matching sentences. To achieve
this, we currently use exact matches to words in
the citation context; in on-going work, we are exploring methods to relax this constraint without
hurting performance. In line with our user requirements analysis, we have designed the tool so that
the user is able to easily see how the summary was
constructed. Matching tokens are highlighted, allowing the reader to understand why specific sen-

www.sciencedirect.com
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tences were extracted.

6

The qualitative feedback also supported CSIBS.
One participant made some particularly interesting observations regarding selected sentences and
the structure of the cited document. Specifically,
useful sentences tended to be located deeper in the
cited document, for example in the methods sections This participant suggested that, for an expert
user, showing sentences from the earlier sections
of a publication was not useful; for the same reason, the abstract might be too general and not helpful in justifying a citation. Finally, this participant
remarked that, in those situations where each document downloaded from a proprietary repository
incurs a fee, the citation-sensitive previews would
be very useful in deciding whether to download
the document.

Initial Feedback

6.1 Evaluation Overview
We built a prototype version of CSIBS and conducted a preliminary qualitative evaluation. The
goal was to examine how participants would react
to the pop-up previews. The feedback allows us to
further clarify our analysis and subsequent development.
We asked participants to view a number of popup previews in order to answer the question: Is
the Citation Justified? This was one of the more
difficult questions that researchers found challenging when making a relevancy judgement. The actual judgements are not important in this evaluation. Instead, we gauged the reported utility of the
prototype based on the participants’ self-reported
confidence when performing the task. To capture
this information, participants were asked to score
their confidence on a 3-point Likert scale.
Three biomedical researchers, all of whom had
taken part in our original user requirements analysis, participated in the evaluation. Each participant
was shown nine different passages containing a citation context, each situated in a different FEBS
Letters6 publication (which was also presented in
full to the participants). At each viewing of a citation context, two supporting texts were provided
with which the participant was asked to answer the
citation justification question. For all participants,
the first supporting text was produced by a baseline system that simply provided the full reference
of the citation. The second was either the abstract
or the contextualised preview, which in this evaluation was limited to three sentences. Meta-data
was not presented for this study as we specifically
wanted feedback on the citation justification task.
The small sample size does not permit hypothesis testing. However, we are encouraged by the
comparable positive gains in self-reported confidence scores (Abstract: +1.2 versus CSIBS: +2.2)
compared to simply showing the full reference.
Since both preview types were positive, we assume that these types of information facilitated the
relevance judgements. Participants also reported
that, for the contextualised preview, 2 out of 3 sentences were found to be useful on average.

7 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented an analysis of
browsing-specific information needs in the domain of scientific literature. In this context, users
have information needs that are not realised as
search queries; rather these remain implicit in the
minds of users as they browse through hyperlinked
documents. Our analysis sheds light on these information needs, and the tasks being performed in
their pursuit, using a set of scenario-based questions.
The analysis revealed two tasks often performed
by participants: the appraisal task and the citationfocused task. CSIBS was designed to support the
underlying needs by providing meta-data information, the abstract, and a contextualised preview for
each citation. The user requirement of search refinement was not directly addressed in this work,
but could be met by techniques of query refinement in IR, synonym-based expansion in summarisation, and of course, additional user specified key terms. In future work, we will explore
these possibilities. Our results to date are encouraging for the use of NLP techniques to support
readers prioritise which cited documents to read
when browsing through scientific literature.
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training automated systems for performing
such tasks.

Abstract

2

We introduce the ACL Anthology Network (AAN), a manually curated networked
database
of
citations,
collaborations, and summaries in the field
of Computational Linguistics. We also
present a number of statistics about the
network including the most cited authors,
the most central collaborators, as well as
network statistics about the paper citation,
author citation, and author collaboration
networks.

1

Curation

The ACL Anthology includes 13,739 papers (excluding book reviews and posters).
Each of the papers was converted from pdf to
text using an OCR tool (www.pdfbox.org).
After this conversion, we extracted the references semi-automatically using string matching. The above process outputs all the
references as a single block so we then manually inserted line breaks between references. These references were then manually
matched to other papers in the ACL Anthology using a “k-best” (with k = 5) string matching algorithm built into a CGI interface. A
snapshot of this interface is shown in Figure
1. The matched references were stored together to produce the citation network. References to publications outside of the AAN
were recorded but not included in the network.
In order to fix the issue of wrong author
names and multiple author identities we had
to perform a lot of manual post-processing.
The first names and the last names were
swapped for a lot of authors. For example, the
author name "Caroline Brun" was present as
"Brun Caroline" in some of her papers.
Another big source of error was the exclusion
of middle names or initials in a number of
papers. For example, Julia Hirschberg had
two identities as "Julia Hirschberg" and "Julia
B. Hirschberg". There were a few spelling
mistakes, like "Madeleine Bates" was misspelled as "Medeleine Bates".
Finally, many papers included incorrect
titles in their citation sections. Some used the
wrong years and/or venues as well.

Introduction

The ACL Anthology is one of the most
successful initiatives of the ACL. It was initiated by Steven Bird and is now maintained
by Min Yen Kan. It includes all papers published by ACL and related organizations as
well as the Computational Linguistics journal
over a period of four decades. It is available
at http://www.aclweb.org/anthology-new/ .
One fundamental problem with the ACL
Anthology, however, is the fact that it is just
a collection of papers. It doesn’t include any
citation information or any statistics about the
productivity of the various researchers who
contributed papers to it. We embarked on an
ambitious initiative to manually annotate the
entire Anthology in order to make it possible
to compute such statistics.
In addition, we were able to use the annotated data for extracting citation summaries of
all papers in the collection and we also annotated each paper by the gender of the authors
(and are currently in the process of doing similarly for their institutions) in the goal of
creating multiple gold standard data sets for
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Figure 1: CGI interface used for matching new references to existing papers

Figure 2: Snapshot of the different statistics computed for an author
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Figure 3: Snapshot of the different statistics for a paper
3

Table 1 shows some brief statistics about
the first two releases of the data set (2006 and
2007). Table 2 describes the most current release of the data set (from 2008).

Statistics

Using the metadata and the citations extracted after curation, we have built three different networks.
The paper citation network is a directed
network with each node representing a paper
labeled with an ACL ID number and the
edges representing a citation within that paper
to another paper represented by an ACL ID.
The paper citation network consists of 13,739
papers and 54,538 citations.
The author citation network and the author
collaboration network are additional networks
derived from the paper citation network. In
both of these networks a node is created for
each unique author. In the author citation
network an edge is an occurrence of an author
citing another author. For example, if a paper
written by Franz Josef Och cites a paper written by Joshua Goodman, then an edge is
created between Franz Josef Och and Joshua
Goodman. Self citations cause self loops in
the author citation network. The author citation network consists of 11,180 unique authors and 332,815 edges (196,905 edges if
duplicates are removed).
In the author collaboration network, an
edge is created for each collaboration. For
example, if a paper is written by Franz Josef
Och and Hermann Ney, then an edge is
created between the two authors.

2006
Author
Author
citation
collaboration
network
network
7849
7849
137,007
41,362
2007
Paper
Author
Author
citation
citation
collaboration
network network
network
n 9767
9421
9421
m 44,142
158,479
45,878
Table 1: Growth of citation volume
Paper
citation
network
n 8898
m 8765

Paper
Author Author
Citation Citation Collaboration
Network Network Network
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Nodes

13,739

10,409

10,409

Edges

54,538

195,505

57,614

Diameter

22

10

20

Average

9.34

43.11

11.07

Degree
Largest
Connected 11,409
Component

9061

7910

Watts Strogatz cluster0.18
ing
coefficient

0.46

Newman
clustering
coefficient

0.07

0.14

0.36

clairlib avg.
directed
5.91
shortest
path

3.32

5.87

Ferrer avg.
directed
5.35
shortest
path

3.29

harmonic
mean geodesic distance

5.47

harmonic
mean geodesic distance with
self-loops
counted

63.93

63.94

Paper
Citation
Network

3.17

Power Law
Relationship?

No

No

No

Newman
Power Law
exponent

2.00

1.55

2.18

Out-degree stats
3.70
2.56

3.17

Power Law
Relationship?

No

No

No

Newman
Power Law
exponent

2.12

1.54

2.18

Power Law
Exponent

5.47

4.66

9.40
Power Law
Exponent
Power Law
Relationship?

9.40

Newman
Power Law
exponent

Table 2: Network Statistics of the citation and collaboration network. The remaining authors (11,180-10,409) are not
cited and are therefore removed from the
network analysis

Author
Collaboratio
n Network

In-degree Stats
2.50
2.20

Power Law
Exponent

0.65

Author
Citation
Network

Total Degree Stats
2.72
2.27

3.17

No

No

No

1.81

1.46

2.18

Table 3: Degree Statistics of the citation
and collaboration networks
A lot of different statistics have been
computed based on the data set release in
2007 by Radev et al. The statistics include
PageRank scores which eliminate PageRank's
inherent bias towards older papers, Impact
factor, correlations between different measures of impact like H-Index, total number of
incoming citations, PageRank. They also report results from a regression analysis using
H-Index scores from different sources (AAN,
Google Scholar) in an attempt to identify
multi-disciplinary authors.
4

Sample rankings

This section shows some of the rankings
that were computed using AAN.
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Rank

Icit

Title

1

590

Building A Large Annotated
Corpus Of English: The Penn
Treebank

2

444

The Mathematics Of Statistical
Machine Translation: Parameter
Estimation

3

324

Attention Intentions And The
Structure Of Discourse

4

271

5

270

6

246

7

230

8

221

9

211

10

211

A Maximum Entropy Approach
To Natural Language Processing
Bleu: A Method For
Automatic Evaluation Of
A Maximum-Entropy-Inspired
Parser
A Stochastic Parts Program And
Noun Phrase Parser For
Unrestricted Text
A Systematic Comparison Of
Various Statistical Alignment
A Maximum Entropy Model For
Part-Of-Speech Tagging
Three Generative Lexicalized
Models For Statistical Parsing

It must be noted that the PageRank scores
are not accurate because of the lack of citations outside AAN. Specifically, out of the
155,858 total number of citations, only
54,538 are within AAN.
Rank
1 (1)
2 (2)
3 (3)
4 (5)
5 (4)
6 (6)
7 (8)
8 (7)
9 (9)
10 (10)

1099.1

2

943.8

3
4

568.8
543.1

5

414.1

6

364.9

7

362.2

8

301.6

9

250.5

10

242.5

Author Name

3886 (3815)
3297 (3119)
3067 (3049)
2746 (2720)
2741 (2724)
2605 (2589)
2454 (2407)
2451 (2433)
2428 (2390)
2047 (1991)

Och, Franz Josef
Ney, Hermann
Della Pietra, Vincent J.
Mercer, Robert L.
Della Pietra, Stephen
A.
Marcus,
Mitchell P.
Collins, Michael John
Brown, Peter F.
Church, Kenneth Ward
Marcu, Daniel

Table 6: Authors with most incoming
citations (the values in parentheses are using non-self- citations)
Rank
1
2
3
3
3
6
6
6
6
6

Table 4: Papers with the most incoming
citations (icit)
Title
Rank PR
1

Icit

A Stochastic Parts Program
And Noun Phrase Parser For
Unrestricted Text
Finding Clauses In Unrestricted
Text By Finitary And
Stochastic Methods
A Stochastic Approach To
Parsing
A Statistical Approach To
Machine Translation
Building A Large Annotated
Corpus Of English: The Penn
Treebank
The Mathematics Of Statistical
Machine Translation: Parameter
Estimation
The Contribution Of Parsing To
Prosodic Phrasing In An
Experimental
Text-To-Speech System
Attention Intentions And The
Structure Of Discourse
Bleu: A Method For Automatic
Evaluation Of Machine
Translation
A Maximum Entropy Approach
To Natural Language
Processing

h
18
16
15
15
15
14
14
14
14
14

Author Name
Knight, Kevin
Church, Kenneth Ward
Manning, Christopher D.
Grishman, Ralph
Pereira, Fernando C. N.
Marcu, Daniel
Och, Franz Josef
Ney, Hermann
Joshi, Aravind K.
Collins, Michael John

Table 7: Authors with the highest hindex
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

ASP
2.977
2.989
3.011
3.033
3.041
3.052
3.055
3.071
3.073
3.077

Author Name
Hovy, Eduard H.
Palmer, Martha Stone
Rambow, Owen
Marcus, Mitchell P.
Levin, Lori S.
Isahara, Hitoshi
Flickinger, Daniel P.
Klavans, Judith L.
Radev, Dragomir R.
Grishman, Ralph

Table 8: Authors with the least average
shortest path (ASP) length in the author
collaboration network

Table 5: Papers with highest PageRank
(PR) scores
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5

ture and cite P. These sentences usually mention at least one of the cited paper’s contributions. We use AAN to extract the citation
summaries of all articles, and thus the citation
summary of P is a self-contained set and only
includes the citing sentences that appear in
AAN papers. Extraction is performed automatically using string-based heuristics by
matching the citation pattern, author names
and publication year, within the sentences.
The following example shows the citation
summary extracted for “Koo, Terry, Carreras,
Xavier, Collins, Michael John, Simple Semisupervised Dependency Parsing". The citation summary of (Koo et al., 2008) mentions
KCC08, dependency parsing, and the use of
word clustering in semi-supervised NLP.

Related phrases

We have also computed the related phrases for every author using the text from the
papers they have authored, using the simple
TF-IDF scoring scheme (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Snapshot of the related phrases
for Franz Josef Och

6

Citation summaries

The citation summary of an article, P, is
the set of sentences that appear in the litera-

C08-1051 1 7:191 Furthermore, recent studies revealed that word clustering is useful for semi-supervised learning in NLP (Miller et al., 2004; Li and McCallum, 2005; Kazama and Torisawa, 2008; Koo et al., 2008).
D08-1042 2 78:214 There has been a lot of progress in learning dependency tree parsers (McDonald et al., 2005;
Koo et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008).
W08-2102 3 194:209 The method shows improvements over the method described in (Koo et al., 2008), which
is a state-of-the-art second-order dependency parser similar to that of (McDonald and Pereira, 2006), suggesting
that the incorporation of constituent structure can improve dependency accuracy.
W08-2102 4 32:209 The model also recovers dependencies with significantly higher accuracy than state-of-theart dependency parsers such as (Koo et al., 2008; McDonald and Pereira, 2006).
W08-2102 5 163:209 KCC08 unlabeled is from (Koo et al., 2008), a model that has previously been shown to
have higher accuracy than (McDonald and Pereira, 2006).
W08-2102 6 164:209 KCC08 labeled is the labeled dependency parser from (Koo et al., 2008); here we only
evaluate the unlabeled accuracy.

Figure 5: Sample citation summary
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Figure 6: Snapshot of the citation summary for a paper
of the author. We have been able to annotate
8,578 authors this way: 6,396 male and 2,182
female.

The citation text that we have extracted for
each paper is a good resource to generate
summaries of the contributions of that paper.
We have previously developed systems using
clustering the similarity networks to generate
short, and yet informative, summaries of individual papers (Qazvinian and Radev 2008),
and more general scientific topics, such as
Dependency Parsing, and Machine Translation (Radev et al. 2009) .

7

8

Downloads

The following files can be downloaded:
Text files of the paper: The raw text files
of the papers after converting them from pdf
to text is available for all papers. The files are
named by the corresponding ACL ID.
Metadata: This file contains all the metadata associated with each paper. The metadata associated with every paper consists of the
paper id, title, year, venue.
Citations: The paper citation network indicating which paper cites which other paper.
Figure 7 includes some examples.

Gender annotation

We have manually annotated the gender of
most authors in AAN using the name of the
author. If the gender cannot be identified
without any ambiguity using the name of the
author, we resorted to finding the homepage

id = {C98-1096}
author = {Jing, Hongyan; McKeown, Kathleen R.}
title = {Combining Multiple, Large-Scale Resources in a Reusable Lexicon for Natural Language Generation}
venue = {International Conference On Computational Linguistics}
year = {1998}
id = {J82-3004}
author = {Church, Kenneth Ward; Patil, Ramesh}
title = {Coping With Syntactic Ambiguity Or How To Put The Block In The Box On The Table}
venue = {American Journal Of Computational Linguistics}
year = {1982}
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A00-1001 ==> J82-3002
A00-1002 ==> C90-3057
C08-1001 ==> N06-1007
C08-1001 ==> N06-1008

Figure 7: Sample contents of the downloadable corpus
We also include a large set of scripts
which use the paper citation network and the
metadata file to output the auxiliary networks
and the different statistics.
The scripts are documented here:
http://clair.si.umich.edu/ .The data set has
already been downloaded from 2,775 unique
IPs since June 2007. Also, the website has
been very popular based on access statistics.
There have been more than 2M accesses in
2009.
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Abstract

metadata provides organizing context for results
and for subsequent queries, which can act as important scaffolding for exploration and discovery.
The mental work of searching an information collection is reduced by promoting recognition over
recall and suggesting logical but perhaps unexpected alternatives, while at the same time avoiding empty results sets.
Recently, faceted navigation has emerged as the
dominant method for new interfaces for navigating digital library collections. The NCSU library
catalog was an early adopter among university libraries, using the Endeca product as its backend
(Antelman et al., 2006). A usability study with
10 undergraduates comparing this system to the
old library catalog interface found a 48% improvement in task completion time, although the study
did not account for the effects of facets vs. the
effects of fuller coverage in the keyword search.
Additionally, a consortium of university libraries (the OCLC) is now using the WorldCat
shared catalog and interface, which features a
faceted navigation component (see Figures 1 and
2). And another popular interface solution is provided by AquaBrowser, in this case, shown on the
University of Chicago website (see Figure 3). A
recent study on this site found significant benefits
attributable to the faceted navigation facility (Olson, 2007). And finally, the online citation system
DBLP has not one but two different faceted interfaces, as does the ACM Digital Library.
These interfaces do a good job of allowing users
to filter by bibliographic attributes such as media,
date, and library. However, in most cases the subject metadata still is not as rich as it should be to
fully facilitate information browsing and discovery in these systems. In fact, there are a number of
open problems with the use of faceted navigation
for scholarly work. Some of these have to do with
how best to present faceted navigation in the interface (Hearst, 2006b), but others are more relevant

Hierarchical faceted metadata is a proven
and popular approach to organizing information for navigation of information collections. More recently, digital libraries
have begun to adopt faceted navigation for
collections of scholarly holdings. A key
impediment to further adoption is the need
for the creation of subject-oriented faceted
metadata. The Castanet algorithm was developed for the purpose of (semi) automated creation of such structures. This paper describes the application of Castanet to
journal title content, and presents an evaluation suggesting its efficacy. This is followed by a discussion of areas for future
work.

1

Emilia Stoica
Ask.com
555 12th Street, Oakland, CA 94607
emilia.stoica@ask.com

Introduction

Faceted navigation for searching and browsing
“vertical” content collections has become the standard interface paradigm for e-commerce shopping
web sites. Faceted navigation, when properly designed, has been shown to be understood by users
and preferred over other organizations (Hearst et
al., 2002; Yee et al., 2003; English et al., 2001).
Although text clustering is an easily automated
technique, numerous studies have found that the
results of clustering are difficult for lay people to
understand (Kleiboemer et al., 1996; Russell et al.,
2006; Hornbæk and Frøkjær, 1999) and that the
coherent and predictable structure of categorical
metadata is superior from a usability prespective
(Rodden et al., 2001; Pratt et al., 1999; Hearst,
2006a).
An interface using hierarchical faceted navigation simultaneously shows previews of where to
go next and how to return to previous states in
the exploration, while seamlessly integrating free
text search within the category structure. Faceted
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Figure 1: Worldcat consortium digital library interface using faceted navigation. The instance shown is
the University of California version, from http://berkeley.worldcat.org .

Figure 2: Digital library interface with faceted navigation, continued, from http://berkeley.worldcat.org .
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Figure 3: University of Chicago digital library interface using faceted navigation, using an interface from
AquaBrowser.
Faceted metadata is intermediate in complexity
between flat categories and full knowledge representation. The idea is to develop a set of “orthogonal” categories that characterize the information
space in a meaningful way, using terminology that
is useful for browsing the contents of a domain.
Each facet is a different topic, subject, attribute, or
feature, and some facets have hierarchical “is-a”
structure. For instance, the facets of a biomedical
collection should cover disease, anatomy, drugs,
symptoms, side-effects, properties of experimental subjects, and so on. Each biomedical article
can then be assigned any number of category labels from any number of facets. An article on the
effects of tamoxifen on ovarian cancer when tested
on mice could then be navigated to by first starting
with cancer, then selecting drug tamoxifen, and
then body part ovary, or first with tamoxifen, then
navigating to ovary, and further refining by disease type. This ability to “mix and match” both
for describing the articles and for navigating the
category structure is key.

to NLP, including:
• How to automatically or semi-automatically
create rich subject-oriented faceted metadata
for scholarly text?
• How to automatically assign information
items to faceted category labels?
This paper describes the results of applying
Castanet, a semi-automated approach to creating
faceted metadata, to a scholarly collection. (In
past work it has been shown to work well on a different kind of text (Stoica et al., 2007; Stoica and
Hearst, 2004).) It then discusses some open problems in building navigation structures for scholarly digital libraries.

2

Creating Faceted Metadata

This section first defines faceted metadata, and
then describes the CastaNet algorithm. More details about the algorithm can be found in a prior
publication (Stoica et al., 2007).
Rather than one large category hierarchy,
faceted metadata consists of a set of categories
(flat or hierarchical), each of which corresponds
to a different facet (dimension or feature type) relevant to the collection to be navigated. After the
facets are designed, each item in the collection is
assigned any number of labels from the facets.

The term “faceted classification” was deliberately chosen in the Flamenco project to echo the
old library science term of that name (Hearst,
2000), but with a rejection of the strict terms required for construction of controlled vocabulary,
which mandates exhaustive, mutually exclusive
category composition. Rather, the faceted naviga-
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called Subsumption for building a hierarchy for a
set of documents retrieved for a query. For two
terms x and y, x is said to subsume y if the following conditions hold: P (x|y) ≥ 0.8, P (y|x) < 1.
To evaluate the algorithm the authors asked 8 participants to look at parent-child pairs and state
whether or not they were “interesting.” Participants found 67% to be interesting as compared
to 51% for randomly chosen pairs of words. Of
those interesting pairs, 72% were found to display
a “type-of” relationship.

tion approach for design of search interfaces calls
for category systems that are expressed at a meaningful level of description, use approachable language (unless designed for specialists), are consistent in terms of specificity at each level, avoiding
becoming too broad or too deep.
The most difficult part of the design is determining whether or not compound concepts should be
created. For instance, when evaluating tags for a
digital library like librarything, should terms like
“african history” and “british literature” be separated into two facets, one containing major writing
types (history, literature), and another nationalities
(african, british), or should the modifying structure be retained, as there are many kinds of history
and many kinds of literature? Most likely, the answer should depend on the makeup of the collection and the usage that the users are expected to
want to make of it.
The next subsections briefly describe related
work in automated creation of structure from text,
the Castanet algorithm and its output on journal
article title text, and the results of a usability study
on this output.

Another class of solutions make use of existing lexical hierarchies to build category hierarchies, as we do in this paper. For example, Navigli and Velardi (2003) use WordNet (Fellbaum,
1998) to build a complex ontology consisting of
a wide range of relation types (demonstrated on
a travel agent domain), as opposed to a set of
human-readable hierarchical facets. Mihalcea and
Moldovan (2001) describe a sophisticated method
for simplifying WordNet in general, rather than
tailoring it to a specific collection.
Zelevinsky et al. (2008) used an approach
of looking at keywords assigned by authors
of ACM publications to documents, computing
which terms had high importance within those
documents, and then using the highest scoring
among those documents to assign new keywords
(referred to in the paper as tags) to the documents.
The tags were shown as query term refinements in
a digital library interface.

2.1 Related Work
One way to create faceted metadata is to start with
existing vocabularies, and in fact work has been
done on this area. The Library of Congress Subject headings are shown in the U Chicago catalog, despite a statement by Antelman et al. (2006)
about the “unsuitability of Library of Congress
Subject Headings (LCSH) as an entry vocabulary.”
There has also been work on converting LCSH
into faceted metadata (Anderson and Hofmann,
2006). Work on the Flamenco project converted
the Art and Architecture thesaurus to a faceted category system manually (Hearst et al., 2002). However, automated techniques are desirable.
Other methods that are influential but claimed
to make a meaningful category structure, but not
necessarily a faceted one, include the LDA (Latent
Dirichlet Allocation) method (Blei et al., 2003),
which uses a generative probabilistic model of discrete data to create a model of documents’ topics.
It attempts to analyze a text corpus and extract the
topics that combine to form the documents. The
output of the algorithm was originally evaluated
in terms of perplexity reduction but not in terms of
understandability of the topics produced.
Sanderson and Croft (1999) propose a method

Only limited related work has attempted to
make faceted category hierarchies explicitly.
Dakka et al. (Dakka and Ipeirotis, 2008; Dakka
et al., 2005) is one of these. Their approach is a
combination of Subsumption and Castanet; they
use lexical resources like WordNet and Wikipedia
to find structure among words, but also use them
to determine which words in a collection are most
useful to include in a faceted system. The facet hierarchy is made via Subsumption. The evaluation
of their most recent work on news text finds strong
results for assessments made by judges of precision and recall. Furthermore, when facets were
shown in a search interface to five users, the keyword usage dropped in favor of clicking on categories, as task completion time was reduced while
satisfaction remained unchanged. No examples
of facet categories produced by the algorithm are
shown, and the role of hierarchy is not clear, but
the approach appears especially promising for de-
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Figures 4 and 5 show the output of the Castanet algorithm when applied to the titles of journals from the bioscience literature. Note that even
the highly ambiguous common anatomy words are
successfully grouped using this algorithm, presumably because of the requirement that each
word occur in only one location in the ontology
and because the anatomy part of the ontology is
strongly favored during the part of the process
in which the core tree is built with unambiguous
terms. (Although some versions of Castanet use an
advanced version of WordNet Domains (Magnini,
2000), they were not used in the construction of
this category set.)

termining which words of long documents to include in building facet systems.
2.2 Castanet Applied to Journal Titles
The main idea behind the Castanet algorithm is
to carve out a structure from the hypernym (“isa”) relations within the WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998)
lexical database (Stoica et al., 2007; Stoica and
Hearst, 2004). The Castanet algorithm assumes
that there is text associated with each item in the
collection, or at least with a representative subset
of the items. The textual descriptions are used
both to build the facet hierarchies and to assign
items (documents, images, citations, etc.) to the
facets, and the text can be fragmented.
The algorithm has five major steps which are
briefly outlined here. For details, see (2007).

As reported earlier (Stoica et al., 2007), an evaluation of this algorithm was conducted by asking
information architects with expertise in the domain over which the algorithm was run to state
whether or not they would like to use the output
of the algorithm to build a website. The output of
Castanet was compared to Subsumption (Sanderson and Croft, 1999) and to LDA (Blei et al.,
2003).

1. Select target terms from textual descriptions
of information items.
2. Build the Core Tree:
• For each term, if the term is unambiguous, add its synset’s IS-A path to the
Core Tree.
• Increment the counts for each node in
the synset’s path with the number of
documents in which the target term appears.

As reported earlier, on a recipes collection, all
34 information architects overwhelming preferred
Castanet. They were asked to respond to how
likely they would be to use the output, on a scale
of: definitely no, no, yes, definitely yes. For Castanet, 85% of the evaluators said yes or definitely
yes for intent to use. Subsumption received 38%
answering yes or definitely yes, and LDA was rejected by all participants.

3. Augment the Core Tree with the remaining
terms’ paths:
• For each candidate IS-A path for the ambiguous term, choose the path for which
there is the most document representation in the Core Tree.

The study was also conducted using a biological journal titles collection. 3275 titles were used
(although a significant number are not in English
and so many are missed by the algorithm). The
15 participants who evaluated the Biomedical titles collection were required to be frequent users
of PubMed (the online library for biomedicine),
but were not required to be information architects,
as it was difficult to finding information architects
with biological expertise. These participants were
biologists, doctors, medical students and medical
librarians.

4. Compress the augmented tree.
5. Remove top-level categories, yielding a set of
facet hierarchies.
In addition to augmenting the nodes in the tree,
adding in a new term increases a count associated with each node on its path; this count corresponds to how many documents the term occurs in.
Thus the more common a term, the more weight it
places on the path it falls within. The Core Tree
acts as the “backbone” for the final category structure. It is built by using paths derived from unambiguous terms, with the goal of biasing the final
structure towards the appropriate senses of words.
Currently a word can appear in only one sense in
the final structure; allowing multiple senses is an
area of research.

7 participants saw both LDA and Castanet, and
8 participants saw both Subsumption and Castanet (a pilot test found that participants who saw
both Subsumption and LDA became very frustrated with the tasks, so the two options were compared pairwise to Castanet for subsequent trials).
For Castanet, 11 out of 15 participants (73%) an-
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Figure 4: Castanet output on journal title text.

Figure 5: Castanet output on journal title text, continued.
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Figure 6: LDA output on journal title text.

Figure 7: Subsumption output on journal title text.
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Recent work by Dakka et al. (Dakka and Ipeirotis, 2008) can help with point 7, and some recent
work by Koren et al. (Koren et al., 2008) seems
promising for 8.
Robust evaluation methods are also needed;
making use of log information about which facets
are heavily used can help inform decisions about
which facets work well and which need modification or additions.
Acknowledgements: Megan Richardson provided valuable contributions in her work on the
study reported on here. Emilia Stoica did this
work while a postdoctoral researcher at UC Berkeley.

swered yes or definitely yes to a desire to use its
output. 1 out of 7 participants answered yes to a
desire to use LDA, and 1 out of 8 answered yes to
Subsumption. LDA received 4 “definitely no” responses, whereas Subsumption received only one
of these, and no one said definitely no to Castanet.
2.3 Open Problems
Although quite useful “out of the box,” the Castanet algorithm could benefit by several improvements and additions:
1. The processing of the terms should recognize
spelling variations (such as aging vs. ageing)
and morphological variations. Verbs and adjectives are often quite important for a collection and should be included, but with caution.
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Abstract
We present FireCite, a Mozilla Firefox
browser extension that helps scholars assess and manage scholarly references on
the web by automatically detecting and
parsing such reference strings in real-time.
FireCite has two main components: 1)
a reference string recognizer that has a
high recall of 96%, and 2) a reference
string parser that can process HTML web
pages with an overall F1 of .878 and plaintext reference strings with an overall F1
of .97. In our preliminary evaluation, we
presented our FireCite prototype to four
academics in separate unstructured interviews. Their positive feedback gives evidence to the desirability of FireCite’s citation management capabilities.

1

Figure 1: A web page with a list of references.
Paper titles are displayed in bold.
5. He cites the paper in his own work.
This process is too time-consuming for researchers to do for each reference, one at a time.
One solution is to collect all the references of interest first. These references can then be processed
at a later time. Bibliographic Management Applications (BMAs) do exactly this by allowing the researcher to record interesting references for later
use. Alternatively, the references can be recorded
manually on paper or in a text file. The paper for
each reference can also be printed and organized
physically in folders or piles.
Each method has its own disadvantages. Using
notebooks, text files or printouts imposes considerable cognitive load on the researcher especially
when hundreds of references need to be managed.
BMAs seek to relieve researchers from this problem, but are often too complicated to use and
maintain. A popular BMA, EndNote, for example,
retrieves metadata from online library catalogues
and databases, but experience is necessary to know
which database or catalogue to search. Considerable time can be lost searching for a computer science paper in a medical database. An automatic,
yet lightweight solution is needed.
Since the references are found on the Web, the
most suitable location for a BMA is within the web

Introduction

On the Web, many web pages like researchers’ or
conference homepages contain references to academic papers much like citations in a bibliography. These references do not always follow a specific reference style. Usually, they make use of
HTML formatting to differentiate fields and emphasize keywords. For example in Figure 1, paper
titles are displayed in bold.
Depending on personal preference and habit,
references found on the Web may be processed in
various ways. This process however, can possibly
be quite a long chain of events:
1. A researcher finds a PDF copy of the paper
and downloads it.
2. He reads the abstract of the paper, then decides to read the rest of it.
3. He prints out the paper and reads it, making
annotations along the margin as he reads.
4. He produces a BibTeX entry for the paper.
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browser itself. In this paper, we propose FireCite1 ,
a Firefox browser extension which embodies this
idea. FireCite 1) automatically recognizes references on web pages, 2) parses these references
into title, authors, and date fields, 3) allows the
researcher to save these references for later use,
and 4) allows a local PDF copy of the paper to be
saved for each reference.
At its core, FireCite consists of a reference
string recognizer and a reference string parser with
accuracies comparable to other systems. Unlike
these systems however, as a browser extension,
FireCite needs to be fast and lightweight. Bloated
extensions can cause the browser’s memory footprint to grow significantly, lowering overall performance. An extension must also perform its operations fast. Otherwise, it will detract users from
their primary task with the browser. Nah (2004)
suggests latencies should be kept within two seconds.
In the next section, we review related work. We
then discuss reference string recognition, followed
by parsing in Section 3. After component evaluations, we conclude by discussing the user interface
of FireCite.

2

ence string records are usually presented in one or
more contiguous regions’, and 2) ‘reference string
records are usually presented by using similar tag
sequences and organized under a common parent
node’. Therefore, the system examines the DOM2
tree of the web page and identifies adjacent subtrees that are similar. The system then removes
subtrees that are unlikely to be reference strings,
by comparing their word count against a database
of reference strings’ word counts. The authors report an F1 of around 90% for pages where reference strings make up at least 80% of the text on
the page, and an F1 of at least 70% when reference strings make up at least 30% of the page.
Of note is that their testing dataset consists
solely of computer science researchers’ homepages and publication list pages. There is no indication of how their system will perform for other
types of web pages. Although there are many published works on the extraction of semi-structured
data from web pages, very few of them deal directly with the issue of reference string extraction.
Also, none of the works deal directly with the issue of web pages that do not contain any relevant
data. In FireCite’s case, this is an important issue
to consider, because false positives will be parsed,
and as stated previously, almost all web pages will
have elements that are not part of any reference
string.
As for reference string parsing, the field of Information Extraction (IE) has treated this task as
one of its sample applications. As such, many
different IE approaches involving different supervised classifiers have been tried.
Such classification methods require a gold standard corpus to train on. The CORA Information
Extraction dataset, introduced in (Seymore et al.,
1999) consists of a corpus of 500 classified reference strings extracted from computer science research papers, is used as training data. The CORA
dataset is annotated with thirteen fields, including
author, title and date.
As for classification approaches, (Hetzner,
2008; Seymore et al., 1999) and AutoBib (Geng
and Yang, 2004) makes use of Hidden Markov
Models (HMM), while ParsCit (Councill et al.,
2008) and (Peng and McCallum, 2004) make use
of Conditional Random Fields (CRF).
ParsCit’s reference string parsing system makes
use of CRF to learn a model that can apply meta-

Related Work

Recognizing and parsing reference strings has
been a task tackled by many, as it is a necessary
task in modern digital libraries.
Past work has dealt primarily with clean data,
where reference strings are already delimited (e.g.,
in the References or Bibliography section of a
scholarly work). Many works consider both reference string recognition and reference string parsing as a single combined problem. With regards
to the task, IEPAD (Chang et al., 2003) looks for
patterns among the HTML tags, while (Zhai and
Liu, 2005) looks for patterns among the presentation features of the web page. A machine learning
approach using Conditional Random Fields is also
discussed in a few works (Xin et al., 2008; Zhu et
al., 2006).
CRE (Yang et al., 2008) is an automatic reference string recognizer that works on publication list pages. Given such a page, CRE identifies individual reference strings by looking for
contiguous common style patterns. The system is
based on the authors’ two observations: 1) ‘refer1

The

latest

version

of

the

extension

is

at:

2

https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/10766/
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• Both systems are not designed to handle web
reference strings. Neither system is able to
correctly parse a reference string such as the
one shown in Figure 3 due to its lack of punctuation and the misleading tokens that resemble publication dates.

data labels to individual word tokens of a reference
string. ParsCit’s labeling model consists of 7 lexical features (features that make use of the meaning/category of a word, such as whether the word
is a place, a month, or a first name) and 16 local
and contextual features (features that makes use
of formatting information about the current and
neighbouring tokens, such as whether the word is
in all caps). Its lexical features require the use of
an extensive dictionary of names, places, publishers and months. ParsCit achieves an overall fieldlevel F1 of .94.
Another
competitive
method,
FLUXCiM (Cortez et al., 2007) also parses plain-text
reference strings, based on a knowledge base of
reference strings. Initially, labels are assigned to
tokens based on the (label, token) pair’s likelihood
of appearance in the knowlege base. For tokens
that do not occur in the knowledge base, a binding
step is used to associate them with neighbouring
tokens that have already been labelled. The
authors report a very high token-level accuracy in
terms of F1 of 98.4% for reference strings in the
Computer Science (CS) domain, and 97.4% for
reference strings in the Health Sciences domain.
A key difference from other parsing methods is
that tokens in FLUX-CiM are strings delimited by
punctuation rather than single words (see an example in Figure 2). This comes from an observation by the authors that “in general, in a reference
string, every field value is bounded by a delimiter,
but not all delimiters bound a field.”

Doe, J. 2000 1942-1945: World War Two
and its effects on economy and technology.
Generic Publisher. Generic Country.
Figure 3: A reference string that FLUX-CiM and
ParsCit cannot parse correctly.

3

Methodology

FireCite performs its task of reference extraction
in two logically separate stages: recognition and
parsing. Reference string recognition locates and
delimits the start and end of reference strings on a
web page, while parsing delimits the internal fields
within a recognized reference.
3.1

Recognition

Reference recognition itself can be logically segmented into two tasks: deciding whether references could occur on a page; and if so, delimiting
the individual reference strings. We build a rough
filter for the first task, and solve the second task
using a three stage heuristic cascade.
Algorithm 1 Reference recognition.
1: Exclude pages based on URL and absence of
keywords
2: Split token stream into a set S of (nonoverlapping) sequences, where each sequence
contains at most one reference string, and no
reference string is split across two token sequences.
3: Select sequences likely to be reference strings,
forming a set S 0 which is parsed into a set of
reference strings C.
4: Remove sequences with nonsensical parse results from the set of reference strings C.

Atlas , L ., and S . Shamma ,
“ Joint Acoustic and Modulation Frequency ,”
EURASIP JASP , 2003 .

Figure 2: A tokenised reference string. Each box
contains one token.
While both ParsCit and FLUX-CiM have high
levels of performance, they are not suitable for our
use for two reasons:
• Both systems are large. ParsCit’s classifier model plus dictionaries add up to about
10MB. FLUX-CiM requires a database of
3000 reference strings for each knowledge
domain, for best performance. Databases of
this size will take a significant amount of time
to load and to access, negatively impacting
the user experience.

We now detail these stages.
Stage 1 immediately discards webpages that
do not meet three criteria from subsequent automatic processing. For a page to be automatically
processed by subsequent recognition and parsing
phases, FireCite requires that the webpage:
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• Is from a .edu, .org, or .ac domain. Domains with country identifiers, such as
www.monash.edu.au, are also accepted;

Sequences that do not meet these requirements are
discarded. Remaining sequences are accepted as
valid reference strings.

• Contains one or more of the words ‘Publications’, ‘Readings’, ‘Citations’, ‘Papers’, and
‘References’.

3.2

Parsing

Between Steps 3 and 4 in the recognition process, a reference string is parsed into fields. We
treat this problem as a standard classification problem for which a supervised machine learning algorithm can be trained to perform. In implementing
our parsing algorithm, recall that we have to meet
the criterion of a lightweight solution, which heavily influenced the resulting design.
While a full-fledged reference string parser will
extract all available metadata from the reference
string, including fields such as publisher name,
publisher address and page numbers, we consciously designed our parser to only extract three
fields: the title, the authors, and the date of publication. All other tokens are classified as Miscellaneous. There are two reasons for this: 1) for the
purposes of sorting the reference strings and subsequently searching for them, these three fields are
most likely to be used; 2) restricting classification
space to four classes also simplifies the solution,
shrinking the model size.
Another simplification was to use a decision
tree classifier, as 1) the trained model is easily
coded in any declarative programming language
(including Javascript, the programming language
used by Firefox extensions), and 2) classification
is computationally inexpensive, consisting of a series of conditional statements.
Also, instead of the common practice of tokenising a string into individual words, we follow
FLUX-CiM’s design and use punctuation (except
for hyphens and apostrophes) and HTML tags as
token delimiters (as seen in the example in Figure 2). This tokenization scheme often leads to
phrases. There are a few advantages to this style
of tokenisation: 1) considering multiple words as
a token allows more complex features to be used,
thus giving a better chance of making a correct
classification; and 2) reducing the number of tokens per reference string reduces the computational cost of this task.
To classify each phrase, we compile a set of ten
features for use in the decision tree, comprising:
1) Lexical (dictionary) features that contain information about the meaning of the words within the
token; 2) Local features that contain non-lexical

• Contains one or more of the words ‘Conference’, ‘Academic’, ‘Journal’, and ‘Research’.
The included domains include web pages from
academic institutions, digital libraries such as
CiteseerX 3 and ACM Portal 4 , and online encyclopedias such as Wikipedia 5 – basically, web
pages where reference strings are likely to be
found. The keywords serve to further filter away
pages unlikely to contain lists of reference strings,
by requiring words that are likely to appear in the
headings of such lists.
Stage 1 runs very quickly and filters most nonscholarly web pages away from the subsequent,
more expensive processing. This is crucial in improving the extension’s efficiency, and ensuring
that the extension does not incur significant latency for normal browsing activity.
Stage 2 splits the web page text into distinct
chunks. In plain-text documents, we differentiate
chunks by the use of blank lines. In HTML web
pages, we use formatting tags: <p> and <br>.
Other tags might also indicate a fresh chunk within
ordered (<ol>) and unordered (<ul>) lists, list
items are marked by the <li> tag. A horizontal rule (<hr>) is used to separate sections in the
web page. Stage 2 makes use of all these HTML
tags to split the web page text into distinct, nonoverlapping sequences.
Stage 3 removes sequences that are unlikely to
be reference strings, based on their length. Sequences that are too long or short are removed
(i.e., with word length 5 < wl < 64, and token
lengths 4 < tl < 48). These limits are based
on the maximum and minimum word and token
lengths of reference strings in the CORA corpus.
The sequences that survive this stage are sent to
the parsing system, discussed in the next subsection to be parsed.
Stage 4 further removes sequences that are illformed. We require that all reference strings include a title and a list of authors after being parsed.
3

hosted at http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu
http://portal.acm.org
5
www.wikipedia.org
4
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Feature Name
PfieldLabel
(String)
hasNumber
(Boolean)
hasYear
(Boolean)
fieldLength (Integer)
hasMonth
(Boolean)
oneCap
(Boolean)
position (Float)
hasAbbreviation
(Boolean)
startPunctuation
(String)

endPunctuation
(String)

Description
The label of the previous token

4
4.1

Whether the token contains any numbers
Whether the token contains any 4digit number between 1940 and 2040
The number of characters the token
has
Whether the token contains any
month words (e.g. ‘January’, ‘Jan’)
Whether the token consists of only
one capital letter e.g. ‘B’
A number between 0 and 1 that indicates the relative position of the token
in the reference string.
Whether the token contains any
words with more than one capital
letter. Examples are ‘JCDL’, and
‘ParsCit’
The punctuation that preceded this
token.
Accepted values are period, comma, hyphen, double quotes,
opening brace, closing brace, colon,
others, and none
The punctuation that is immediately
after this token. Accepted values are
the same as for startPunctuation

Evaluation
Recognition

We took faculty homepages from the domains of
four universities at random, until a set of 20 homepages with reference strings and 20 homepages
without reference strings were obtained. Note that
these homepages were sampled from all faculties,
not merely from computer science.
Tests were conducted using these 40 pages to
obtain the reference string recognition algorithm’s
accuracy. A reference string is considered found
if there exists, in the set of confirmed reference
strings C, a parsed text segment c that contains the
entire title as well as all the authors’ names. Each
parsed text segment can only be used to identify
one reference string, so if any text segments contain more than one reference string, only one of
those reference strings will be considered found.
Active stages
1, 2, 3, 4
2, 3, 4
1, 2, 4
1, 2, 3
1, 2

Table 1: List of classifier features

Recall
96.0%
96.6%
96.3%
98.4%
99.2%

Precision
57.5%
53.6%
51.6%
40.9%
16.1%

F1
.719
.689
.672
.578
.278

Table 2: Results of reference string recognition
over forty web pages for five variations of FireCite’s reference string recognition

information about the token; 3) Contextual features, which are lexical or local features of a token’s neighbours. Table 1 gives an exhaustive list
of features used in FireCite.

In order to determine the effect of each stage
on overall recognition accuracy, some stages of
the recognition algorithm were disabled in testing.
The results are presented in Table 2. As all test
pages come from university domains, all pass the
first URL test. When the keyword search is deactivated, all 40 test pages pass Stage 1. Otherwise,
19 pages with reference strings and 6 pages without reference strings pass Stage 1.
The results show that disabling individual
stages of the algorithm increases recall slightly,
but increases the number of false positives disproportionately more. The fully-enabled algorithm
strikes a balance between the number of reference
strings found and the number of false positives.
From the above results, we can also see that
false positives make up around 40% of the text
segments that are recognised as reference strings.
However, the majority of reference strings are
recognised by the algorithm. In our usage scenario, our output will eventually be viewed by a
human user, who will be the final judge of what is
a reference string and what is not. Therefore, it is

We had to exclude lexical features that require
a large dictionary, such as place names and first
names, as such features would add significantly to
the loading and execution times of FireCite.
FireCite uses its trained model to tag input
phrases with their output class. Before accepting
the classification results, we make one minor repair to them. The repair stems from the observation that in gold standard reference strings, both
the author and title fields are contiguous. If more
than one contiguous sequence of Title or Author
classification labels exist, there must be a classification error. When the extension encounters such
a situation, FireCite will accept the first encountered sequence as correct, and change subsequent
sequences’ labels to Miscellaneous (Figure 4).
The parser joins all contiguous tokens for each
category into a string, and returns the set of strings
as the result.
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Figure 4: An example of an incorrectly labelled (highlighted) reference string segment
Page (# of references)
A (72)
B (52)
C (29)
D (68)
E (8)
F (45)
Overall

Title
.902
.953
.684
.753
.692
.847
.836

Authors
.893
.957
.304
.968
.875
1.000
.916

Date
.988
.990
.774
.889
1.000
.989
.948

All Tokens
.708
.960
.651
.917
.889
.966
.878

System
FireCite
FLUX-CiM

System
FireCite
ParsCit
FLUX-CiM

Overall
.979
.984

Title
.92
.96
.93

Authors
.96
.99
.95

Date
.97
.97
.98

Overall
.94
.94
.97

of 300 reference strings randomly selected from
the ACM Digital Library. Note that in FireCite
and FLUX-CiM, tokens are punctuation delimited
whereas in ParsCit, tokens are word delimited.
We feel that above results show that FireCite’s
reference string parser is comparable to the reviewed systems (although statistically worse), despite its use of a fast and simple classifier and the
lack of lexical features that require large dictionaries. The disparity of results between handling
web page reference strings and handling plain-text
reference strings can generally be attributed to the
differences between web page reference strings
and plain-text reference strings. Specifically:

Parsing

To evaluate the reference string parsing algorithm,
we randomly selected six staff publication pages
from a computer science faculty. The presentation of each page, as well as the presentation of
reference strings on each page, were all chosen to
differ from each other. There are a total of 274
reference strings in these six pages. We annotated
the reference strings by hand; this set of annotations is used as the gold standard. The six pages
are loaded using a browser with FireCite installed.
FireCite processes each page and produces a output file with the parsed reference strings. These
parsing results are then compared against the gold
standard. Table 3 shows the token level results,
broken down by web page.
The FireCite reference string parser is able to
handle plain-text reference strings as well. A set of
plain-text reference strings can be converted into
a form understandable by FireCite, simply by enclosing the set of reference strings with <html>
tags, and replacing line breaks with <br> tags.
Table 4 shows the token F1 of the Firecite reference string parser compared FLUX-CiM, while
Table 5 shows the field F1 of FireCite, FLUX-CiM
and ParsCit. The test dataset used by all three systems is the FLUX-CiM Computer Science dataset6
available at

Date
.982
.986

Table 5: Field F1 of FireCite and other reference
string parsers.

more important that we have a high recall rather
than high precision. In that respect, this algorithm
can be said to fulfill its purpose.

6

Authors
.994
.994

Table 4: Token F1 of FireCite and FLUX-CiM.

Table 3: Results of FireCite reference string parsing. Performance figures given are Token F1 .
Overall F1 includes tokens classified as Miscellaneous, and is micro-averaged.

4.2

Title
.940
.974

• Among the testing data used, the reference
strings on one web page (Page C) all begin
with the title. However, in the CORA training corpus, all reference strings begin with
the authors’ names. As a result, in the trained
classifier, the first token of every reference
string is classified as ‘authors’. This error is
then propagated through the entire reference
string, because each token makes use of the
previous token’s class as a classifier feature.
As shown in Table 3 above, the performance
for page C is much worse than the performance for the other pages.
• When web pages are created and edited
using a WYSIWIG editor, such as Adobe
Dreamweaver or Microsoft Office FrontPage,
multiple nested and redundant HTML tags

http://www.dcc.ufam.edu.br/ ẽccv/flux-cim/ Computer-

Science/
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With references
W/o references
All pages

Min. time
90
6
6

Max. time
544
222
544

Avg. time
192
74
133

Zotero7 as well as Mendeley8 both offer BMAs
that manage reference (and other bookmark) information for users. However, neither recognizes
or delimits free formed reference strings found on
general webpages. Both rely on predefined templates to process specific scholarly websites (e.g.
Google Scholar, Springer).
In developing our front end, our design hopes
to complement such existing BMAs. We followed
a rapid prototyping design methodology. The current user interface, shown in Figure 5, is the result of three cycles of development. Up to now,
feedback gathering has been done through focus
groups with beginning research students and individual interviews with faculty members. Rather
than concentrate on the design process, we give a
quick synopsis of the major features that the FireCite prototype implements.
One-Click Addition of References: FireCite
appends a clickable button to each reference string
it detects through the recognition and parsing
modules. Clicking this button adds the reference
string’s metadata to the reference library. The design draws attention to the presence of a reference
without disrupting the layout of the webpage.
Reference Library: The reference library
opens as a sidebar in the browser. It is a local
database containing the metadata of the saved references. The library allows reference strings to be
edited or deleted, and sorted according to the three
extracted metadata fields.
Manual recognition and addition: The core
modules occasionally miss valid references. To
remedy this, users can manually highlight a span
of text, and through the right click context menu,
ask FireCite to parse the span and append an “add
citation” button. The user may also manually add
or edit reference metadata directly in the sidebar.
This feature allows the user to add entries from his
existing collections of papers, or to add entries for
which no reference string can be found (such as
papers that have not been published).
PDF download: When a reference is added to
the local library, any Portable Document Format
(PDF) file associated with the reference string is
downloaded as well. Appropriate PDF files are
found heuristically by finding a hyperlink leading to a PDF file within the text segment. The
downloaded PDF files are stored in a single folder

Table 6: FireCite execution time tests over 40 web
pages. Times given in milliseconds.
tend to be added to the page. Because FireCite treats HTML tags as token delimiters,
these redundant tags increase the number of
tokens in the string, thus affecting the token position feature of the classifier, causing
some tokens to become incorrectly classified.
Some of the inaccuracies can also be attributed
to mistakes from reference string recognition.
When the reference string is not correctly delimited, text that occurs before or after the actual reference string is also sent to the reference string
parser. This affects the token position and previous token label features.
The competitive advantage of FireCite’s reference string parser is that it is very small compared
to the other systems. FireCite’s reference string
parser consists only of a decision tree coded into
JavaScript if-then-else statements, and a couple of
JavaScript functions, taking up a total of around
38KB of space. On the other hand, as mentioned
above, FLUX-CiM optimally requires a database
of around 3000 reference strings, while ParsCit’s
classifier model and dictionaries require a total of
10MB of space. These characteristics also make
the reference string parser fast. Speed tests were
conducted over 40 web pages taken from the domains of four universities, 20 of which contain reference strings and 20 of which do not. The results
are summarised in Table 6. From these results we
can infer with some confidence that FireCite will
add no more than one second to the existing time
a page takes to load.

5

Extension Front End

We thus implemented a prototype BMA as a Firefox extension that uses the recognizer and parser
as core modules. As such an extension interacts
with users directly, the extension’s front end design concentrated on functionality and usability
issues that go beyond the aforementioned natural
language processing issues.
Browser extension based BMAs are not new.

7
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“Liquidity-Based Model of Security Design,”
with Darrell Duffie, Econometrica, 1999, 67,
65-99.
Figure 6: A reference string with one author’s
name omitted.
Michael Collins and Terry Koo.
Discriminative Reranking for Natural Language Parsing.
Computational Linguistics 31(1):25-69.
Figure 5: Screenshot of FireCite prototype illustrating (a) the reference string library, (b) button
appended to each reference string, and (c) button
state after the reference string has been added to
the list.

Figure 7: A reference string with its year omitted.
Part of a list of reference strings organised by their
year of publication.
implementation demonstrates it is possible to do
these tasks in real-time and with a usable level of
accuracy.
We have validated the accuracy of FireCite’s
embedded recognition and parsing modules by
comparing against the state-of-the-art systems,
both on web based reference strings that use
HTML tags as well as gold-standard reference
strings in plain text. FireCite achieves a usable
level of reference string recognition and parsing
accuracy, while remaining small in size, a critical requirement in building a browser extension.
This small model allows FireCite to complete its
processing of reference heavy webpages in under one second, an acceptable level of latency for
most users. Preliminary user studies show that
the FireCite system should incorporate template
based recognition of large scholarly sites as well
for maximum effectiveness.
Future work on the parsing and recognition will
focus on capturing implied contextual information. On some web pages the author may omit
their own name, or place the year of publication in
a section head (Figures 6 and 7). We are working
towards recognizing and incorporating such contextual information in processing.

within Firefox’s storage location for the extension,
and can be opened or deleted through the sidebar
interface. With this feature, the user will not need
to juggle his PDF files and reference string library
separately.
As a preliminary evaluation, we presented FireCite to four academics in separate unstructured
interviews. All four subjects saw the potential
of FireCite as a BMA, but not the usefulness of
recognising reference strings on the Web. Two of
them pointed out that they rarely encounter reference strings while browsing the Web, while another only needs to search for specific, known papers. When asked in detail, it was apparent that
subjects do actually visit web pages that contain
many reference strings. In DBLP, each entry is
actually a reference string. In the ACM Digital Library, in every article information page, there is
a list of reference strings that have been extracted
from the bibliography of the article using Optical
Character Recognition (OCR).
From our study, we conclude that integration
with template based recognition (a la Zotero) of
sites such as DBLP, Google Scholar and ACM
Portal, has better potential. As expected, since
the subjects all have significant research experience, they have already developed suitable research methods. The challenge is for FireCite to
fit into their workflow.
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Abstract

parallel with other research fields, the role played
by those references is somewhat analogous with
that played by protein names in the medical literature or by notations of chemical compounds in
the field of Chemistry. As was recently shown by
Doms and Schroeder (2005) protein names can be
used to semantically index documents and thus to
enhance the information retrieval from a digital library of texts, provided that they are properly organized by using an ontology or a controlled vocabulary. Moreover, by analyzing and indexing
such references as if they were backlinks (Lester,
2007) from a secondary to a primary source, it is
possible to provide quantitative data about the impact of an ancient author for research in a particular disciplinary field, or in relation to a limited corpus of texts (e.g., the papers published by scholarly journals in a given time interval).
In addition to serving as entry points to information, canonical references can also be thought
of as a navigation apparatus that allows scholars
to browse seamlessly through ancient texts and
modern interpretations about them (Crane, 1987).
For every scholar working on the ancient historiographer Herodotus, for instance, it would be
extremely useful to be able to easily access all
the secondary sources containing references to
Herodotus’ works.
Therefore, the ability to automatically identify
canonical references within unstructured texts is a
first and necessary step to provide the users of digital libraries of Classics with a more sophisticated
way to access information and to navigate through
the texts that are already available to scholars of
other fields.
The volume of publicly available digitized
books constituting what has been called the Million Book Library (Crane, 2006) has made it essential to develop automatic and scalable tools
to automate the process of information extraction
from electronic resources. Furthermore, the obso-

Scholars of Classics cite ancient texts by
using abridged citations called canonical
references. In the scholarly digital library,
canonical references create a complex textile of links between ancient and modern
sources reflecting the deep hypertextual
nature of texts in this field. This paper
aims to demonstrate the suitability of Conditional Random Fields (CRF) for extracting this particular kind of reference from
unstructured texts in order to enhance the
capabilities of navigating and aggregating
scholarly electronic resources. In particular, we developed a parser which recognizes word level n-grams of a text as being canonical references by using a CRF
model trained with both positive and negative examples.

1

Introduction

In the field of Classics, canonical references are
the traditional way established by scholars to cite
primary sources within secondary sources. By
primary sources we mean essentially the ancient
texts that are the specific research object of Philology, whereas by secondary sources we indicate all
the modern publications containing scholarly interpretations about those ancient texts. This specific characteristic strongly differentiates canonical references from the typical references we usually find within research papers.
Canonical references are used to shortly refer to
the research object itself (in this case ancient texts)
rather than to the existing literature about a certain topic, as happens with references to other secondary sources. Given this distinction, canonical
references assume a role of primary importance as
the main entry point to the information contained
in scholarly digital libraries of Classics. To find a
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lescence time for publications is far longer in Classics than in other disciplines, meaning that typically the value of a publication does not decrease
drastically after a certain time. As a result, scholars in Classics may be the most potential beneficiaries of the recent mass digitization initiatives,
since they have already started with many materials out of copyright.
In this paper we describe how Conditional Random Fields (Lafferty et al., 2001), the state of the
art model in automatic classification, can be suitably applied to provide a scalable solution to this
problem.

2

by Romanello (2008) as a value added service that
could be provided to readers of electronic journals
by leveraging semantic encoded canonical references.
(Smith, 2009) provided an essential contribution to the research concerning the semantics of
canonical references. The Canonical Text Services
(CTS) protocol2 was developed by Smith for Harvard’s Center for Hellenic Studies; it is based on
URNs and is aimed at providing a machine actionable equivalent to printed canonical references.
This protocol allows us to translate those references into machine actionable URNs that can then
be resolved through resolution services against a
distributed digital library of texts. The innovative
aspect of the CTS protocol consists of a loose coupling system by which the linking between primary and secondary sources can be realized. Instead of hard linking a canonical reference to just
one electronic edition of a primary source, by embedding the CTS URNs inside (X)HTML pages, it
becomes possible to link it to an open ended number of resources as shown by (Romanello, 2007).

Related work

Canonical references to primary sources can be
explored from at least three different angles: 1)
identification and extraction; 2) hypertextual navigation; 3) semantics.
The identification and extraction of bibliographic references from what we called secondary
sources (i.e. monographs, commentaries, journal
papers, etc.) is a well explored task for which effective tools already exist. Although the biggest
efforts in this direction have been made in the
scientific fields, those tools can also be suitably
adapted to the field of Classics, since they are essentially based on machine learning techniques.
Several researchers recently focused on applying computational linguistics methods to automatically extract information from both Classical texts
and modern texts about them, in order to support
the above described needs of scalability. Gerlach
and Crane (2008), and Kolak and Schilit (2008)
considered the identification of citations within
primary sources by analyzing the syntactic and
morphological features of texts, while (Smith and
Crane, 2001) dealt with the disambiguation of geographical names.
Looking at the problem of canonical references
from the user point of view, a digital library of
Classical texts such as the Perseus Digital Library1 . already offers to the reader the ability to
navigate from secondary sources to the primary
sources they refer to, a process called reference
linking. The identification of references and the
attribution of semantics to them, however, was
done manually, and the navigation is limited to resources contained in the same text collection. An
analogous reference linking system was proposed
1

3

Canonical Text References

Canonical references present unique characteristics when compared to bibliographic references to
modern publications. First of all, they do not refer to physical facts of the referred work (such as
publication date or page number), but refer rather
to its logical and hierarchical structure. In addition, canonical references often provide additional
information needed by the reader to resolve the
reference. For example “Archestr. fr. 30.1 OlsonSens” means line 1 of fragment 30 of the comic
poet Archestratus in the edition published by S. D.
Olson and A. Sens in 1994.
The specification of the edition according to
which a source is cited is an important piece of information to be considered. Indeed, since the aim
of Philology is to reconstruct for ancient works a
text that is as close as possible to the original one
(given that the original text may have been corrupted over centuries of manuscript tradition), editors and scholars often disagree substantially as to
what readings and conjectures have to be included
in the established text.
Although some well established sets of abbreviations exist, scholars’ practice of citing primary
2
http://chs75.harvard.edu/projects/
diginc/techpub/cts

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/
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sources may noticeably differ according to style
preferences and the typographical needs of publishers, journals or research groups. Aeschylus’
name might appear in the abridged forms “A.,
Aesch., Aeschyl.”, and similarly a collection of
fragments like Jacoby’s Die Fragmente der Grieschischen Historiker may be abbreviated either
as FrGrHist or FGrHist.

Methodology

Provided that scholars may use canonical references with different abbreviation or citation styles,
it is nevertheless possible to identify within canonical references common patterns in terms of token
features.
CRF is used to classify a token depending on
its features and is suitable to identify those feature
patterns (Culotta et al., 2006). During the training
phase, the CRF model learns what features make
it more likely for a token to belong to a given category.
Our starting assumption is that it is possible
to determine if a sequence of tokens constitute a
canonical reference by evaluating (looking at) the
features of its tokens. Each token of a sequence is
assigned a category on the basis of a fixed number of features. Those token categories are in turn
used as features to classify the token sequence.
Starting from a dataset of canonical references
and applying the above described criteria to assign
features to the tokens, we obtain a training dataset
where each canonical reference is reduced to a token by removing whitespaces, and it is a assigned
as many as features as the category assigned to its
tokens.
Finally, in order to classify token sequences as
“references” or “non-references” each canonical
reference is assigned a convenient label. The obtained set of labelled references is used to train a
CRF model to identify canonical references within
unstructured texts.

Moreover, some highly specialized branches of
research exist within the field of Classics, such as
those dedicated to Epic poetry or Tragedy, or even
to a single author like Aeschylus or Homer. In
those specialized branches a common tendency to
use shorter references with a higher semantic density for the most cited authors can be observed.
For example, in publications containing thousands
of references to Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey, references to these texts are often expressed with Greek
letters indicating the book number along with the
verse number (e.g., “α 1” stands for the first verse
of the first book of Homer’s Odyssey). Lowercase
letters are used to refer to books of the Odyssey,
whereas uppercase letters refer to the books of the
Iliad, according to a practice developed in the IV
century B.C. by scholars of the library at Alexandria.
In the actual practice of scholarly writing,
canonical references can appear with slightly different figures according to the needs of narrative.
Along with complete canonical references to a single text passage, expressed as either a single value
or a range of values, other references can often be
found that are missing one or more components
that are normally present within canonical references, such as an indication of the author name, of
the work title or of the editor name (e.g., “Hom.
Od. 9.1, 9.2-3; Il 1.100”). This happens particularly in subsequent references to passages of the
same work.

4.1

Feature Extraction and Token
Categorization

For feature extraction phase, it was important to
identify both inclusive and exclusive token features. Indeed, to extract canonical references with
a high level of precision, we need to identify not
only the characteristic features of tokens occurring
within actual references but also those characteristic features for tokens occurring in sequences that
we want to be classified as non-references.
Even though the features are quite similar to
those used to identify modern bibliographic references (Isaac Councill and Kan, 2008), they were
tuned to fit the specific needs of canonical references to primary sources. We decided to record a
total of 9 features for each token, concerning the
following aspects:

Those differences that can be observed about
the appearance of canonical references require us
to apply different processing strategies to each
case. We focus on the task of automatically identifying complete references to primary sources.
Once those references have been identified in the
input document, we can find other anaphoric references by applying some scope-based parsing. Indeed, a canonical reference in the text constitutes
the reference scope for subsequent text passage indications referring to the same work.
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Three different dictionaries are used to verify if a token corresponds to a known canonical abbreviation (e.g. “Hom.” for Homer or
“Od.” for Odyssey) or to another kind of abbreviation, namely the abbreviations used by
philologists to shortly refer to pages, lines,
verses, etc. (“p”, “pp.”, “v.”, “vv.”, “cfr”, etc.)
or to abbreviations used for modern journals.
Abbreviations pertaining to the latter kind are
likely to introduce some noise during the ngram classification phase and thus are properly distinguished through a specific feature.
During preliminary analysis we particularly
observed that journal abbreviations were often confused with abbreviations for text collections since - as we noted above - they share
the feature of having uppercase or mixed case
letters.

1. Punctuation: information about the punctuation concerning the presence of a final dot,
hyphen, quotation marks and brackets (either
single or paired), and marks used to divide
and structure sequences (i.e. comma, colon
and semicolon), which are particularly important for sequences of text passages.
2. Orthographic Case: the orthographic case
of a token is an essential piece of information to be tracked. Author names when abbreviated still keep the initial as an uppercase letter, whereas collections of texts (such
as collections of fragments) often present all
uppercase or mixed case letters (e.g., “TrGrFr”,“CGF”, “FHG”, etc.).
3. Stopwords: given that the main language of
the input document is passed as a parameter to the parser, we record in a separate feature information regarding whether a token is
a stopword in the input document language.
This feature is particularly important in determining more precisely the actual boundaries
of a canonical reference within the text.

7. Fragment indication: canonical references to
fragments usually contain the indication “fr.”
(and “frr.” for more than one). Therefore
we expect tokens bearing this feature to occur
almost exclusively within references to fragmentary texts.

4. Greek Words: since we deal with Unicode
UTF-8 text, we distinguish Greek letters and
words. This allows us to identify more precisely those references that contain Greek
text such as the above mentioned Homeric
references or references to the ancient lexica
(e.g., Harpocr., Lex. s.v. Παναθήναια) since
they contain the lemma of the Greek word referred to, usually preceded by the abbreviation “s.v.” (i.e. sub voce).

We extract from the training dataset those
unique patterns of these 9 token features that are
likely to be found within canonical references. In
order to ensure both the scalability and the extensibility of the suggested method to disciplinary
fields other than Classics, we did not assign an
identity feature to tokens or - in other words - the
actual string content is not considered as a token
feature. However, since this decision might decrease the overall precision of the system, we introduced some features to record whether the token string occurs in one or more controlled dictionaries (e.g., list of widely adopted abbreviations).
An analogous consideration is valid also for
the dependency of the system from a specific language. Even though the approach is substantially
language independent, the performances of our
system in terms of precision were improved by
using language specific lists of stopwords in order to identify the actual boundaries of a canonical reference within the text. Currently we support
the most commonly used languages in the field of
Classics (English, French, German, Italian, Spanish).
Finally, it is worth noting that the use of italics is
a distinctive feature in particular for those tokens

5. Number: Roman and Arabic numerals combined in several figures are frequently used
to indicate the scope of a reference. Arabic
numerals that are used to represent modern
dates, however, are distinguished by using
a heuristic (for example, consider the problem of a footnote mark which gets appended
to a date). Nevertheless, sequences of both
numbers and punctuation marks are assigned
a specific value for this feature, since the
scope of a reference is commonly expressed
by dot and hyphen separated sequences such
as “9.235-255”.
6. Dictionary matching: two features are assigned if a token matches a dictionary entry.
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that represent abbreviations of work titles. Since
we are dealing with plain text input documents,
however, and wish to keep the adopted approach
as generalizable as possible, this feature has not
been taken into account.
Token

Features

Od.

F3

F4

Cat.

F1

F2

ICP

FDT NOD OTH OTH OTH CAB OTH OTH 1 c50

9.216-535. OTH FDT DSN

F5

29.”), without a negative training phrase both token sequences would have the same degree of similarity. When weighted by the CRF model the
result would be that both sequences would share
the same number of features with one of the references of the positive training. But since other sequences presenting features from both the positive
and negative training were included in the training,
and since such sequences were labelled as “nonreferences”, the end result is that a token sequence
with some tokens from a context phrase will be
less similar to a pure canonical reference.

F6

F7

F8

F9

OTH OTH OTH OTH OTH OTH 2 c6

Table 1: Categorization of tokens of the reference
“Od. 9.216-535” on the basis of their features.

Token

Features
F1

The first step of the training phase is the extraction of token features and the identification of
unique patterns of token features. At this stage
the processing units are the tokens of a reference.
Given a dataset of canonical references, each reference is firstly tokenized and each token is then
assigned 9 labels containing the values for the
above described features (see Section 4.1). Note
that in Tab. 1, 2 the labels and values of features
are indicated by the abbreviations given in Tab. 3.

Cat.

F2

Od. 9.216-535 1 c50 2 c6 ref

Table 2: Categorization of the reference of Tab. 1
by using token categories as its features.

Feature Label
F1

Case

F2

Punctuation Mark

F3

Number

F4

Greek Sequence

F5

Stop Word

F6

Paired Brackets

F7

Contained in the 1st Dict.

F8

Contained in the 2nd Dict.

F9

Fragment Indication

CAB

Canonical Abbreviation

DSN

Dot Separated Number Plus Range

FDT

Final Dot

ICP

Initial Cap

The observed combinations of feature values
are then deduplicated and rearranged into unique
categories that are used to classify each token (see
Tab 1). These categories correspond to the uniques
combinations of features assigned to tokens of references in the training dataset. Each category is
defined by a name such as “c6” or “c50”, where
“c” simply stands for ‘category‘” and “6” or “50”
are unique numeric identifiers. Besides, a numerical prefix corresponding to the position of the token inside the canonical reference is then added to
the category name to form the identifier. Indeed,
the position of each token in the sequence is in
itself meaningful information, provided that indications of the reference scope (and other reference
components as well) tend to occur at the end of
the token sequence. What we obtain are category
identifiers such as “1 c50” or “2 c6”.

Feature Value

NOD No Digit Sequence
OTH

Other

Table 3: List of abbreviations used in Tab. 1, 2.

4.2

The second step is building the training dataset.
At this stage each canonical reference is reduced
to a single token which is assigned the label “ref”
(i.e. reference) and which has as distinctive features the category identifiers assigned to its tokens
(see Tab 2).

Positive and Negative Training

Since the main goal of our parser is to identify
canonical references by isolating them from the
surrounding context, both positive and negative
training examples are needed. Indeed, provided
two token sequences where the first contains just
a canonical reference (e.g., “Od. 9.216-535”) and
the second additionally includes some tokens from
the context phrase (e.g.,“Od. 9.216-535, cfr. p.

Finally, a such obtained dataset of labelled instances is used to train our CRF model by using the Java CRF implementation provided by the
Mallet toolkit (McCallum, 2002).
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4.3

5

Sequence Classification Process

Training and Evaluation Criteria

The system is based on both a positive and a negative training.
The dataset for the positive training is built by
labeling with the above explained criteria a starting set of approximatively 50 canonical references
selected by an expert. The classifier trained with
those positive examples is then applied to a random set of documents. Extracted candidate canonical references are scored by the CRF model by assigning to each sequence of n-grams a value representing the probability for the sequence to be a
canonical reference.
The first one hundred errors with the highest
score, due to the sharing of several features with
the actual canonical references, are marked as
non-references and added to the set of sequences
to use for the negative training. The negative
training is needed in order to precisely segment
a canonical reference and to correctly classify
those sequences that are most likely to be confused with actual canonical references, such as sequences only partially containing a canonical reference or bibliographic references. In particular,
bibliographic references are misleading sequences
since they have several features in common with
canonical references, such as capitalized titles and
page numbers.
The overall performances of the system on
a random sample of 24 pages can be summarized by: precision=81.01%, recall=94.11%, accuracy=77.11%, F-score=0.8707. Analytical data
are provided in Tab. 4. Although the evaluation
was performed on pages drawn from a publication written in Italian, we expect to have analogous
performances on texts written in each of the currently supported languages (English, French, German, Italian, Spanish) for the reasons described in
Section 4.1.
The results are encouraging, however, and some
further improvements could concern the recovery
of tokens wrongly included in or excluded from
the sequence identified by the parser.

The system we propose to identify canonical references in unstructured texts is basically a binary
classifier. Indeed, it classifies as “reference” or
“non-reference” a sequence of word level n-grams
depending on the features of its tokens. However,
in the training dataset the positive examples are
manually grouped by typology and different labels
(such as “ref1”, “ref2” etc.) are assigned to canonical references pertaining to different types. This
is done in order to avoid associating too many features to a single class and thus to maximize the
difference in terms of features between sequence
being references and non-references.
Since every token is assigned a certain number
of features and finally a category, the likelihood
for a token sequence to be a canonical reference
can be determined on the basis of its similarity, in
terms of token features, to the labelled references
of a training set.
Once the input document is tokenized into single words, the n-grams are created by using a
window of variable dimensions ranging from the
minimum to the maximum length in terms of tokens that was observed for all the references in the
training dataset. For example, provided that the
shortest canonical reference in the training dataset
is 2 tokens long and the longest is 7 tokens long,
for each token are created 6 word level n-grams.
For the sake of performance, however, the number of n-grams to be created is determined for
each token at parsing time. First of all a threshold
value is passed to the parser as an option value.
The threshold is compared to the weight value assigned by the CRF model to the probability of a
token to be classified with a label, in our case
“ref” or “noref”. For each token, if the first ngram is classified as not being a canonical reference the processing shifts to the next token, since
we observed that if the first n-gram is classified as
a non-reference the following n-grams of increasing width never contain a reference. If the examined n-gram is classified as reference, another of
dimension n+1 is created: the parser passes on to
process the next token only if the current n-gram
is classified as a canonical reference with a likelihood value greater that that of the previous ngram.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper has illustrated how the CRF model can
be suitably applied to the task of extracting canonical references from unstructured texts by correctly
classifying word level n-grams as references or
non-references.
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Document # Precision

100.00% 100.00%

100.00%

1.0000

41

100.00% 100.00%

100.00%

1.0000

55

100.00% 100.00%

100.00%

1.0000

57

100.00% 100.00%

100.00%

1.0000

62

100.00% 100.00%

100.00%

1.0000

64

100.00% 100.00%

100.00%

1.0000

67

25.00%

25.00%

25.00%

0.2500

74

88.00%

87.50%

77.78%

0.8800

77

45.00%

90.00%

42.86%

0.6000

82

100.00% 100.00%

100.00%

1.0000

85

100.00%

90.00%

90.00%

0.9474

88

100.00% 100.00%

90
100

100.00%

1.0000

92.31%

85.71%

0.4286

100.00% 100.00%

100.00%

1.0000

92.31%

taining to specific branches of Classics, like Papyrology or Epigraphy. Indeed in those disciplines papyri and epigraphs are also often cited by
abridged references that are very similar in their
structure and features to the canonical text references. In a similar way, a canonical reference
parser can be trained on a particular citation style
in order to tailor it to a consistent corpus of texts
with consequent improvements on the overall performances.
Finally, since the task of automatic extraction
of canonical references has never been explored
before, we hope that in the future more resources
will be available for this task (such as training
datasets, golden standards, performance measure
to be compared, etc.), analogous to those already
existing for other more common tasks, like named
entity recognition or the extraction and labeling of
modern bibliographic references.

Recall Accuracy F-Score

40

113

60.00% 100.00%

60.00%

0.7500

117

100.00% 100.00%

100.00%

1.0000

134

100.00%

75.00%

75.00%

0.8571

137

75.00% 100.00%

75.00%

0.8571

144

67.00% 100.00%

67.00%

0.8024

146

33.00% 100.00%

33.00%

0.4511

150

57.14% 100.00%

57.00%

0.7273

162

100.00% 100.00%

100.00%

1.0000

169

50.00%

75.00%

43.00%

0.6000

Overall

81.01%

94.11%

77.11%

0.8707
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Abstract

acquiring these terms. A prior case study (Ritchie
et al., 2006) pointed out the challenges in proper
identification of the full span of a citation in running text and acknowledged that fixed-width windows have their limits. In contrast to this, endeavors have been made to extract the entire span
of a citation by using cue-phrases collected and
deemed salient by statistical merit (Nanba et al.,
2000; Nanba et al., 2004). This has met in evaluations with some success.

This paper proposes a new method based
on coreference-chains for extracting citations from research papers. To evaluate
our method we created a corpus of citations comprised of citing papers for 4 cited
papers. We analyze some phenomena of
citations that are present in our corpus,
and then evaluate our method against a
cue-phrase-based technique. Our method
demonstrates higher precision by 7–10%.

The Cite-Sum system (Kaplan and Tokunaga,
2008) also aims at knowledge reduction through
use of citations. It receives a paper title as a query
and attempts to generate a summary of the paper
by finding citing papers1 and extracting citations
in the running-text that refer to the paper. Before
outputting a summary, it also classifies extracted
citation text, and removes citations with redundant content. Another similar study (Qazvinian
and Radev, 2008) aims at using the content of citations within citing papers to generate summaries
of fields of research.

1 Introduction
Review and comprehension of existing research is
fundamental to the ongoing process of conducting
research; however, the ever increasing volume of
research papers makes accomplishing this task increasingly more difficult. To mitigate this problem
of information overload, a form of knowledge reduction may be necessary.
Past research (Garfield et al., 1964; Small,
1973) has shown that citations contain a plethora
of latent information available and that much
can be gained by exploiting it. Indeed, there
is a wealth of literature on topic-clustering, e.g.
bibliographic coupling (Kessler, 1963), or cocitation analysis (Small, 1973). Subsequent research demonstrated that citations could be clustered on their quality, using keywords that appeared in the running-text of the citation (Weinstock, 1971; Nanba et al., 2000; Nanba et al.,
2004; Teufel et al., 2006).
Similarly, other work has shown the utility in
the IR domain of ranking the relevance of cited papers by using supplementary index terms extracted
from the content of citations in citing papers,
including methods that search through a fixed
character-length window (O’Connor, 1982; Bradshaw, 2003), or that focus solely on the sentence
containing the citation (Ritchie et al., 2008) for

It is clear that merit exists behind extraction
of citations in running text. This paper proposes
a new method for performing this task based on
coreference-chains. To evaluate our method we
created a corpus of citations comprised of citing
papers for 4 cited papers. We also analyze some
phenomena of citations that are present in our corpus.
The paper organization is as follows. We first
define terminology, discuss the construction of our
corpus and the results found through its analysis,
and then move on to our proposed method using coreference-chains. We evaluate the proposed
method by using the constructed corpus, and then
conclude the paper.

1

Papers are downloaded automatically from the web.
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2 Terminology

to facilitate the annotation process. The citing papers were downloaded from CiteSeer-X;3 see Table 1 for details.
We then proceeded to manually annotate the
corpus using SLAT (Noguchi et al., 2008), a
browser-based multi-purpose annotation tool. We
devised the following guidelines for annotation.
Since the tool allows for two types of annotation,
namely segments that demarcate a region of text,
and links, that allow an annotator to assign relationships between them, we created four segment
types and three link types. Segments were used
to mark c-site anchors, c-sites, background information (explained presently), and references. We
used the term background information to refer to
any running-text that elaborates on a c-site but is
not strictly part of the c-site itself (refer to Figure 2 for an example). Even during annotation,
however, we encountered situations that felt ambiguous, making this a rather contentious issue.
Our corpus had a limited number of background
information annotations, or we would likely have
experienced more issues. That being said, it is at
least important to recognize that such kinds of supplementary content exist (that may not be part of
the c-site but is still beneficial to be included), and
needs to be considered more in the future.
We then linked each c-site to its anchor, each anchor to its reference, and any background information to the c-site supplemented. We also decided
on annotating entire sentences, even if only part
of a sentence referred to the cited paper. Table 1
outlines our corpus.

So that we may dispense with convoluted explanations for the rest of this paper, we introduce several
terms.
An anchor is the string of characters that marks
the occurrence of a citation in the running-text of a
paper, such as “(Fakeman 2007)” or “[57]”.2 The
sentence that this anchor resides within is then the
anchor sentence. The citation continues from before and after this anchor as long as the text continues to refer to the cited work; this block of text
may span more than a single sentence. We introduce the citation-site, or c-site for short, to represent this block of text that discusses the cited
work. Since more than once sentence may discuss
the cited work, each of these sentences is called a
c-site sentence. For clarity will also call the anchor the c-site anchor henceforth. A citing paper
contains the c-site that refers to the cited paper.
Finally, the reference at the end of the paper provides details about a c-site anchor (and the c-site).
Figure 1 shows a sample c-site with the c-site
anchor wavy-underlined, and the c-site itself italicized; the non-italicized text is unrelated to the csite. The reference for this c-site is also provided
below the dotted line. In all subsequent examples,
the c-site will be in italics and the current place of
emphasis wavy-underlined.
“. . . Our area of interest is plant growth. In past
research (Fakeman
et al., 2001), the relationship

between sunlight and plant growth was shown to
directly correlate. It was also shown to adhere
to simple equations for deducing this relationship, the equation varying by plant. We propose
a method that . . . ”
............................................
J. Fakeman: Changing Plant Growth Factors
during Global Warming. In: Proceedings of
SCANLP 2001.

Table 1: Corpus composition
Paper ID
Citing papers
C-sites
C-site sentences

Figure 1: A sample c-site and its reference

1
2
3
6

2
14
17
27

3
15
18
33

4
7
12
28

Total
38
50
94

To our knowledge, this is the first corpus constructed in the context of paper summarization related to collections of citing papers.4
Analysis of the corpus provided some interesting insights, though a larger corpus is required to
confirm the frequency and validity of such phenomena. The more salient discoveries are itemized below. These phenomena may also co-occur.

3 Corpus Construction and Analysis
We created a corpus comprised of 38 papers citing
4 (cited) papers taken from Computational Linguistics: Special Issue on the Web as Corpus, Volume 29, Number 3, 2003 as our data set and preprocessed it to automatically mark c-site anchors

3

2
In practice the anchor does not include brackets, though
the brackets do signal the start/end of the anchor. This is because multiple anchors may be present at once, e.g. (Fakeman
2007; Noman 2008).

http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu
Though not specific to the task of summarization through
use of c-sites, citation corpora have been constructed in the
past, e.g. (Teufel et al., 2006).
4
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c-site anchors (and should be included in both
their c-sites); the first sentence, however, contains
two main clauses connected with a connective,
each clause a different c-site (one with the anchor
“[3]” and one with “[4]”). Sub-clausal analysis is
necessary for resolving issues such as these. For
our current task, however, we annotated only sentences, and so in this example the second c-site
anchor is included in the first.

Background Information Though not strictly
part of a c-site, background information may need
to be included for the citation to be comprehensible. Take Figure 2 for example (background information is wavy-underlined) for the c-site anchor
“(Resnik & Smith 2003)”. The authors insert their
own research into the c-site (illustrated with wavyunderlines); this information is important for understanding the following c-site sentence, but is
not strictly discussing the cited paper. Background
information is thus a form of “meta-information”
about the c-site.
In well written papers, often the flow of content
is gradual, which can make distinguishing background information difficult.

“. . . STRAND system [4] searches the web for
parallel text and
[3] extracts translations pairs

among anchor texts pointing together to the same

webpage. However they all suffered from the lack

of such bilingual resources available on the web
...”

Figure 3: Itemized c-sites partially overlapping
(from (Zhang et al., 2005))

“. . . Resnik and his colleagues (Resnik & Smith
2003) proposed a new approach, STRAND,
. . . The databases for parallel texts in several languages with download tools are available from
the STRAND webpage. Recently they also applied the same technique for collecting a set of
links to monolingual pages identified as Russian
by http://www.archive.org, and Internet archiving service. We
have evaluated the Russian

database produced by this method and identified

a number of serious problems with it. First, it

does not identify the time when the page was
downloaded and stored in the Internet archive
...”

Nesting C-sites may be nested. In Figure 4
the nested citation (“[Lafferty and Zhai 2001,
Lavrenko and Croft 2001]”) should be included in
the parent one (“[Kraaij et al. 2002]”). The wavyunderlined portion shows the sentence needed for
full comprehension of the c-site.
“. . . 
In
recent
years,
the
use
of
language
models
in
IR
has
been
a
great
success
[Lafferty
and
Zhai

2001, Lavrenko and Croft 2001]. It is possible

to extend the approach to CLIR by integrating a
translation model. This is the approach proposed
in [Kraaij et al. 2002] . . . ”

Figure 2: A non-contiguous c-site w/ background
information (from (Sharoff, 2006))

Figure 4: Separate c-site anchors does not mean
separate c-sites (from (Nie, 2002))

Contiguity C-sites are not necessarily contiguous. We found in fact that authors tend to insert opinions or comments related to their own
work with sentences/clauses in between actual csite sentences/clauses, that would be best omitted
from the c-site. In Figure 2 the wavy-underlined
text shows the author’s opinion portion. This creates problems for cue-phrase based techniques, as
though they detect the sentence following it, they
fail on the opinion sentence. Incorporation of a leniency for a gap in such techniques may be possible, but seems more problematic and likely to
misidentify c-site sentences altogether.

Aliases Figure 5 demonstrates another issue:
aliasing. The author redefines how they cite the
paper, in this case using the acronym “K&L”.
“. . . To address the data-sparsity issue, we employed the technique used in Keller and Lapata
(2003, K&L) to get a more robust approximation of predicate-argument counts. K&L
use this

technique to obtain frequencies for predicateargument bigrams that were unseen in a given
corpus, showing that the massive size of the web
outweighs the noisy and unbalanced nature of
searches performed on it to produce statistics
that correlate well with corpus data . . . ”

Related/Itemization Authors often list several
works (namely, insert several c-site anchors) in the
same sentence using connectives. The works may
likely be related, and though this may be useful
information for certain tasks, it is important to differentiate which material is related to the c-site,
and which is the c-site itself.
In Figure 3 the second sentence discusses both

Figure 5: C-Site with Aliasing for anchor “Keller
and Lapata (2003, K&L)” (from (Kehler, 2004))

4 Coreference Chain-based Extraction
Some of the issues found in our corpus, namely
identification of background information, noncontiguous c-sites, and aliases, show promise of
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Table 2: Evaluation results for coreference resolution against the MUC-7 formal corpus.
System Setting
All Features
w/o SOON STR MATCH
w/o COSINE SIMILARITY

MUC-7 Task
R
P
F
35.71 74.71 48.33
48.35 83.81 61.32
46.70 82.52 59.65

resolution with coreference-chains. This is because coreference-chains match noun phrases that
appear with other noun phrases to which they refer, a characteristic present in these three categories. On the other hand, cue-phrases do not
detect any c-site sentence that does not use keywords (e.g. “In addition”). In the following section we discuss our implementation of a coreference chain-based extraction technique, and how
we then applied it to the c-site extraction task. An
analysis of the results then follows.
4.1

Sentence Eval.
R
P
F
36.27 80.49 50.00
48.35 88.00 62.41
46.70 86.73 60.71

salient for increased performance. We also extended this list by adding a cosine-similarity metric between two noun phrases; it uses bag-ofwords to create a vector for each noun phrase
(where each word is a term in the vector) to compute their similarity. The intuition behind this is
that noun phrases with more similar surface forms
should be more likely to corefer.
We further optimized string recognition and
plurality detection for handling citation-strings.
See Table 3 for the full list of our features. While
both (Soon et al., 2001) and (Ng and Cardie, 2002)
induced decision trees (C5 and C4.5, respectively)
we opted for using an SVM-based approach instead (Vapnik, 1998; Joachims, 1999). SVMs are
known for being reliable and having good performance.

Training the Coreference Resolver

To create and train our coreference resolver, we
used a combination of techniques as outlined originally by (Soon et al., 2001) and subsequently
extended by (Ng and Cardie, 2002). Mimicking their approaches, we used the corpora
provided for the MUC-7 coreference resolution
task (LDC2001T02, 2001), which includes sets of
newspaper articles, annotated with coreference relations, for both training and testing. They also
outlined a list of features to extract for training
the resolver to recognize the coreference relations.
Specifically, (Soon et al., 2001) established a list
of 12 features that compare a given anaphor with
a candidate antecedent, e.g. gender agreement,
number agreement, both being pronouns, both part
of the same semantic class (i.e. WordNet synset
hyponyms/hypernyms), etc.
For training the resolver, a corpus annotated
with anaphors and their antecedents is processed,
and pairs of anaphor and candidate antecedents are
created so as to have only one positive instance
per anaphor (the annotated antecedent). Negative
examples are created by taking all occurrences of
noun phrases that occur between the anaphor and
its antecedent in the text. The antecedent in these
steps is also always considered to be to the left of,
or preceding, the anaphor; cataphors are not addressed in this technique.
We implemented, at least minimally, all 12 of
these features, with a few additions of what (Ng
and Cardie, 2002) hand selected as being most

4.2 Evaluating the Coreference Resolver
We ran our trained SVM classifier against the
MUC-7 formal evaluation corpus; the results are
shown in Table 2.
The results using all features listed in Table 3
are inferior to those set forth by (Soon et al.,
2001; Ng and Cardie, 2002); likely this is due
to poorer selection of features. Upon analysis, it
seems that half of the misidentified antecedents
were still chosen within the correct sentence and
more than 10% identified the proper antecedent,
but selected the entire noun phrase (when that
antecedent was marked as, for example, only its
head); the majority of these cases involved the
antecedent being only one sentence away from
the anaphor. Since the former seemed suspect of
a partial string matching feature, we decided to
re-run the tests first excluding our implementation of the SOON STR MATCH feature, and then
our COSINE SIMILARITY feature. The results
for this are shown in Table 2. It can be seen
that using either of the two string comparison features works substantially better than with both of
them in tandem, with the COSINE SIMILARITY
feature showing signs of overall better performance which is competitive to (Soon et al.,
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Table 3: Features used for coreference resolution.
Feature
ANAPHOR IS PRONOUN
ANAPHOR IS INDEFINITE
ANAPHOR IS DEMONSTRATIVE
ANTECEDENT IS PRONOUN
ANTECEDENT IS EMBEDDED

Possible Values
T/F
T/F
T/F
T/F
T/F

SOON STR MATCH

T/F

ALIAS MATCH

T/F

BOTH PROPER NAMES
BOTH PRONOUNS
NUMBER AGREEMENT

T/F
T/F/–
T/F/–

COSINE SIMILARITY

NUM

GENDER AGREEMENT

T/F/–

SEMANTIC CLASS AGREEMENT

T/F/–

Brief Description (where necessary)

Boolean indicating if the candidate antecedent is within another
NP.
As per (Soon et al., 2001). Articles and demonstrative pronouns
removed before comparing NPs. If any part of the NP matches
between candidate and anaphor set to true (T); false otherwise.
Creates abbreviations for organizations and proper names in an
attempt to find an alias.
Basic morphological rules applied to the words to see if they are
plural.
A cosine similarity score between zero and one is applied to the
head words of each NP.
If the semantic class is Male or Female, use that gender, otherwise if a salutation is present, or lastly set to Unknown.
Followed (Soon et al., 2001) specifications for using basic
WordNet synsets, specifically: Female and Male belonging to
Person, Organization, Location, Date, Time, Money, Percent
belonging to Object. Any other semantic classes mapped to
Unknown.

4.3 Application to the c-site extraction task

2001; Ng and Cardie, 2002). We exclude the
SOON STR MATCH feature in the following experiments.

As outlined above, we used the resolver with the
loosened constraints, namely evaluating the sentence a potential antecedent is in as likely or not,
and not which noun phrase within the sentence is
the actual antecedent. Using this principle as a
base, we devised an algorithm for scanning sentences around a c-site anchor sentence to determine their likelihood of being part of the c-site.
The algorithm, shown in simplified form in Figure 6, is described below.
Starting at the beginning of a c-site anchor
sentence AS, scan left-to-right; for every noun
phrase encountered within AS, begin a right-toleft sentence-by-sentence search; prepend any sentence S containing an antecedent above a certain
likelihood THRESHOLD, until DISTANCE sentences have been scanned and no suitable candidate sentences have been found. We set the likelihood score to 1.0, tested ad-hoc for best results,
and the distance-threshold to 5 sentences, having
noted in our corpus that no citation is discontinuous by more than 4.
In a similar fashion, the algorithm then proceeds to scan text following AS; for every noun
phrase NP encountered (moving left-to-right), begin a right-to-left search for a suitable antecedent.
If a sentence is not evaluated above THRESHOLD,

However, the MUC-7 task measures the ability
to identity the proper antecedent from a list of candidates; the c-site extraction task is less ambitious
in that it must only identify if a sentence contains
the antecedent, not which noun phrase it is. When
we evaluate our resolver using these loosened conditions it is expected that it will perform better.
To accomplish this we reevaluate the results
from the resolver in a sentence-wise manner; we
group the test instances by anaphor, and then by
sentence. If any noun phrase within the sentence
is marked as positive when there is in fact a positive noun phrase in the sentence, the sentence is
marked as correct, and incorrect otherwise. The
results in Table 2 for this simplified task show
an increase in recall, and subsequently F-measure.
The numbers for the loosened constraints evaluation are counted by sentence; the original is
counted by noun phrase only.
Our system also generates many fewer training
instances than the previous research, which we attribute to a more stringent noun phrase extraction
procedure, but have not investigated thoroughly
yet.
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Table 4: Evaluation results for c-site extraction w/o background information
Method
Baseline 1 (anchor sentence)
Baseline 2 (random)
Cue-phrases (CP)
Coref-chains (CC))
CP/CC Union
CP/CC Intersection

Sentence (Micro-average)
R
P
F
53.2 100
69.4
75.5 58.2
65.7
64.9 64.9
64.9
64.9 74.4
69.3
74.5 58.8
65.7
55.3 91.2
69.0

ods that combine the results of the cue-phrases
and coreference-chain techniques, one the union
of their results (includes the extracted sentences
of both methods), and the other the intersection
(includes sentences only for which both methods
agree), to measure their mutual compatibility.
The annotated corpus provided the locations of
c-site anchors for the cited paper within the citing
paper’s running-text. We then compared the extracted c-sites of each method to the c-sites of the
annotated corpus.

set CSITE to AS
pre:
foreach NP in AS
foreach sentence S preceding AS
if DISTANCE > MAX-DIST goto post
if likelihood > THRESHOLD then
set CSITE to S + CSITE
reset DISTANCE
end
end
end
post:
foreach sentence S after AS
foreach NP in S
foreach sentence S2 until S
if DISTANCE > MAX-DIST stop
if S2 has link then
if likelihood > THRESHOLD then
set S2 has link
end
end
end
end
end

4.5 Evaluation
The results of our experiments are presented in Table 4. We evaluated each method as follows. Recall and precision were measured for a c-site based
on the number of extracted sentences; if an extracted sentence was annotated as part of the c-site,
it counted as correct, and if an extracted sentence
was not part of a c-site, incorrect; sentences annotated as being part of the c-site not extracted by
the method counted as part of the total sentences
for that c-site. As an example, if an annotated csite has 3 sentences (including the c-site anchor
sentence), and the evaluated method extracted 2 of
these and 1 incorrect sentence, then the recall for
this c-site using this method would be 2/3, and the
precision 2/(2 + 1).
Since the evaluation is inherently sentencebased, we provide two averages in Table 4. The
micro-average is for sentences across all c-sites;
in other words, we tallied the correct and incorrect
sentence count for the whole corpus and then divided by the total number of sentences (94). This
average provides a clearer picture on the efficacy
of each method than does the macro-average. The
macro-average was computed per c-site (as explained above) and then averaged over the total
number of c-sites in the corpus (50).
With the exception of a 3% lead in macroaverage recall, coreference-chains outperform
cue-phrases in every way. We can see a substan-

Figure 6: Simplified c-site extraction algorithm
using coreference-chains
it will be ignored when the algorithm backtracks
to look for candidate noun phrases for a subsequent sentence, thus preserving the coreferencechain and preventing additional spurious chains.
If more than DISTANCE sentences are scanned
without finding a c-site sentence, the process is
aborted and the collection of sentences returned.
4.4

C-site (Macro-average)
R
P
F
74.6 100
85.5
87.4 71.2
78.5
84.0 80.9
82.4
81.0 87.2
84.0
88.4 75.0
81.1
76.6 95.7
85.1

Experiment Setup

To evaluate our coreference-chain extraction
method we compare it with a cue-phrases technique (Nanba et al., 2004) and two baselines.
Baseline 1 extracts only the c-site anchor sentence as the c-site; baseline 2 includes sentences
before/after the c-site anchor sentence as part of
the c-site with a 50/50 probability — it tosses
a coin for each consecutive sentence to decide
its inclusion. We also created two hybrid meth93

solver, and applying RST to c-site extraction.

tial difference in micro-average precision (74.4
vs. 64.9), which results in nearly a 5% higher
F-measure. The macro-average precision is also
higher by more than 6%. It matches more and
misses far less. The loss in the macro-average
recall can be attributed to the coreference-chain
method missing one of two sentences for several
c-sites, which would lower its overall recall score;
keep in mind that since in the macro-average all csites are treated equally, even large c-sites in which
the coreference-chain method performs well, such
an advantage will be reduced with averaging and
is therefore misleading.
Baseline 2 performed as expected, i.e. higher
than baseline 1 for recall. Looking only at Fmeasures for evaluating performance in this case
is misleading. This is particularly the case because
precision is more important than recall — we want
accuracy. Coreference-chains achieved a precision
of over 87.2 compared to the 71.2 of baseline 2.
The combined methods also showed promise.
In particular, the intersection method had very
high precision (91.2 and 95.7), and marginally
managed to extract more sentences than baseline 1. The union method has more conservative
scores.
We also understood from our corpus that only
about half of c-sites were represented by c-site anchor sentences. The largest c-site in the corpus
was 6 sentences, and the average 1.8. This means
using the c-site anchor sentence alone excludes on
average about half of the valuable data.
These results are promising, but a larger corpus
is necessary to validate the results presented here.
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